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LOUDSPEAKERS MONOPULSE

CD, SACD & DVD-A McCORMACK

ALSO FEATURED INSIDE...
-

Rega P3-24 turntable
On Location with dCS Ltd
Roksan Platinum pre/power amps
Inside Story: CD distortion revealed
Super System: Resolution Audio/Living Voice
Audio Analogue Primo VT CD player

UGH-END TURNTABLE VYGER

UK £ 4.00 US $ 9.50 Aus $ 9.95

Origin Live Conqueror tonearm
Copland CTA405 valve amp
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We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
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THE EXPERT PANEL
in developing the technology. At

ery few audio
companies have the

which point, one of these tried-

resources to design

and-tested chassis is ripe for use

auniversal DVD

as the bedrock of ameticulously-

player from the ground-up.
These players need adual-laser
mechanism capable of reading

tweaked 'audiophile' universal
player — for apremium.
We can trace the heritage

CD, SACD and DVD(A) discs

of the McCormack-branded

plus some serious processing
power to decode the two and

Johnson back to Pioneer, and the

multichannel audio, which

audiophile world is aricher place
for it. Turn to page 20 for HiFi

Dolby Digital.

News' definitive verdict on this

software required for bass

'Without this leg-up onto the
binary ladder, many names
familiar to audiophiles could
have fallen by the wayside'

in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multi-channel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years

universal player from Conrad-

necessarily includes DTS and
Then there's additional

Hi Fi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews

spiced-up digital dish.
In more general terms,
there's precedent for this in the
large numbers of specialist CD

KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years, and edited
HIFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
tetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine

players launched off the back
of mainstream models in the
digital dawn of the mid- 1980s.
And agood thing too, because

sie

without this leg-up onto the
imirabin I
eic=c3 ê

management, interchannel

binary ladder, many names

delays and volume before

familiar to audiophiles would

the prospect of MPEG video

have either struggled or fallen by

decoding hoves into view.

the wayside.

No, far better to let the likes of

success of the high-end owes a

example, invest the thousands

debt of gratitude to the efforts of
those that serve the mass market.

of engineer-man-hours required

BARRY FOX — techno
journalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years ,
as apatent agent

In this instance at least, the

Denon, Marantz and Pioneer, for

KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the rennaisance in
'vintage hi-fi'

Paul Miller, Editor

CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN,
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

•

Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with audio
and video test equipment, but it's the
only magazine whose editor has designed
world-class test solutions from the Awardwinning Jitter Analyser to the multichannel
QC Suite. This is just one reason why you'll
discover facts and figures about your
favourite hi-fi and AV gear that simply
do not appear anywhere else.
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News
Barry Fox trawls the patent archives
New York Scrapbook
Ken Kessler at the Stereophile show

OPINION & ADVICE
80
86

95
99

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock & audiophile
Opinion
Barry Fox, Michael Fremer, Ken Kessler
Andrew Harrison, Jon Thompson
and Barry Willis
Letters
Amps' DC offsets, Mana copy-rack
Q&A
Inc Jargon Buster and 'Way Back Then'

FEATURES
06

Objects of Desire
Afirst peek at chic audio pieces:
14 Inside Story
Over the top - how CDs can exceed
their OdBFs maximum level
104 Audio Exposed
Part 2of the How Much Power? series
explores real world speaker loads
112 On Location: dCS Limited
High-end digital brand visited
146 Classic Kit
In anew series, John Howes looks at
lesser- known names of the past

TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-FI MAGAZINE
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
20

24

28

38

44

46

McCormack UDP-1
Universal DVD-A/SACD/CD disc
player, tuned by McCormack and
Conrad-Johnson, tested by
Christopher Breunig
Monopulse 32S
Keith Howard tries this three-way
reworking of the original 32 model,
now smaller and more colourful
Roksan Audio Platinum
PR15B & ST1308
Range-topping preamplifier and
130W stereo power amplifier, by
jazz convert Richard Stevenson
Boulder 810 & 850
At ' only' £ 13,000, Boulder's cheapest
pre/monoblock combination finds a
new audience with Andrew Harrison
Audio Analogue Primo VT
Entry-level midi-width Primo CD player
from Italy gets valve tuned, finds
Steve Harris
Group Test: £ 500 amplifiers
We test the pick of integrated
amplifiers around £ 400-500:
£400-500 AMPLIFIERS

Cs
c
o
/
,4e.9

58

62

66
Arcam

46

McCormack

Audio Analogue

44

Monopulse

20
24

Boulder Amplifiers

38

Music First Audio

62

Cambridge Audio

46

Myryad

46

Creek Audio

46

NAD

46

dCS Limited

112

Rega

70

Resolution

74

Duevel

07

Krell

06

Roksan

28

Living Voice

74

VYGER

58

70

74

Arcam DiVA A70, Cambridge Audio
Azur 740A, Creek Audio Evolution,
Myryad Z140 and NAD C372
VYGER Baltic M
Italian high-end decksters ' get real'
with this SMEequipped turntable,
spun up by Ken Kessler
Music First Audio Passive
Magnetic Preamplifier
Andrew Harrison discovers asilver
lining in this transformer- based
passive preamplifier
Copland CTA405
Valves galore warm a50W Danish
integrated amplifier, reports brand
fan Ken Kessler
Rega P3 24
Classic and simple, the successor to
the Rega Planar 3turntable impresses
Steve Harris
Super Systems: Resolution
Audio/Living Voice
Steve Harris pits US audiophile midi
system with British floorstanders
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KRELL EVOLUTION 60C MCNOBLOCK
'Absolute truth ir music reproduction'
is tie desicner's aim in its latest
range of Evoke on amplifiers. With
its 5000VA power supply and 600W
into 8 ohm rating, it should also
fullfill : he company's reputation for
building amplifiers that

can

drive any

loudspeaker load. Price is £ 12,900 each.
wvim.krellonline.com
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DUEVEL BELLA LUNA LOUDSPEAKER
From the company that brought us the
Planets [
HFN, April ' 07] comes this fullrange omnidirectioma speaker. A two-way
design, it features an upward-firing 220mm
bass driver and 44rnm mid/treble driver.
Bass response is specified to 40Hz (- 3dB).
Available in Alu-silver ( pictured) or achoice

es

of stunning wood fim shes, the Bella Una
sells for £ 3750 a pair.
www.duevel.com

e
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DIGNk. LIGHT PROCESSING

A '
Texas Instruments lechnolow

Barry Fox with the inside track on the latest audio happenings.
SONY'S HI-TECH SCREEN

"meniteme

*WIWI Imam
Palvolerie

At arecent press event Sony gave
adramatic demonstration of anew
projection screen, to be called
DynaClear. For the first time this lets
afront projector give bright pictures
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when hit with the projector beam
the illuminated area then turns

moat.

«.

ez.

LOOM

back to 2001 ( International
application WO/2003/050612
and United States Patent filings
6,961,175 and 2007/0002438).
The screen exploits the fact that
BELOW: Sony's
Dynaclear
front projector
features ascreen
tuned to absorb
all colours that
make up natural
light except
red, green and
blue in abid
to give amore
vibrant picture in
ambient light

amirror which diffuses it and adds
it the lamp light hitting the mirror
chip. So the lost light adds strength
to the lamp light, and the picture
ABOVE: The Sony patent application
detailing red, green and blue particle

is brighter. If the idea works as
claimed it looks like avery simple

layers stacked on asubstrate

and inexpensive way to increase
effective lamp power, or allow the
lamp to be run areduced power

all light wavelengths, but reflects
the three tuned colours before they
get as far as the black backing.
This is done by covering the screen

rainbow but aprojected image is

of very precise sizes so that they
refract light and reflect at precise
wavelengths. A layer of beads

with layers of tiny silica beads,

can be tuned to reflect only tightly
defined red, green and blue bands,
and absorb all other frequencies,

around 280nm in diameter reflects

it will look dark except where
illuminated by the projector beam

reflect blue. The beads are in many
stacked layers, ideally 11 blue over
11 green over 11 red.
Judging from the demonstrations

The screen is backed with carbon
or similar material which absorbs

direction so that it does not reach

that the lost light is bounced onto

natural light and room lighting is
made up from avery wide band of
frequencies, ie all colours of the
built from three primary colours,
red, green and blue. So if the screen

projection lens, and onto the screen
-or bounce the light in adifferent

The new system arranges the
mirror chip and lens at angle so

but astring of patents filed by five
engineers at Sony's Shinagawa labs
in Tokyo tells how ascreen can look

picture. The research work dates

the projection lamp towards the

the screen. This light is lost.

bright white.
Sony says how it works is secret

near black in day or room light,
but show avery bright projected

unused light from aTexas Instruments
DLP chip recycled via amirror
that they either reflect light from

••••••

in strong ambient light. The screen
surface looks black all over. But

ABOVE: Philips' new system sees

red light, alayer of 235nm beads
reflects green and 212nm beads

given by Sony, the system
works wonderfully well. But the
manufacturing process is so intricate
the new screen material is clearly
not going to be cheap - which is
doubtless why Sony did not want
even to guess aprice.

with longer life.
Philips has another neat idea to
make projection more appealing.
"The weak link" with all projectors,
Philips admits, is the lamp. It can
blow, leaving the screen blank.
Lifetime prediction is currently
Dased on measuring hours used and
guesstimating how long the lamp
will be able to go on producing
bright pictures with true colours,
before fading or popping.
Philips has found that as the
lamp ages, the gap between the
electrodes alters, and this causes a
change in the voltage drop between
the electrodes and the current
flow through the light- producing
gas. The projector can use this
measurement to stabilise the
current flow and at the same time
predict useful remaining life.

PHILIPS RECYCLES LIGHT
11.11•111111111.111.11

Philips has adifferent idea for
making projected pictures brighter
-by recycling light that is lost by a
DLP mirror chip.
The DLP chips made by Texas
Instruments are the size of a
thumbnail and covered by amillion
or so tiny hinged mirrors. The video
signal rapidly flips the mirrors so
RIGHT: Philips' patent for detecting
impending light source failure
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SHAME ON YOU!

CAMPAIGN TO MAKE PIRATES FEEL ' SHABBY'

HD F1 CONFIDENTIAL

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

This June sees the launch
of a ' bold new approach'
to fighting disc and online
piracy. The campaign
uses TV and cinema

"KeIOCK-Off NIGEL
BUYS KNOCKOFF DVDs...
..."£14""ene,rel."‘Vsteisb°,1,,euter,

DEAD CENTRE
Russ Andrews is suggesting we switch off the centre speaker in our

adverts that poke fun at a

5.1 system, claiming centre- channel speech information is mostly
mono and therefore already appears strongly in the centre when just

character called
Knock- Off Nigel who buys

left and right speakers are used ( as long as you know how to turn
off the centre speaker option in the set-up menu of your receiver of

dodgy videos and is then
shunned by friends in

course!). ' If you have full- range floorstanding speakers why waste

the pub. ' Last year 2006

t
Ap
e

Russ believes you should spend the money you save on abetter sub.

was awatershed year,'
says Liz Bales, Director
General of the Industry
Trust for IP Awareness,
an alliance of 22 film and

money on acentre speaker that will do more work than the main
left and right and will almost certainly be of lower performance?'
Given 80% of the sound in film comes from the centre speaker, you

Dare. "
ou,joceofir MOIL

TV distributors, cinemas,
DVD retailers and home entertainment rental companies.
'There is ashift to digital piracy online. Broadband speeds are
increasing and there is more computer literacy.'
'We want to make right behaviour more aspirational than
wrong behaviour'. Says Johnny Fewings, Joint Managing
Director of Universal Pictures: " We are not talking about
'piracy' now. We want to make people feel grubby and talk

should make sure the front stereo speakers are good at pinpointing
the soundstage, otherwise these might need upgrading too!
BY THE RULE
Meanwhile, Musical Fidelity has
reaffirmed its philosophy that no
amplifier is high quality unless it
has bucket loads of power with a
System Diagnostic Slide Rule. This

Po,

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC

claims to show that in order to get
substantial dynamic range you need
to attain peaks of at least 105dB,

-

- - BOdb

-

81d13

-

82dB

-

83dB

before. With drinking and driving and not smoking at football
matches and picking up dog mess.'

which in the case of speakers with

-

84d13

87dB sensitivity means you need a

-

85dB
86dB

However the Trust appears to have little interest in learning
from the mistakes now admitted by the music industry in

320W amplifier. According to MF
most amplifiers on sale (which would

-

87dB

being late in offering legal MP3 downloads and agreeing on

therefore include its X-T100) don't

acommon standard for DRM. The Trust has no plans to link

offer enough power to operate
correctly. In order to overcome this
the company has announced the

about " knock- offs". We are shaping behaviour. It's been done

the music industry into the Nigel campaign and no plans
for the high profile legal actions against persistent music
downloaders, which scared parents into checking what their
children were doing with their computers on the family phone
line. 'We have spoken to the BPI. FACT has worked with the
BPI,' says Bales. ' But we have no plans to work with the music

Supercharger, an auxilliary power amp
that it says will upgrade the power
of most hi-fi systems to 550 Watts.
The Supercharger is based around the

___-- 88dB
89dB
100w

90dB

(8 ,„

91dB

500,

•
law
lap*
Peat

easy to download. It's adifferent business model. Most pirate

MORE COMPANIES GO GREEN
As well as new ideas for projection TVs ( see opposite) Philips has

and measure' results.

SOUND BITES

50 YEARS OF HI-FI NEWS

99dB

- -

98dB
97dB

Illaresit
billyieirl
Wham

videos are camcorder quality.'

and out of sight of anyone who might brand them shabby,
remains to be seen. The Trust says it will ' measure, measure

--

•

kW550 and is available from June.

who have no shame and will soon be downloading at home

101

- 100dB

93d8

industry on this campaign. Initially it's the AV sector. We feel
there are differences between music and video. Video is not as

Whether the IP Awareness Trust is able to shame people

—

decided that its LCD models should come with an eco friendly logo,
like those stuck on freezers to indicate their energy efficiency. The
Green Tick logo will appear on products claiming to be 10% more
efficient in areas such as recycling potential, hazardous substances
used, weight, and of course energy efficiency. If you're in the market
for anew telly, you should look at the carton before the screen.
Continuing the eco theme, NAD proudly announces its
collaboration with UK- based Zetex Semiconductors to produce a
new range of Masters Series amplifiers, due for release in 2008. But
this is no ordinary Class D affair. Rather, it is asystem utilising Zetex's

If you haven't bought one already,
don't forget that Sound Bites is now

patented ' Class Zdirect digital feedback amplifier technology'. As
well as claims of sonic superiority, NAD hopes that the amp's low

available from Black Books. Priced at

power consumption will woo the eco friendly audio consumer.
NAD isn't alone in addressing power consumption. Rotel has

£14.99 and written by legendary hi-fi
scribes Ken Kessler and Steve Harris,

harnessed B&O's IcePower technology, Arcam uses aClass G topology

Sound Bites not only traces 50 years

while Naim employs Class- TTripath.

of HiFi News magazine but is the
most informative and entertaining

Even here at HiFi News we are concerned about global warming,
providing an Eco rating in our equipment tests. Class D and related

book on the history of the hi-fi
business. For your copy, available by

designs can provide over 90% more efficiency than other classes of

post free of charge, telephone 01562
69296 or fax 01562 630592. Or go

amps and are becoming the choice of more and more manufacturers

ellimemeememeafte

in their fight to protect the planet.

to www.aarons-books.co.uk.
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KEN'S NEW YORK SCRAPBOOK

KEN'S NEW YORK

CR
New venue,

IP

great vibes, minimal home theatre — it was a purist's paradise. Home

Entertainment Show 2007,
Station,

in New York's Grand Hyatt Hotel near Grand Central

celebrated two— channel and analogue with a vengeance.

Probably the talk of the show was Continuum's ' half—priced'
the $ 100,000 Caliburn/Cobra turntable,

alternative to

but it wasn't all big— bucks surprises.

I got a big kick out of Krell's iPod dock,

the KID,

and the idea of a BBC 1S3/8A

kit decades after the first kit vanished from production is too priceless to
contemplate:
KEF,

just enjoy it.

The British were there in force,

the place was awash with valves and vinyl,

especially Chord and

and the organisation was hard to fault.

Even

the odd bit of hotel renovation couldn't mar the proceedings.
However,

because there was a lot going on in mid— May in the music/audio business outside

of the audiophile community while the show took place,

a slight whiff of uncertainty

influenced the general contentment that permeated the weekend:
International,

CD sales'

the $ 8 billion sale of Harman

downturn of 20 percent in the previous three months, amazon.com

selling unrestricted downloads,

EMI/Capitol tmally offering its catalogue via downloads and

other events with potentially major impact couldn't help but make their presence felt.
overall buzz was positive,

a good omen for the biggest show of the season,

few weeks later. Me? I had a blast.

But the

the Munich event a

But then it's hard not to in the greatest city on earth.

Ken,
the k& by ail
e444,y, the full M8L
f
&vtueifti the escaletiftce-nit M8L
101 E euervicli.receiienei seake-r.
(4nine sebti ernsamy ale)
LEFT: Prar4e4 tô

The Sulesta Ise-Leitear Array speakers that dazzled
we et LES in. Las Vela's" seere sitownait ffE2007 en a peudie-r,
12-moctcde fen«. Love tke 1r-re-mile« red fi u, ae,c1t-ke
smatier 14sode't solute/a/144,fes roe:Aldan/ tua ceitereivt44 the hater offeri. As seen kete the eadeetie ?eke,
eetclsectisti ktebutorle-rs wt7 dijeta* cekvtrati,ed actüre ba«
h $44,000. (aiut@eu.ctiotureekety.ceet)
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LEFT Oete gave dablet toucts-peakersfrees Leiguench,
best kti
.

nfor ihs werld-claps frusetain peks, tke

men)aren Suere-nte ($80,000-$100,000 der,
e-neteng at

f
uli.-s40; tke 19en kern wet it len driver crosses over et
-

-

750Hz to 10i-et mid 12en evaqtys. Sela,aevay h 92d8/1w
(teihancliay@guiakcani)

Pre-productien sample q Bel Cdnd-o's

f
eravekwen1 bp-loading CD Iddeer (mete

bricaehodesign.ce:44)

LEFT: A new Rehm() weds a name, neta husuber: saadkana
(sakskt for Isarmo>9). As ever, a beautiful Iwnt desiet,

tich tecne

ket-11444. &vs added bass

14wdsdes

drivers wetk clatk Pterromar, cesed
the tower

cehsVeeni of dual 6en

p.a.rattet, to augpnewt

reitYitre. To eratecq the purVty qtke

crossover h et a. 70Hz, and sews-ash/ay h

wain drive-r,

talk 98d8 for tke korn

and 97d8 for tke wacfers. (ww-tereth444.co)

.-...fflowinifflORMIMOMMONIfflifflfflgeogifflffl11101111001110~1.1.01OMIllfflien

BELOW: Audio Smce skewed tkese adorable, -sized
emplifters, tke Ahehi-ataxy 1weth US8 DAG &Rd four
ELB4s ($790) mid Miffit: 2004 wetkfour 6V6s but itio
DAC (ets-a $790), devviy targeted et tke conterucattyburgefrhini iPo-d üldseptry. Botk offer 2x12W a..nd feature
etetbaard /ewer supplies. (wwwaudieseace.cellikk)

ABOVE: Anteng the welder debrets was Prodeer« Addieteark,s'
DM T-100 (Der Meueipktdiveeten Tech/hate) spheres am%
atectsieted ptands. live tutatipte spheres ettow cenjeguration
'141,44:4t,

cf

rewire or rear ckmatetversiews, wait eamud crossover

and adjwsiabie haeare. Drivers indude a tea-de dome tweeter,
5en Heckene Had tut% 11it Hockeste bee deeet,en spheres wade
leuusita/te over aitees-ftbre skati. The DM T-100
seUs-frr $25,000 per pair. (wwwpreetwerk.s.colis)
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LEFT: Sai-ager Senk4 ha luny /1144,e-renew seeeker cosneany tket
en,nou,nced ets debut wetk the Setager 5210 ($7500 per p4ar). Seen
Itere

ere-erateetion ferret, the seeeker h a.t aeteve two-wi9/

-wkit digket crossover, fewe-red by tke ¿

est 8840 ICE utociscie.

Dreyer aeray h aScam,seeek AWCirc tweeter end a 10üt Pertes
VIM kkeid-bess drever

a. kid/Key-v(141;e) enclosure, offere,d en a

vceriety iffen,h,ftes. (www.setegarc,oes)

RIOHT: Cen/tiivieseus efes•we-red tke mere of tkove laciukg
$100,000 for tke Cetibeern-Gebra-Ces/tetion hent.tairte Irsdegt
with ets new, ¿ess-expewpere Crete-violettern/Mee end
Cofferkead Tow-wilt ($51,500). Macey Frenter; who own.s the
six-figure erectecessers, reckows tkes h a. bergeen! This esn't
lue-reiy sienetifted, beet re-deiigsteto erevide savings wetkolet
ceetecit solui sacrifice. (wwwfflyterueceenmedicrtabseakts)

LEFT: VTL's.11,efty MB-450 Sita.tzere Meterfrteck Iteirs reecckeel
Mk IIsdetzes, theieks tolli.ods-de-rev-eelfrasie. tke sflagpfae
Siegfried Referenze Acurtefeer. 7leese enettede arevr4eclfecver
Pte+, SliiertTisdet

tedenetojy wkk efeto bees adjtesaegeenit

end fecebt sensing, end ipsepreve,d cefflpelten/ts. Power h
150W in tetrodee4tocte end 200 ist triode. Prke h $ 13,500 eel,
eeer. (wwwvtl.cout)

BELOW: Abtkougli &Are's-a.s,elese of too ceetecit, too seen'
wet* tke flood ifiugiely-#r)eble, Ckenese-neeste miles, a
becklepft kes yet- to epee.« Besides, the °meeker ere eretedly
`creeted, designe, am% deeckedeottke USA.' on tice left- h
the 0O-EL348 2x35W eivtegreted at $ 1000 (jcest over £5000
liffe4,teot
.
tke rigivt h the OD- 6N1, 2x11W aeep et $600 - 7es, a
ffleictseet over £300. (wwwadeesedio.ce-Pn)
"""""enulinimmmornimiluniume
ABOVE: Sezendsenkit's array e deelro-wies
teetered to their sitreen-getese certricie. At
tke top h tke SO-810 fteti-fum.etion Areen_game Pee-amee below
tke
ele.,eterete% vi-meetjeuese ere-a44if ,
wi,ticerwt
perferweetce etWef-aes, -we tower rill« es
the SO-600/SO-610 peeeste smite ws-du 810
but evetk,ozet eneck s-wetdee
the 100 tau(
600 defferfi-bue tke 410 aed 610 by ladzing
reneete oeeratioie. (wwweoeend-kneetiecoet)
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If you thought CD meant perfect sound then it's time to think again. Not only do
some ham-fisted engineers cause music to clip when ' improving' recordings but, as
Jim Lesurf reveals, there are dangers inherent in the digital recording process itself

D

igital systems like
Compact Disc work by

tl
.nteivargi

converting the audio

MERCURY
LIVING PRESENCE

waveforms into series of
binary numbers. The results are then

Response) designs. The main reason
for this is that such filters can avoid

CAPRICCIO ITALIEN
BeethcreeneWellingtorisVktory

there are only 216 = 65,536 possible
values to choose from for any
individual sample. Normally, OdBFS

delaying components in the audio

Spoken CernewnEery by DEEMS TAYLOR

waveform by amounts that depend
on their frequency, and we can get
avery flat response inside the audio

(Full Scale) is defined as what we get

band. Another advantage is that
these filters are also easy to design.

from using the largest values. We
then generally assume that we can

We can see the effect of the
filtering by recording or replaying an
'impulse'. This means an input which

record levels right up to this limit,

seems to have a ' brick wall' limit in
terms of loudness
In aprevious article' Ishowed
that various audio CDs are seriously
level compressed and clipped.
In some cases, the CD contains
thousands of instances of sample
values that are as large as CD can
represent, and sometimes these turn
up in ' runs' of successive maximumvalue samples.

ANTAL DORATI

is essentially avery brief ' click' - ie, a
signal that is zero at every moment

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
University of Minnesota BRASS BAND
BRONZE CANNON, Douay, France ( 1775)

except for one instant. The FIR filter

COURTESY U.S. /REMAIN' ACADEMY WEST POINT. NEW YORK

used during the recording process

BELLS of the Imam Spelmon Rockefeller Memorial Carillon

The Riverside Church

ABOVE: The

removes any signal energy at or
above 22.05kHz. Typical results in

Mercury Living

in an engineering or information
theory textbook. Initially I'll just

terms of the samples recorded are
shown in Figure 1. For the sake of

Presence 1812
Overture CD
exhibits gross

consider one channel and ignore
the need for two or more sets of
numbers if we want stereo, surround

clarity I've scaled all the values so
that the maximum possible sample

clipping

sound, etc. I'll also assume we're
recording/replaying audio CDs.

This seems bad enough as the
results are then seriously distorted.
But is it really that simple? Or can
we go ' over the top'?...

It is common practice for the
main part of the filtering - both
during recording and replay - to
be carried out using digital filters.

INFORMATION THEORY

So for the sake of my numerical
models I'll assume this is done using

In terms of Information Theory we

have also tended to prefer using
digital filters which are described as
time- symmetric FIR ( Finite Impulse

FESTIVAL OVERTURE,Op.49
(original scoring)

stored on an audio CD as asequence
of 16- bit integer values. This means

but cannot go above it as there
would be no way to represent these
'out of range' levels. The system

that follow. Traditionally, engineers

BELOW: Figure
1. Recordings

should determine the waveforms

of an impulse

which, when limited to the Nyquist
limited bandwidth ( 22.05kHz for CD

or click using
asymmetric,

Audio), the sample values define.

digital FIR filter

digital filter processes at x8 the

amplitude corresponds to 1.0. This
means the samples all fit in the
range from - 1.0 to + 1.0.
Two graphs are shown in
Figure 1. In both cases the black line
represents the click or impulse to
be recorded. In the case shown on
the left, the click just happened to
coincide with one of the instants at
which asample value was recorded

CD sample rate. In practice, much
higher oversample rates may be

onto the CD. In effect, the click

employed, but that doesn't change
the arguments and conclusions

The result is that only one sample
value is non-zero - the one at the

is time aligned with the samples.

Filtering to the Nyquist bandwidth
is an important part of both the
recording and replay processes.

Input signal

Impulse response pattern of FIR recording filter • • • Series of CD Audio Samples recorded

But most people seem not to have
realised that this implies the result

Misaligned

can potentially produce waveforms
that extend to levels greater than

0.5

the maximum sample values.
A paper on this topic was

T
e

presented at arecent Audio
Engineering Society Convention 2.
But here Iwant to take aslightly

e o

different approach as Ithink the
results are more revealing.

a.
E

-0.5

system as it might be described

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Let's consider adigital recording
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41

40

instant the click occurred. In such
acase the effect of the recording
filter on impulses isn't obvious
from the recorded values which are
represented by the grey blobs.
However if the click didn't occur
precisely at one of the instants at
which sample values were recorded
then the filter's behaviour becomes
apparent. This is illustrated by the
graph shown on the right in Figure

These patterns arise because
the recorded signal must have a
finite bandwidth. Various articles

44
time ( ms)

43

42

45

46

47

48

be ' improved' (
je, made louder!)
by simply scaling up all the sample
values until the largest ones are at

ABOVE:
Figure 2
(left) shows

over the years have discussed the
'ringing' which shows up in the

the possible
reconstruction

pattern around the click'. There has
been alot of debate about if this
is bad news or not. In particular,
people have considered this

of scaled
samples on CD

full belt! So let's now investigate

while Figure 3
(right) shows
samples and
reconstructed

what that would mean when you
come to replay the results...
Figure 2shows the kinds of
results we might get from an
ideal CD player if arecording had
been made of an impulse that

1. In this case I've arranged for the

effect in the filtering used by the
player to reconstruct the required
waveforms from the sampled data.

click to appear mid-way between
two sampled instants. In both

Here, however, Iam interested in
the implications of the misaligned

waveforms for
the CD of the

graphs the green line shows what

pattern not actually having asample

1812 Overture

we call the Impulse Response of the

up at the peak of the waveform.

As in Figure 1, the grey blobs

This determines the pattern of the
sample values we'd get from aclick.

IT'S A WIND UP
As I've discussed in some earlier

BELOW: HFN

In the misaligned case none of
the samples around the click are of

articles, one of the curses of
modern audio is the tendency for
people who make recordings and

December 2006
and the author

the CD. The green line shows what
aplayer should produce if it used
atime symmetric FIR filter, and
the player was built so that OdBFS

so that the largest samples reach
the maximum possible values.
represent the sample values on

filter used for the recording process.

zero value. In particular, note that
the two samples closest to the click

was misaligned, and the recording
producers/engineers had then
blythly ' normalised' the recording

analoge

explains the
dangers when

broadcasts to wind up the signal

corresponded to an output of 2
volt peak-to- peak. This result is
required by the relevant parts of

mastering in the
digital domain of

values are well below the peak level

level as loud as they can. This means
that once arecording was made,
it would be all too probable that

pushing levels to

Information Theory and reconstructs
the waveform keeping within the

of the filtered waveform.

someone would decide that it could

the maximum

bandwidth limitations for CD.

are on the ' shoulders' of the pattern.
As aresult, it can be seen that their

As you can see, the peak of the
waveform is now well above the 1
volt level. In fact it reaches alevel

Ft Is

about 4dB above the power of the

nsw,

largest individual sample values we
can represent on an audio CD!

To gain maximum impact. its usual practice 101 studio mastering engineer sto
,

tweak level to the maximum. But in 'Ise t115,1a1 domain theses only so far you
can go before you hit the OdBFS ceiling, explains kin Lewd_

The good news is that - if the
player acts in this ideal way - the
resulting waveform is not clipped,

e...
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the recording is played.
Alas, if the designer of the
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reach well above OdBFS, then the
electronics in the player may not

domain then its calculations might

venue eee Ora/
:
...rune hoe. teme embower CD rm.

overflow and simply not be able to
generate values above OdBFS. The

„
Peelmeeel I•ee

altak

j

be able to cope. For example, if the
filtering in the player is in the digital

A

le•COebe INS me Ife•
?he ( Deus en...rm.&

1,00.1

result then might be snipped flat as
Í \ /::
. °

shown by the orange line between
the two max- level samples. The
result will be distortion.
Ishould confess that Ichose
the above example of amisaligned Go
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INSIDE STORY

impulse deliberately as a 'worst
case'. To do this Iused an area of
Communications Theory which
involves what engineers call

1

Matched Filters. Iwon't go into
details here, but the maths for this
allows us to predict which signal
waveforms will give the maximum
response with agiven type of filter.
So Iused that method to produce

g. 0
o

the largest excursions out of range
for the chosen filters. This turned
out to be around 4dBFS in the case

-1

I'm using as an example.
In practice it's unlikely that
anyone is carefully recording
misaligned impulse clicks, scaling
them, and selling the results
as music. But it is common for
CDs to be level compressed and
clipped. So problems may well arise
when playing these thoughtlessly

time ( ms)

time ( ms)

this particular CD the waveforms
should cause the player to exceed
OdBFS on many occasions. This
example confirms that waveforms

ABOVE:
Figure 4. Two
zoomed sections
of samples and
reconstructed

clipped or excessively loud CDs are
played? In particular, when the CD
data indicates awaveform that
extends well above OdBFS? Might
it also be the case that two players
which behave indistinguishably

produced CDs. The results will vary
from one CD to another, depending

requiring large out of range
excursions will occur when some
real CDs are played. So this isn't just

on the details of what data has

atheoretical problem!

been recorded. By way of example, I

signals give audibly different results

Alas, assessing this problem is
difficult for various reasons. The first

when called upon to reproduce

decided to examine one of the CDs
which I'd previously discovered has
significant amounts of clipping.

OVER THE TOP OVERTURE
Figure 3 shows some results for a
section taken from the Mercury
Living Presence 1812 Overture CD
I've used before as an example of
gross clipping. The small grey blobs
represent the sample values. The
red and blue lines show the left
and right channel audio waveforms
we get if we employ the same FIR
reconstruction filter as above. As
before I've assumed the player is

waveforms from
the 1812 CD

waveforms above OdBFS?

is that we need to analyse anumber

OPEN QUESTION

of CDs to see how often problems
arise in practice. It was depressingly
easy to find the example I've used
here. But Idon't know how typical

What any specific player/disc
combination may do is therefore an
intriguing open question. With this

that may be of the many thousands
of CDs on sale. What is the most
demanding waveform you could
encounter on aCD? Hard to say, but
Figure 5would be hard to beat!
In addition, the results also
depend on the details of the
reconstruction filtering. Some
'audiophile' players avoid using
the standard FIR designs of filter,

in mind, Idiscussed the problem
with Keith Howard. He decided to
investigate and test some players
to see what results they produced.
Do they produce the kinds of
waveforms which the simple models
say they should? Or do they distort

BELOW:
Figure 5. The
waveform from

designed to cover arange from + 1
to - 1volt for OdBFS.

and this has been claimed to be a
reason for them producing better

hell? What is the
most demanding
waveform you

To make the situation clearer,

sounding results. The need for the

could possibly

reconstruction filter to occasionally

encounter on a

create out- of- range levels raises
an interesting possibility. Might it
be the case that the form of the
filter chosen alters the results when

CD? Hard to say,
but the example
below would be

Figure 4 shows two sections from
the same waveforms, but ' zoomed
in' to display them in detail. The
results show excursions reaching
peaks up to + 2dBFS. In fact, with

when reproducing lower level

hard to beat!

and alter the results in various ways?
Does the filtering significantly alter
the results?
It is clear from the above that
-in principle - the player should be
able to cope with providing output
levels up to 4dB above OdBFS.
The bottom line is that unless the
recording engineers kept the peak
level down so that even the largest
sample values on the CD are at
least 4dB below maximum, then
problems may arise.
Ideally, the recording engineers
will know this, and avoid provoking
the problem. Alas, as the existence

New-

4
o!•••

of heavily clipped CDs shows only
too well, their main concern often
is, ' How loud can we make it?'(!

•0111

tea

1›.0-
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HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
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Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:
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power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
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UNDER THE BONNET
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Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
CD/DVD/Universal player or AV processor
beyon1 tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
Ithe
you the inside track on its key building
mUr
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
RIG
the product's inner workings.
di
As a rule, many of the highlighted
n
components or circuit details will be linked
•
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
dig
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
(bl
weakness within a product permits a far
20 t
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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They say that apicture is woith athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be iepeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CDIDVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both IkHz (black trace
or infill) and 20kHz (blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10W/f3ohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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This specific 3D or waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of aloudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20k1z. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade (2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

Frequency in Hz »

(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the ' digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are ust as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting
the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
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CD players, through to multichannel

electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by HiFi News' Editor, Paul
Miller, and now an industry standard. Not
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section. with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming. power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound. Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands- the pie-charts are coloured purple
for products up to £ 1000, blue between
E1001-£3000 and red for credit card
meltdown at E3000 +.
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TESTED THIS MONTH...

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good. 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

PIEiCHART COLOUR KEY

1

EQuIpmENT
upio 000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

2? McCormack universal player

24 Monopulse 325 speakers

28 Roksam Platinum pre/power

34 Origin Live tonearm

38 Boulder 810/850 amps

44 Audio Analogue CD player
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SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

\

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector err'
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
i closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FEATURES

75%
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BUILD

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity
bills
tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and OVO players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%

ro
4.1

ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY
With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5 year guarantee.

58 Vyger

Baltic M turnta .)le

66 Copland CTA405 amplifier

•
• •

•

Music First Audio preamp

70 Rega P3 24 turntable
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McCOR1VIACK UDP-1 (£3500)

Many an audiophile CD player began life as a
mainstream, mass market model. McCormack
tries the same trick by ` twe2king' atop- of-the- line
universal DVD from Pioneer

Tested by Christopher Breunig

S

orne 20 years ago, the Sonographe SD- 1, a
Philips/Magnavox based CD player, was winning
golden reviews. It was are-working by ConradJohnson. Now we have asimilar concept, a

universal disc player based on Steve McCormack's
UDP-1, with input from the parent company and issued
in two ' Deluxe' versions, both available in the UK via
importer Audiofreaks. These are in gun-metal grey
casework as aMcCormack model or in champagne-gold,
the livery of Conrad-Johnson.
The original brief McCormack gave himself was to
create auniversal player ' providing tonal neutrality
with great transparency, transient speed and dynamic
expression'. It would be primarily for music lovers who
didn't want to spend time worrying over the ' best
format' for sound, and who were not super-critical of

AUDIO

FILE

video playback [ see caption, right]. The factory default
settings allow the owner to ' plug-in and play' CDs, DVDAs and SACDs without so much as reading beyond page
one of the supplied manual. Consequently, this review is
solely concerned with two- channel audio performance.

Universal DVD
player with 5.1
channel outputs,
analogue
component video
but no HDMI

POSH BITS AND WOBBLY BITS
The UDP-1 is based on the Pioneer Elite D45A, otherwise
known as the DV- 565A in the UK, one year before HDMI

Price: £ 3500

was implemented on its products. McCormack has
tickled- up this donor chassis with acomprehensivelyregulated power supply, aseries of Burr- Brown 24bit/192kHz DACs plus new op- amps in the analogue

Made by:
McCormack
Audio
Corporation

stages. The present Deluxe version has premium ConradJohnson parts - polystyrene film capacitors, custom

Supplied by:
Audiofreaks

ABOVE: Separate stereo left/right and 5.1 multichannel
audio outputs alongside composite, component and
S-video outputs. The lack of HDMI betrays the vintage of
Pioneer's donor DVD player chassis
The 19in steel casework 485 x285 x90mm ( wdh)
has ablack powder- coated finish, with amachined,

Vishay bulk metal foil resistors - in both power supplies
and signal paths.

Telephone:
020 8948 4153

BELOW: Within the luxurious golden casework of the
McCormack lies adonor DVD chassis from Pioneer,

Web: www.
mccormack
audio corn

complete with original on- screen menu and front panel
display that's enhanced by ared coloured filter window

7mm Drushed alloy fascia and four So -bothane feet.
There's no mains switch, and Inoticed aflash wher
connecting alive cable to the rear two- pin IEC socket!
High quality gold-plated phonos are fitted for audio
connections.
A standby press-switch with adjacent LED is
provided at the front. Standoy is also operable from the
McCormack remote. This, frankly, is acheap- looking
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CARRIES ON TWEAKING
'There can be no tweakier soul than Steve McCormack' thought
Ken Kessler, when they met in 1984 [ see Sound Bites]. At that time,
McCormack was running The Mod Squad, making the TriPlanar
tonearm, Tiptoes equipment supports and modifying classic products
from the LS3/5A to the lttok. Now, his company has moved from
West to East Coast (Virginia) and has for some years been under the
ownership of Conrad-Johnson. In 2001, when Steve McCormack set
out to create aplayer capable of reproducing all disc formats, his
intention was that CD performance should be just as enjoyable as
higher- resolution music media. Besides this audiophile universal player,
McCormack Audio Corporation manufactures remote-controllable linelevel stereo and six-channel solid-state preamplifiers, 125W, 225W and
500W power amps, plus afive-channel home cinema amplifier based
on its DNA- 125. These are also available in aseries of premium- part
'Platinum', ' Gold' and ' Silver' upgrade modifications from SMcAudio.
A new fully balanced active/passive preamplifier, the VRE-1, has also
been announced: www.smcaudio.com.

bulky plastic affair with wobbly fluorescent buttons. At
this price level, I'd have thought two decent machined
metal remotes should have been provided, one for
simple audio use, the other for video/setup controls.

DID IMISS THE PARTY?
As delivered it included four beer- mats, some sales
leaflets and amanual which, albeit thoroughly
in'ormative, looks more like aphotocopy draft to send
to the printers. Ifelt Ihad arrived too late for the party!
As it happened, the coasters are to protect the pliable

'The remote is acheap-looking
bulky plastic affair with wobbly
fluorescent buttons'
feet from marking furniture (one of the downsides of
Sorbothane). In any case, Ifound the sound appreciably
more focused with the UDP-1 supported by tnree
inverted oak cones. To the right of the boat-shaped
display window, which lights in ruby wit hthree
brightness choices, are two banks of switches. Drawer
open, stop, pause, play are offset over progressive,
video- off, and preceding track/scan, next track/scan. (i+
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LEFT: McCormack offers its own panel of buttons on
the brushed gold fascia but the remote control is taken
from Pioneer's donor DVD player, its origin only partially

•

obscured by the stick-on McCormack badge

Nis

44jet

There aren't many classical DVD-As around nowadays,
but Naxos' Vivaldi concertos [ 5.110001] showed
the UDP-1's ability to project deep, focused images
-notably in the two works with double orchestras.
You could hear the generous acoustic of St Giles,
Kentish Town, and ambient noise between movements.
Curiously though, the spatial imaging between the
string groups was foreshortened with Harbeth speakers I
used with MF's massive kW550, vis-à-vis my Quad ESLs.
As I'd discovered before, Warner's recording
of the 2001 Vienna New Year's Day concert with
Harnoncourt sounded better on the DVD-V soundtrack

The layout isn't intuitive, as there's atemptation to
press the Dutton nearest the drawer, rather than the
furthest away, for play. These controls are all duplicated

generation copy! Ton Koopman's Bach recital also on

drawer to close and the disc's TOC to be read, which
isn't too bad for auniversal transport. Mechanical roise
is also impressively low.

Warner [ 8573-82041-9] came across with plenty of
power, and the Leeuwarden Church setting and 18thcentury organ timbres were enjoyable.
There has been alot of hype over RCA's ' Living

My first listening session was awrite-off, with overblown

Stereo' SACD remastering ( at most three- channel) and
their alleged superiority over the 1990s CDs. With the

soundstages, woolly sonics and little involvement,

fine Monteux Franck Symphony and Reiner's Vienna,

but the player steadily improved over several days
and gratifyingly met the designer's claims for speed

differences were minuscule in comparing transfers.

and dynamics. Even ex-M&S man Bryan Ferry's 1985
remastered SACD Boys And Girls (
EMI) found my feet
tapping out the rhythm...

But the player was good at the harp timbres in the
symphony's slow movement; and the slight vibrato in
the cor anglais solo.
So as to eliminate power amp/speaker interfaces, I

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
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than the equivalent DVD-A, which was more like an nth

on the remote. It takes from 10-14 seconds for the

0 UP AND AWAY

LAB

'Even Bryan Ferry's 1985
remastered Boys And Girls
had my feet tapping'

As the substantial modifications
Substantial filering
on IVE:Cormack's
proprietary power
suppy board

is asubstantial difference in the

to the various analogue output

A-wtd S/N ratio between CD (just

stages, the inherent 'digital'

91.2dB) and all six channels with

performance of the player

96kHz DVD-A ( 105dB).

remains largely unchanged. The

Burr-BrmAr OPA2134
stereo op-ampt are
employed for the
centre, sr. mound amd
sub channels

Low-level linearity is ± 2.5dB at

digital filter, for example, offers a

-110dBFs with LPCM, but slightly

stopband rejection of 79dB with

tighter at ± 1.5dB with SACO

CO and 32dB with 96kHz DVD-A

software. One reason for the

while jitter remains impressively

superior performance with SACO

low at

is that the OSO data is handled

- 130psec

- 110psec

Very low noise A9797
single channel op-amps
drive the front left ar d
right channels

respectively. By contrast, there

to this Pioneer DVD player relate

-

with CO.

with SACD and

100psec and

- 50psec

with 24-

bit DVD-A at 48kHz and 96kHz

RIGHT:

natively and not downsampled
to LPCM, offering an extended
response that's just - 5.5dB down

Increasing

distortion and

f- ard-wired modifications to
accommodate McCormack's
own keypad layout

noise plotted
against decreasing
digital ( recording)
level at lkHz
(black traces) and
20kHz ( red and

Pioneer's na naudio
prpcessinc and MPEG
video decoding board
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Rhapsody on Hyperion sets, using BeyerDynamic

through arange of material Inever felt Iwas finding
much new. Just the slightly dark, Conrad-Johnson sound,

990PROs and DNM's 3D- Six headphone output. It

with excellent stereo imaging. US reviewers describe it

tested CD and SACD versions of Rachmaninov's Paganini

as ' analogue like'. Valve- like would be more precise.
BIS is another company still committed to SACD.

showed the player's fine sound with Red Book CD but
also exposed what Iperceive as timing issues with
SACD. The subjective effect - with the Franck discs too

Its Minnesota Beethoven Ninth [ BIS-SACD-1616] was

-was that the SACD layer was slower, less flowing. I
had slipped the Hyperion pair into the machine without

agood test of solo voices and chorus with orchestra.

looking at their labels but easily identified the SACD.
The finest quality of all came with aDTS soundtrack
of Brahms's Violin Concerto, with Gil Shaharn/BP0/

The UDP-1 conveyed the abrupt shaping of the finale's
recitatives very precisely. Also, conductor Osmo Vânskâ's
BELOW: The
display indicates
the usual track/
title and timing

preference for rear placement of double- basses was very
distinct and the pitching of notes - often unclear with

information, and

low registers - exemplary.
However, some CDs were less acceptable than
on highly communicative, dedicated CD players. The

special character. DG's CD with these same artists from
two years earlier is different: it's Berlin Philharmonie,

can be dimmed

difficult Hagen/DG recording of Shostakovich string

but not defeated

quartets, for instance. Or the earlier ( 1959) stereo

engineered in that company's upfront manner.
With Julia Fischer's Brahms on aPentatone
SACD hybrid reviewed next month, the orchestral

altogether. The

Brandenburg Concertos with Münchinger, on Decca.
There is very little the companies have issued that's

accompaniment was recessed and diffuse. But Iknew
that already, having previously heard its CD layer. Going

changes the data

not also on CD. This, of course, is not the fault of
the McCormack CJ Edition. Which fulfils its promise

readouts

sufficently well for acautious recommendation. (I)

Claudio Abbado [TDK DV-EUCO2]. The UDP-1 beautifully
captured the orchestral sound, the focus, scale and
precise timbre of solo violin and the Palermo hall's own

remote button
marked ' display'

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

70%

A no-brainer for those with ConradJohnson systems, this player

FEATURES

80%

achieves a broadly comparable
performance with CD and higherresolution SACD or DVD-A discs,
as McCormack claims. After a
long warm-up it offers plenty

BUILD

of musical involvement.

65%

Shame about that badged
remote, though. The practical
question is, do these formats

ECO

bring enough to the party to

90%

prioritise a £ 3.5k expenditure?

at 100kHz. Do note, particularly when

the top 20c18 of its dynamic range (on

to exert any major subjective impact,

the separate engineering of the front

doing an A/13 comparison, that while the

the front channels, at least). The blue

but at this price level I'd have expected

(black and red traces) versus the centre

maximum output with CD and DVD is

and red traces illustrate something

atighter tolerance.

2.34V, SACD is lower at 1.98V.

quite different - the increase in noise

As Ihave noted with Pioneer's
universal DVD players, the graph, below
left, clearly illustrates the identical

and surrounds (green, blue and grey

Those enthusiasts tempted to utilise

traces). Otherwise, the performance of

and distortion at 20kHz between left

the IJDP-1 in multichannel mode may

Pioneer's DSP. including interchannel

(blue) and right ( red) channels.

be interested in the subtle differences

delays, variable output settings

that exist between the front and

and bass management, remains as

A general increase in THD between

trend of distortion vs digital signal

1kHz and 20kHz is not unusual, you

remaining centre, surround and sub

reliable as ever regardless of speaker

level at 1kHz for 16- bit CD ( solid black

only have to refer back to these plots

channels. With 96kHz/24-bit DVD-A, at

configuration (size).

trace) and 24- bit DVD-A (dotted black

for every digital player we've reviewed

20kHz, distortion amounts to

trace). Ordinarily, the 24- bit trace

this year, but the difference that's

from the front but alower

would benefit from arelative reduction

measured between channels is more

from the remaining channels. The

in distortion, but here there's alimit of

likely alayout or quality control issue in

second graph, below, also indicates

log onto wwwhifinews.co.uk and

0.001% distortion that persists across

the analogue stage. Frankly, it's unlikely

slight differences in response due to

follow the links. PM

RIGHT: McCormack

0.11

more sophisticated

0.4
0.2

the front ( black
and red) channels

•

4.2
4.4

surrounds (green,

4.4
4.0
-1.0

SACD and DVD-A performance, should

Maximum Output Level

2.34Vrms

ki.vtd SIN Ratio ( CD/ DVD-A)

91.2dB/105.1dB

Distortion 1kHz. OdBFs/-30(18Fs

0.001%

Distortion & Noise 20kHz140kHz, OdBFs

0.011%1 0.021%

Frequency response. 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.40dB

4.0

vs the centre and
blue and grey)

421111=1

0.4

analogue stage for

Readers wanting to download full
QC Suite reports for this player's CD.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

EJ 1.0

has engineered a

- 0.011%

- 0.005%

20

100

1k
Frequency »

40k

E

0.0065%

Digital Jitter, CD/SACD

130psec/110psec

Resolution @ -110dB, CD f
SACO

±2.5dB1±1.5dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>99dB
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Slim Ci
MONOPULSE 32S (
f-895)

Coloured? Yes. Bass light? Perhaps. Yet if you're looking
for aspeaker to take you directly to the core of the
music few rival this revamped Monopulse at the price

24
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Tested by Keith Howard

M

yexperience with MonoPulses - this is
the third model I've reviewed for HFN
-has been mixed. Iliked the original 32,
although you'd have been forgiven for

thinking otherwise when the review was published
because the final, crucial paragraph fell on the
typesetter's floor. Although the 32 proved to be less
than neutral in its tonal balance, it had an infectious
music making capability - something that persuaded
afriend who passed through my listening room at the
time to buy apair of the Audiophile editions.
Next up was the cheaper, smaller 22, which Ididn't
get on with at all. Icouldn't coax aroom-filling sound
from the review pair, and their bass- mid drivers had such
mismatched sensitivities that, operated alternately, side
by side, their tonal balances were obviously different.

IMPULSE RESPONSE

The kindest thing Icould say was save up for the 32s.
Despite which boss Allan Hendry has happily let me have

A perfect loudspeaker would have an impulse
response that was astraight line except for asingle,
very narrow spike called aDirac delta function or

another from the range for this review - the new 325.

TWEETER ON TOP
When Iheard its designation Iassumed that this must be
abreathed-on version of the original 32 but in fact it's
significantly different. For astart, the 325 is significantly
smaller - 910 x155 x220mm ( hwd) against 960 x220
x250mm ( hwd) - and it lacks MonoPulse's trademark
rolled steel cabinet hoop, the only vestige of which is
ashort, wide channel atop the cabinet which acts as a
cover and reflector for the upward-firing supertweeter.
Herein lies the most significant design difference
because whereas the 32 was atwo-way, the 325
is athree-way speaker - albeit an unusual one. The

unit impulse. No real loudspeaker can achieve this
because its inherent bass roll-off causes the impulse
response to overshoot zero on its return, while the
bandwidth restriction at the opposite end of the
frequency spectrum fattens the spike by slowing the
speaker's risetime. The nearest approximation to a
single-spike impulse response is generally provided
by speakers using single full- range drivers, like the
Eclipse range. Although full- range drivers typically
have anything but flat frequency responses they
lack the crossover phase effects and driver time

Floorstanding
three-way bass
reflex loudspeaker
with bass- mid
driver, tweeter
and piezoelectric
supertweeter
Price: £ 895
Made by:
MonoPulse
Telephone:
07785 558238
Web: www.
monopulse.co.uk

misalignments typical of multi-way designs.

traditional three-way complement of bass driver,
midrange driver and tweeter is not the recipe here:
instead there is a 130mm Audax aerogel-coned bass- mid
driver (which has Gripfill adhesive pressed between the
back of the pressed steel chassis and magnet assembly
to enhance the unit's ruggedness and possibly suppress
structural resonances); a31mm SkyTronic aluminium
voice coil, strontium magnet, silk dome main tweeter;
and the Motorola piezoelectric supertweeter, which is
claimed to extend the response out to 30kHz.
In order to achieve time alignment of the drivers
along aslightly uptilted listening axis (to suit typical
seated ear height), the bass- mid driver is located above
the tweeter - an arrangement we don't see so often
today but which was once popular, for example, with
Mission. Even with this arrangement it is still necessary

bass- mid driver, which puts it in quite adeep weJI
within the front baffle - something which doesn't bode
well for short-delay reflections.
The cabinet is constructed of 18mm MDF, with
no internal bracing, and - like all MonoPulses - has
adownwards-firing reflex port. Comprising three
air- cored inductors, three film capacitors and aseries
resistor for the supertweeter, the crossover network

ABOVE: Like
all MonoPulse
speakers the
325 features a
downward-firing
reflex port in a
bid to increase
bass extension

-which, as always with MonoPulse, puts adesign

'What saves the 32S from damnation
and earns it aplace in my affections is
its essential lucidity and vitality'

to step the tweeter back from the inset
emphasis on impulse response - is hard-wired to the
back of the input terminal plate. Separate low-pass
sections (to the bass- mid unit) and high-pass sections
(to the tweeter and supertweeter) are accessible via
two pairs of input terminals with gold-plated links.

CS NOT NEUTRAL
Perhaps the first thing to say about the 32S's sound
-since for some listeners this will seal its fate - is that
it is not tonally neutral. If you listen to apair of them
pointed directly towards the listening position, the
sound is mid-forward to an unacceptable degree. Just

LEFT: Adjustable

as with the original 32s, you have to reduce the toe- in

spikes can be

to reign back the midrange until you achieve atonal

found on the

balance you can live with. Isettled on pointing the
cabinets straight down my listening room, with no

bottom of each

toe- in whatsoever.

cabinet

AUGUST 2007
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

MONOPULSE

Even then - as revealed by the measurements - the
325 is distinctly bass- light. Yes, it has an apparently
impressive bass extension, but the slope down in
frequency response towards low frequencies means

325 LOUDSPEAKER / £895

that this speaker never gives the impression of really
moving air. Move the 325 close to the rear wall and you

Plezbelectric surierlweeter
presents acapacitn& load

gain some low frequency boundary reinforcement, but

so only aseries resistor is
required to create is
high-pass crossover filter

then you sacrifice some of its fine imaging capability.
On small-scale classical works this lack of bass heft is
not too much of aproblem. It's afair trade-off for the
32S's strengths. But on large-scale orchestral works or
heavy rock, the lack of asolid low frequency foundation
is more of aproblem. On the plus side the 325 is unlikely
ever to suffer from aboom problem even in small
rooms, but its lack of visceral engagement does leave
you feeling short-changed with some source material.
FIRM FAVOURITE
Added to this, it does occasionally sound coloured in
the midrange. On some programme there is little if
any evidence of this, but on certain source material,

Trademark Mon oPulse
bass-nsid/tweeter
crosscver has • iest-order
low-pass and fourth-order

like female vocals, it becomes apparent. Madeleine
Peyroux's voice on ' Don't Cry Baby' from Careless Love
[Rounder 0602498235836] took on ahuskiness over

Legendre leigh-pass
sections. The capacitors
are all Huy types

and above what Nature endowed. Isuspect this is due
to the prominent breakup resonance of the bassmid driver, which different programme will excite to
markedly different degrees. What saves the 325 from
damnation and earns it aplace in my affections is its
essential lucidity and vitality. This is aspeaker that cuts
through obfuscations to the music making beneath, and
that's what will make it afirm favourite for listeners who
put communication skills above mere accuracy.
Inspired by the recent Radio 4 play Henry's Girls, I
dug out the Les Arts Florissants performance of Purcell's
Dido and Aeneas [
Harmonia Mundi HMC 905173] to be
greeted with amuch more lucid sound than Irecall from
this somewhat reticent recording. Britten's A Ceremony
of Carols [
ASV CD QS 6030] also fared wonderfully
well, the 32S creating apersuasively spacious and
finely detailed soundstage that is by no means agiven
with this recording. And even while Imourned the
lack of bass impact on Classic Records' DAD release of
Turnabout Vox's fine Rachmaninov Symphonic Dances

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Whatever the benefits of Allan Hendry's
approach to crossover design, every

response peaks at 1and 1.6kHz. Further
resonances are evinced as ripples in the
impedance modulus and phase data,

PvtonoPulse we have tested has suffered
poor driver integration. In this instance
there is abroad suckout in the frequency
rimponse bel ween 3.5 and 10kHz ( see
graph), the bottom of which is about
10dB down. In the middle of this suckout,

the largest such blip occurring at 214Hz.
Above 15kHz there is amarked peak in
response associated with the supertweeter,
despite which the output falls to - 6dB ref
10kHz before reaching 30kHz. These large
response fluctuations account for the high
recorded frequency response error, 200Hz
to 20kHz. of t8.5dB. Matching of the two
bass- mid drivers was good but there was
greater disparity in output between the
speakers tweeters and supertweeters. Over
much of the audible frequency range the

at just under 6kHz, is anarrow peak
associated with adistinct resonant ridge
in the cumulative spectral decaywaterfall,
indicating the presence of astrong breakup
mode in the cone of the bass- mid driver. A
steep low-pass crossover would suppress
this whereas the 32S's first- order roll-off
cannot. Lower- level resonances are visible
either side of this man mode, and there
are further ridges associated with mild

325 presents abenign impedance modulus
of 6.3 ohms or greater, but from 6kHz up it
drops to aless friendly - 3ohms. KH

1CD

[DAD 1004], Icouldn't help but revel in the vivid
orchestral textures - including an unusually convincing
snare drum - and the sheer sense of presence.
A Curate's Egg? You could say that but for many
listeners the 32S's lucidity will hold sway over its tonal
aberrations and lack of trouser-flapping capability. Hear
it ( sensitively setup, please) and you'll know pretty soon
on which side of the fence you find yourself. '
200

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Although MonoPulse's unique take
on crossover design makes it
difficult to achieve good driver
integration, it does seem to
endow the marques speakers
with a rare vitality. On the
wrong choice of programme
the 325 can sound coloured
and bass light but its rare
ability to cut through to the
heart of a musical performance

lek

40k

LEFT: A peak in the axial response at

SOUND

85%

Frequency »
-

14kHz rein'orces the speaker's high

treble oulput RIGHT: Despite the peaky treble response, its delayed output

remains impressively clean

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( ; PL a:- 1m or 2.83V rms input)
Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20k1z)

Impedance phase mm/max ( 20Hz-201Hz)

2.9ohm

13.6kHz

-61.l

4.3kHz

+35>t 19.9kHz
Pair matching l2e)0Ha-20kHz)

is something that many listeners
are certain to treasure.

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz ( for 90dFS SPL at 1m)
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88.5d8

22chm gi 82Hz

IF/HF extension i-ficIll ref 200Hz/ 10kHz)
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Frequency »

56.3d13
431-1429.5kHz
I _ _
- 3.9% / 0.2% / 0.1%

REACH FOR THE STARS

Even the most fabulous homes can be improved upon when it comes to
the enjoyment of music.
Treat yourself to the ultimate:
Turn your living room into an opera house, acathedral, ajazz club or
into anything your heart desires with the unique omnidirectional MBL
music systems.
You won't believe what you have been missing.

MBL 101 Speakers, 9008 Power Amps, 6010 Pre Amp, 1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Hear the difference
Proudly presented by

SOUND VENTURE

MBL systems are extremely fast and dynamic. They provide aspacious and crisp sound stage, while sounding very neutral.

T: 01483-284 555

The tremendous power of our amplifiers in combination with our
spectacular Radialstrahler speakers bring real life into your living

www.soundventure.co.uk

room.

High-End Audio Systems

email: sales@soundventure co.uk

Sound Venture provides home demonstrations and bespoke interior design solutions for your listening room or home cinema.

AMPLIFIER TEST

Double
Platinum
ROKSAN PLATINUM PR15B/ST1308 (£30001 £

Roksan returns to its high- end roots
with amps that draw on five years'
R&D. Are they worth the premium
over their Caspian equivalents?

28
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

E

volution rather than revolution is perhaps the
best way to describe Roksan's new Platinum
series pre and power amp combination. The
cosmetics and chassis design are clearly

derived from the company's Caspian series but the
Platinum promises to add more power, more features
and greater refinement to what is already an awardwinning range of hi-fi components. No point in
re- inventing the wheel if it's rolling nicely. Then again,
considering the PR15B Platinum preamp and ST1308
Platinum power amplifier are some two and half times
the price of the Caspian equivalents, this promises to be
more than asimple upgrade and aGTi badge.

SHOOTING THE BREEZE
The ST1308 power amp clearly steps out of the
Caspian's shadow with ataller, bulky and substantially
heavier build. In black finish it has all the cosmetic
charm of abreeze block but plenty to talk about inside.
It features an all- new lkVA double-shielded toroidal
transformer to back-up its claimed 130W/ch, while
separate transformers and associated power supplies
feed the amplifier's balanced circuits, input relays and
logic boards.
Input can be switched from single- end RCA to
balanced XLR input at the flick of toggle switches that
sit beside the twin sets of excitingly chunky binding
posts. The design features an auto power-down mode
that after 15 or so minutes of quiescence thumps
the ST1308 into standby mode. It fires back up, with
suitable clattering relays, as soon as current is detected

and Iam sure it makes the design far more eco friendly
but Ifind this feature excruciatingly annoying.
The PR15B preamp is ' blink and you miss it' different
to the Caspian pre from the outside... although is it
my imagination or does that central darker panel on
the fascia look abit Krell? Internally the layoLt is true
dual- mono design with symmetrical complementary
circuits and individual regulated power rails for each

'The Platinum duo rises to
the occasion giving harp
notes areal crystalline edge'
section. The motorised volume is blissfully quiet but
there is adistinct thump through the speakers as you
rotate between sources - which shouldn't happen on a
combination that will lighten your bank balance to the
tune of £ 7000.

MAKE WAY FOR BYPASS
The back panel is relatively feature- packed for an
analogue stereo preamp, with dual preamp outputs,
each offering RCA and balanced XLR connection, in/out
ROKING THE HIGH-END
While the Caspian range has been an outstanding
success at the more affordable end of the hi-fi
market, Roksan's history is rooted in the high-end
and the ROK-series heydays of the ' 80s and early
'90s. Five years ago founder Touraj Moghaddam
began serious R&D investment in anew R-Series

control ports for Crestron/AMX style controllers and
switchable bypass for both the 'video' and ' Line 1'
inputs. This allows the simplest integration with a
multichannel system as you can route the main left/right
outputs from aprocessor cleanly through the
preamp by bypassing its volume pot.
Having lived for many years trying to integrate

statement the range was destined for uber

two- channel and multichannel systems in the same
room, this feature is areal bonus.

high- end price points. Thus the Platinum series was
born, putting much of the R- Series design work and

The system is complete with asolidly- built remote
control that looks and feels hewn from asolid chunk of

new components into afundamentally Caspian
package to reduce tooling costs. The Platinum CD

metal. Clearly the dog will be at the dentist long before

player and Platinum speakers will launch later this

to change the batteries is ahissy fit waiting to happen

year with the big- budget R- Series line-up put back
to 2008. We await the launch with baited wallet.

at my house. Finally Imust mention the slightly odd
lights. Contrary to all we assume of the colours involved,

line-up. With ` no compromise' as amission

he chews this one up but the fact you need an Allen key

ABOVE: The
RCA ( singleended) and XLR
(balanced) inputs
are selected via
atoggle switch.
Double sets of
4mm speaker
terminals are
provided for
bi-wiring

AUDIO

FILE

PR158 preamp
with five line
inputs, one tape
loop, singleended and
balanced outputs
511308 stereo
power amp,
rated 130WI
Bohm
Price: £3000
(PRISM; £4000
(541308)
Made by:
Roksan Audio Ltd
Supplied by:
Henley Designs
Telephone:
01235 511166
Web: vvww.
rolcsan.co.uk

both models use LEDs that light up red for ' on' and (..>
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green for ' stand-by'. Maybe Sting was right: Roksan, you
don't have to put on the red light....

and heavier than

0

the Caspian
series, the

HALLELUJAH!

RIGHT: Bulkier

Where the Platinum series really differs from the

Platinum amps'

Caspian is in the listening. From the first notes there

purposeful-

is no mistaking the air and grace of ahighly potent
and articulate amplifier combination. The soundstage

show they mean

is supremely wide and unusually tall (for my listening
room) crafting ascene with breathtaking instrument

'b

looking casework
business

positioning. Handel's Messiah recorded at Stockholm's
Adolf Fredrik Church [ FIMXRCD 2000] offers asuperb
sense of the scale and grandeur of the building
but demands the best amplification to isolate and
accurately locate the harpsichord, choir and brass.
The Platinum duo rises to the occasion admirably
giving harp notes areal crystalline edge and plenty of
authority and drama to the brass section.
This illustrious and wholly smile- inducing effect sired
aromp through my FIM collection and the frankly
bizarre Percussion Fantasia [
FIMCD 017]. ' Canon in
D' is crafted with afine sense of the rising dynamic
throughout the track and the spatial imaging of
each instrument is excellent. You can feel the energy

— .-Ctardever• .

journalist George Cole, author of The Last Miles
biography of Miles Davis, for some recommendatiors. A

and, in the crescendo mid section, share every one

week later and the Platinum duo has turned me into a
jazz fan.

of the intense and aggressive percussion strokes. The
track ends with alarge drum ensemble that, despite

The leading edge and tonal accuracy of Davis'
trumpet on Kind of Blue SACD puts him and the band

being recorded way- back in the mix, has all the

right there in the room with stunning realism. On

emotional- level weight and authority needed to bring
the track to adramatic close.

the opening ' So What' track, the cosseting warmth

The performance led indirectly to something of an
epiphany at the Stevenson household. The Platinum's

and fullness of the bass is utterly infectioLs without
sounding over- blown, and the gentle metallic caress
of the cymbals holds the pace and rhythm of the piece

ability to create arealistic dynamic, particularly with

beautifully. The piano, clearly positioned 6ft to the left

brass, made me think that it might have apenchant

of centre just behind my cheese plant, is amasterpiece

for jazz. This is not really my personal cup of tea in

of fluid percussion and reproduced in sumptuously

musical genres so Iasked my good friend and fellow

accurate detail.Isuspect anyone who knows their

RIGHT: Remote is robust but the fact that an Allen key is
needed to change the batteries may irritate some
BELOW: The preamp features amotorised volume control
while tape monitoring is available at the push of abutton

pianos could easily identify not only its make and model
from the Roksan's sound but probably its history, colour
and the type of beeswax used to polish it too.
The Platinum's ability to create aspectacularly large
soundstage and then populate it with atmosphere and
the smallest detail certainly puts you right in the heart
of aperformance. From the first bars of Kind of Blue
until the disc stops spinning you can all but see the
musicians in the room and the trick is replicated with
awide variety of cleanly recorded standards. From
Eleanor McEvoy, perched with her guitar on my centre
channel speaker, to the Royal Philharmonic tuning up all
around the room this Roksan pairing excels at getting to
the heart of agood recording.

ROK-FAN
Switching to rock music the Platinum series continues to
get two thumbs up albeit with anote of caution about
poor recordings of which the genre has more than its
fair share. The sound neatly mixes the key ingredients
of rhythm, punch and sparkle but it is not one to gloss
gently over bum notes, adull balance or dynamic
compression techniques applied to recordings to make
them sound louder on radio.
Leonard Cohen's fabulous Ten New Songs CD has
resplendently over- board bass to give it asignature
body and warmth that underpins the intense male and
female vocal. At day-to-day volumes, the Roksan pairing
happily articulates Cohen's gruff voice and the robust
backdrop but push up the sound levels and the artificial
nature of the CD's balance becomes clear. The beat that
dominates the mix . sloose and indistinct at best and the
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"this system is something of amusical genius"
— What HiFi? Sound and Vision

Performance

series

WHAT HI•Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

L2 Series Loudspeakers
99 Series Electronics

January 2007

9.13AD

4'4

A new breed
Quad L2 series Loudspeakers
The Quad 99 series electronics and L2 series loudspeakers
are amatch made in heaven. Detail, accuracy and refinement
all combine to present one of the most musical and insightful
systems available— and with our new 99CDP-2, will integrate
seamlessly into your digital world allowing up to 6* digital
sources to benefit from our state-of-the-art DACs
*CDP-2 includes 3xOptical and 2xCo-axial digital inputs.

QUAD
the closest approach tu the original sauna.
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29
6XU
Tel :- 01480 447700, Fax:- 01480 431767

www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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AMPLIFIER TEST

LAB

ROKSAN PLATINUM

PR15/ST1308/ 0000/£4000
ROKSAN

RESULTS

Supportimg.a power amp of this size
requires comprehensive power supply
rectificatior, filtering and regulation for
each channel. The reservoir capacitors
nearer the front of the amp feed trie
preamp and driver stages, the rearmost
reservoir caps feed the power amp stages

Within this r-ibstantia
screening can ars fowl'
toroidal transformers, a
huge 1kVA supply for the
power ampSters plus three
smaller torc ids feedirg the
balanced inputs, logic and
relay circuit:

i

ABOVE: Roksan's preamplifier offers both single-ended and
balanced line- level inputs and outputs

Pia cinurn

Balanced input stage

Stereo Power Anti:Wrier

-

Roksan doesn't hold back in making it sound woollier

—

;IF

'--Id
is.a. ass
ma Me • II
Yaw/ Sae es
alase.
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a

....—

Mara

MADE IN UN

than afield of sheep. Conversely, on the odd occasion
this CD offers bass with really dynamic leading edge
transients the Roksan is equally quick to exploit it with
good punch and solid impact.

711
-

Santana's Abraxas SACD is home to the definitive
live ' Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen' track and with

Two separate, mid-running
heatsinks support the two pairs
of Toshiba cower transistors
employec tar-each channel of
the 511308

the PR15B's volume just past 12 o'clock there is magic
aplenty. Santana's fluid guitar and easy vocal simply
envelope you while losing none of the rich detailing
of the venue acoustics. It's warm, rich and moody but
there is the merest hint of congestion in the upperbass. This only serves to highlight the limitations of the
1970 recording and flattens the Roksan's otherwise
impeccable imaging.
The effect is exacerbated by increases in complexity
and density of the mix. Bob Dylan's Modern Times is
thickly recorded and there is nothing like the sheer
clarity or instrumental separation in the performance
that the Platinum duo manages with clean classical of
jazz cuts. There is no shortage of pace or timing and
the top end is sweet but the bass sits further back in the
mix than ideal and feels marginally muddled when the
going gets tough.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Big and heavy certainly, but Roksan's
Sil 30$ is not perhaps as massively powerful
as its bulk would suggest. Sure enough, the

while the PR15 preamp drops to as low as
0.00025%. There is some slight variation
with the volume setting, but the preamp
is generally flat to within -0.1dEl to 20kHz

130W rated output is beaten in practice
with 2x1 55W on the bench. It develops

and -2.75d8 at 100kHz while the ST1308
is more uniform still with the merest

closer to 2x250Wl4ohm ( 320W under
dynamic conditions) at which point it's
drawing 930W from the wall, but electronic
protection limits its output into lower

'droop' to -0.3d8 at 100kHzI This really

impedances. The maximum 18.7A current
(<1% distortion) is more than adequate, but
the ST1308 is stilt out-punched by ostensibly

ultrasonic noise ejected from SACO or
universal disc players.

'smaller' amplifiers, like the NAD C312
integrated from our group test, for example.

is awideband amplifier design and with
sufficient linearity not to be disturbed by

The preamplifier offers amaximum
+16dB gain alongside + 30.5d8 for the

Nevertheless, both the power and
preamp are very solidly engineered, offering

KIND OF MAGIC

power amp, with- A-wtd S/N ratios of 90d8
and 85c18 for OdBV and OdBW outputs,
respectively. Channel separation is > 60dB

acombination of low output impedance,

for the preamp and > 70dB for the power

Within the context of my source equipment and
speakers, Iwould always dream of just alittle more

low distortion, awide S/N ratio and very
extended response. Distortion from the
ST1308 is as low as 0.0005% through
the midrange and just 0.004% at 20kHz

amp from 20Hz-20kHz while DC offsets
remain < 10mV for the latter. For afull QC

control and articulation in the lower registers, but does
this detract from what is otherwise afabulous pre/
power combination? Well, no. On song, the Platinum

See report, log onto www.hifinews.co.uk
and follow the links. PM

Mimi@

series is magical and more than justifies its price tag
with its ability to present arecording in all its glory
-both good and bad.
Iam knee-deep in CD cases, my review copy is late
in to the editor and Miles Davis is still playing ' The
Flamenco Sketches' live in my living room. Enough said. (2)
1k

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

10k

20k

00171

20

Fl equency

100
DnIemic Pow,/ Output »

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion plotted against frequency for both preamp ( black

The Platinum duo is a thoroughly

trace) and power amp ( blue trace). ABOVE RIGHT: Dynarr;;c power output

worthy step-up from the Caspian

into 8ohm ( black). 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green)

range offering excellent
separation, soundstaging
and tonal accuracy. The
propensity to give poor
recordings a rough ride won't
win over rock fans but the

I
FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 13(clohm (<1% THD)

155W/250W

Dynamic Power, 814/211ohm

175W1325W/350W1345W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20IcHz)

C.018-0.025ohm
+0.0dB to -0.3E48

integrity and sheer clarity

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

here make for thoroughly

Input Sensitivity (for O&M preamp/OdBW power amp)

159m 11183 mV

inspiring classical and jazz

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBV preamplOdBW power amp)

90.0dB185.0c18

Distortion (101N/8ohm, 201-1z-20kHz)

0.0005-0.004%

performances.
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TONEARM TEST

Battleship Grade
ORIGIN LIVE CONQUEROR (£2750)

Origin Live's top four tonearms bear names taken
from old British fighting vessels. The Conqueror
Mk 3 sits one below the flagship Enterprise, but
can it out- gun the competition?

Tested by Christopher Breunig

N

ow in Mk 3 form, the Origin Live Conquero
is acostly 240mm ( nine- inch) fully adjustable
pivoting arm, 14.5g in effective mass, which

conforms to Rega geometry. The company

has for several years offered various modifications to
the classic Rega RB series arms. It requires a 24-25mm
diameter armboard cutout centred 223mm ± 2mm from
the turntable spindle. Origin Live can supply a precut
armboard for turntables such as the Linn - and so can
The Funk Firm now, for those who want to try the Vector
Link rebuild reviewed in May. A pre- drilled genuine Linn
armboard costs £ 34.
The arm itself comprises asatin finish alloy tube of
stepped diminishing diameters. The bright chrome of

thread attached to spherical weights, one locked to an

the substantial counterweight gives visual contrast,

extended pin at the back of the bearing housing, the

as does achromed skeletal rig which supports thel;ft/

other hanging from an angled wire loop. This of course

lower device, arm- rest and bias loop wire. The whole rig

is the side- thrust compensator first devised by former

can be raised or just the lift/lower assembly.

HFN editor John Crabbe. The bias loop is angled at 60 °

With gold-plated copper beryllium cartridge tags
(colour coded of course), the Litz arm wiring is soideed

on plan and setting best evaluated using test bands
found on the HiFi News Analogue Test LP. Right- channel

inside the pillar base to a highly flexible, 0.002uF

mistracking means more bias is needed.

capacitance cable. There is aseparate earth lead Wth
spade connector. With a rectangular plinth deck, there

Iwas eager to discover whether modern engineering
could make my WTA redundant. The short answer is yes.

is around 900mm of free cable for connection to tne

But even if you , supplier sets the whole thing up, minus

preamplifier. Cable termination is with silver Eichmann

the cartridge, you stil' need patience. You need first to

Bullet phono plugs. Incidentally, these need heating

burn- in the complete tonearm wiring over several days,

with a hair dryer so that the plastic lugs fit snugly to a

by running acontinuous signal through it from aCD

phono socket. They retain the necessary therma' set but

player. A short accessory cable is provided for this task.

damage can occur if forced on cold.

MARK'S MARK THREE CHANGES
HANGING FROM A THREAD

As described in tne boxout, the horizontal axis rests on

Listing every arm I've lived with - Collar°, Lenco, Decca

two sleeved unipivot pins. The sleeves are locked for

ffss, Worden, Transcriptors, SME 3009, Grace 707,

transit ano theft M3 grub-sc-ews should be freed for

Syrinx, Mission, Hadcock, Linn Ittok, Zeta - makes me

optimum musica; performance ( all the Allen keys you

feel very old! The tonearm Ihave kept since 1986 is the

need come with the arm). A diagram is provided, but to

innovative Well Tempered. It has no bearings. Instead,

avoid confusion with the adjacent azimuth adjustment

astainless steel tube assembly is held over asilicone

screw positions Origin Live really should dab awarning

damping trough by means of fishing line suspension

paint marker over the latter - these factory settings

from agantry. The WTA looked home-made but it did

should not be tampered with!

gain an audiophile following. Its principal virtue was

Two other changes make the Mk 3 more user-friendly

in the handling of decay in avery natural way. The

than before. One, in answer to earlier criticisms, is that

only fishing line used in the Conqueror is the nylon

the new machined-from- solid, 23° offset headshell has
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acurved finger lift which facilitates manual cueing.
Cutouts in the cartridge platform reduce mass and
help pickup alignment, when using azero- distortion
template ( see HFN January 2007, page 92); and the
fixing- bolt slots are generously long.
There is also provision for easy VTA adjustment by
means of arotating disc assembly and threaded pillar
-there's nothing worse than having to fiddle with
reference packing slivers and having the arm slump
down, or pickup fly across the platter, when trying to
determine height. Here, you simply turn the marked,
knurled wheel, decide upon the best sound then lock
the assembly. But not too firmly - over-tightening, says
Baker, will worsen the sound. Similarly, the base nut
securing the arm pillar should only be tightened by
around one- sixteenth of aspanner turn. (With Origin
Live decks this base nut is redundant.)

ZYXY BEAST
Back in 2004 Ihad replaced the AC motor in my Linn
LP12 with the kit available from Origin Live - DC200
motor, Ultra speed control box and upgrade power
supply transformer. What impressed me most was the
fact that recordings known to mistrack at certain points
suddenly were quite clean, without involving any arm or
cartridge adjustments [
HFN Feb ' 04]. This kit made me
think that Mark Baker certainly knows what he's trying
to achieve, and the new Conqueror confirms that view.

lust as with live music, one was free to concentrate
on inner detail without losing track of the main melodic
contours. The classic Argo LPs of Rossini's string sonatas,

ABOVE: The
large chromed
counterweight

The moving- coil Isettled on was the Zyx 1000-R (Airy
3-XH), in fact the sample measured in our September

with the St Martin's Academy conducted by Neville

locks to a

Marriner, had both the expected foot-tapping rhythmic

2006 group test. Listening comparisons established a

flow but subtleties of phrasing and perspectives in the

decoupled stub.
Adjustable bias

1.8g tracking force with the arm perfectly horizontal as

double- bass parts fresh as anewly cleaned painting.

correction is

optimal for tonal accuracy and focus.
There seemed to be an element of synergy between

THE WOW FACTOR

the weight and

these components, with disc surface noise irritation
non-existent. Certainly the boominess noted last

The earlier Karajan LP of the Rite of Spring [
DG], much

thread method,

disparaged by Stravinsky, showed that he found

September with the Zyx was entirely absent, nor

probably more singing, interrelated music in the score

with alever rod
extending from

did Ifeel somehow emotionally short-changed, as
Stereophile's reviewer had. There are hi-fi products
which make half your record collection fantastic and

than any other conductor - whereas Bernstein's New
York version [ Sony] just sounded sloppily indulgent.

the bearing
housing

half unlistenable, others which make everything middleof-the-road. The Conqueror/Zyx did neither. It did expose
poor recordings but they still had plenty to offer, while
known demonstration pieces leapt forward to new
levels of resolution and engagement.
BUT ISN'T THAT AN OXYMORON?
As you can see from the photograph [top right], the
barrel- shaped bearing housing is significantly wide:
72mm. That is because in the Conqueror Mk 3
adouble unipivot is utilized for movement on the
horizontal axle of the arm. Designer Mark Baker
thinks the conventional unipivot has the benefit of
low friction, but inherent instability compromises
bass performance. His solution is to provide two

achieved by

At the time, the composer had remarked ' Wow!' but I
don't think it was meant as acompliment...
As to tracking problems, with the notorious passage
24 seconds into the finale of Schubert's Sonata D664,

'There is easy VTA
adjustment by means of a
rotating disc assembly'
on the 1966 Ashkenazy Decca LP [ SXL6260], the
Conqueror sails through with tremendous aplomb - the
sound is perfectly deal, although the steely treble and
somewhat plummy lower registers in this close balanced
piano recording are exposed for what they are. Just that.

spaced tungsten pins with radiused tips which selfcentre into inverted, extremely shallow sapphire

57 VARIETIES

cups. The dual pivot thereby offers adegree of free

With many years of experience of the Quad ESL- 57 I

play in other than adownwards direction.
The arm 'feels' different for this reason. But to

had long felt that it didn't portray depth very well.
But Iwas surprised to find that now Iwas hearing far
more soundstage depth than with my old WTA/Van

control this by having steeper vee-shaped cups and
sharper vertical pin tips would have substantially
increased friction and affected performance.
Azimuth is preset at the factory and the user is
advised against altering it. Highly specified ceramic
bearings are used to control lateral movement in a
more conventional manner.

den Hul MC1OS setup. Take the fine LSO/Solti Mahler
'Resurrection' Symphony ( Decca again). After the gentle
string pizzicatos that end the second movement, the
timpanists' fortissimo attack in ( iii) makes you jump
out of your skin. Then when other instruments come
in you hear the unique ambience and depth of the old

AUDIO

FILE
Mk 3Conqueror
240mm tonearm
Price: £ 2750
Made by:
Origin Live
Tel: 02380
578877
Web: www.
originlive.com

Kingsway Hall in all its glory.
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ORIGIN LIVE

CONQUEROR / £2750

LAB

RESULTS
Adjustable bias is set by
asliding ball and thread
arrangement, looped ovei a
metal rod to counteract the
inward pull of the arm

The Conquerors
wide bearing housing
accommodates adouble
unipivot supporting the
arm in shallow jewelled
inverted cups

ABOVE: The chromed rig carrying
the arm rest and hydraulic lift- lower

track with agreat flow and

device can be adjusted in height

enjoyable layering in the mix. It

Ambient sound is beautifully

difficu!ties, but it's afoot-tapping

had me jiggin' rather than ramblin'
around the room.

focused with this tonearm/cartridge
(hard to say which is the more

Iwas even tempted by atrip
to Cambridge Junction, Hitchen,

responsible) as two versions of
'Sirènes' from Debussy's Nocturnes

courtesy of one of Peter Handford's

showed. Recently reissued by
Speakers Corner, aParay/Detroit
production suffers from too many
women's voices in the small-ish High
School auditorium used by Mercury.
By contrast, Abbado's DG has the
spacious character of Boston's

old ' Sounds of the Steam Age'
recordings. Pacific and B- Class trains
clanked, chuffed and laboured
between the speakers. Not much
to do with tonearm evaluation,
but Ihope indicative of the sheer

aresonant setting much favoured
by DG in the 1960s, the Rossini at
St John's Smith Square, London,
wonderfu, for string sound.
'Ramblin' Man', the Allman
Brothers' first top- 10 hit [ Capricorn
Records] hardly presents tracking

tube is stepped in
diameters to reduce mass
at the pickup end while
maintaining rigidity

addictiveness of vinyl discs unheard
for many years.

'When other instruments
come in you hear the
unique ambience and
depth of the old Kingsway
Hall in all its glory'
Symphony Hall giving exactly the
perspective and dynamic that suit
the evocative writing. The Karajan
Rite of Spring mentioned above was
done at Jesus Christus Kirche, Berlin,

The treated alloy arm

Ienjoyed manual
cueing — the arm is
sufficiently weighty
not to rock the
spring suspension
of the LP12. And
the damped lifting
device gives an
accurate start to the

narrowest of scrolls,
with noiseless lift when required,
and no sideways drift. The parked
arm may be pushed down into a
lock position.
It would be good, at the price
point, to have Origin Live offering its
electronic gauge on asale or return
basis, since the plastic 'freebie'

scales included hardly accord with
the quality of this product. If the
investment can be made, Idon't
think anyone will be disappointed. C')

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Origin Live has responded
to criticism by curving the
finger lift upwards to give
increased clearance for

This is anice arm to use, judged from an
ergonomic standpoint, and it will appeal

manual cueing
The headshell is reduced

to perfectionists who want to tinker with
adjustments such as vertical tracking angle,
when changing LPs. It's not unduly delicate

in mass by cutouts Mich
also assist when aligning
the cartridge to achieve
minimum tracking
distortion at end of side

and the pickup connectors are robust for
those who also like to swap cartridges from
time to time. Authoritative musical resolution
and with scarcely any irritation from vinyl
surface defects. Very costly, but the Conqueror
is awell engineered concept.
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AMPLIFIER TES '

Get Ready
to Rock...
BOULDER 810/850 (£5550/ £ 7500 pair)

Previously far out of reach to most
mortals, Boulder's amplifiers are now
available at amore ` affordable' price
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

W

ith afew notable exceptions, the United
States has the market for high-end solidstate amplification all sewn up. Some
long-standing names to conjure with have

included Mark Levinson, Balanced Audio Technology,
Krell, Lamm, Pass Labs... and then there's the
heavyweight specialist from Boulder, Colorado. Now in
its 24th year, Boulder excels in serious bombproof-styled
solid-state amplification.
The over-engineered look seen in the brand's
behemoths has now been passed down to something
smaller and marginally more affordable with the
800 Series. Reviewed here are the new 810 stereo
preamplifier and 850 monoblock power amplifiers, and

also available is asingle chassis 860 stereo amplifier and
865 integrated.

HALF THE STORY
The 850 monoblock is arelatively compact unit
measuring just 216 x 187 x387mm ( whd). With its
rugged, almost militaristic, looks Iwas put in mind of a
21st century Quad 303 amplifier. Viewing one 850 unit
in isolation, it looks like the left-hand side of astereo

amp chassis that's been sawn in half — except that when
joined by its right-channel partner we find we actually

ABOVE: Speaker

have two ' left-handers' sat side- by-side.
Its front panel is crafted from solid aluminium with

terminals
take spade
connectors only,

aball- bearing- like power button to negotiate standby
mode. At the back are asingle pair of posts for speaker

4mm adaptors

connection, catering for US-favoured spade connectors.

to take banana

A ' Boulderlink' connection can be made to the preamp

plugs

here seen with

through 12145 sockets which, as well as regulating

AM11111111131MMIll=

switch-on, reports diagnostic messages to aBoulder
preamp, such as 'Amplifier Is Hot' or 'Amplifier Clip'.
At around 430mm wide, the 810 preamplifier
is aconventionally- sized control unit with styling
cues to match the monoblocks. A large fluorescent
display makes reading of selected input and volume
easy, and volume is controlled through alow-friction
rotary encoder. Four inputs are available, all through

THE ROLLING BOULDER GATHERS NO MOSS
Boulder Amplifiers Inc has long traded in the
rarefied heights of audio's stratosphere, with
eye- popping price tags guaranteed to raise
eyebrows. Its 2000 Series components, debuted

'You would never mistake
these Boulder amplifiers for
valve electronics'

in 1995 and still in production, include the 2010

XLR balanced sockets, and two pairs of XLR balanced

two- box preamp priced at £ 30,000 in the UK, and

outputs facilitate bi-amped setups. Other controls

2050 monoblocks, at £ 49,000 apair. The admission
fee into Boulderworld was marginally reduced

include channel balance, up to '- 20dB' swing, plus
Polarity switch. Each input can be customised with its

upon the arrival of the 1000 Series in 1999, even if

own name on the alphanumeric display, and is able to
remember its personal polarity setting. Unity gain can
be set for home cinema bypass, and apair of XLRs are

the monoblock offerings sell at £ 28,500/pair and
matching preamp at £ 9450.
Boulder started production in Colorado in
1984 with the 500 stereo power amp, based on a
'990' gain stage developed by Jensen transformer
founder Deane Jensen. This was later developed
into the 993, for use in the flagship 2000 Series
units. Owner and chief engineer Jeff Nelson

also offered as afixed- level record output.
Volume is controlled by aresistor attenuator with no
audible zipping noise, using solid-state switching rather
than relays. While all ins and outs are fully balanced, the
810, as with all the company's preamps, uses asingleended topology within.

believes that an amp should only possess ' enough
stages to do the job'. Bipolar devices are used
throughout as Nelson believes that FETs require
additional circuitry to ' predistort' the signal before
use. ' MOSFETs are like tubes,' he told us ' and I'm
supposed to like this?!'. While he may agree that
valve amplifiers can sound sweet, he doesn't like
the idea of putting sugar on everything he eats.

GROUND SOUND
First impressions after an overnight warm-up was of a

AUDIO

FILE

Stereo
preamplifier and
200W monoblocl
power amplifers
Price: £ 5550
(810); £ 7500 (851
pair)
Made by:
Boulder
Amplifiers Inc
Supplied by:
Sounds of Music
Telephone:
01435 865212
Web: vvww.
boulderamps.
com

big, bold confident sound, with assured bass weight and
avery clean and tidy presentation. Driving B&W 802D
loudspeakers from adCS CD player source (Verdi/Purcellf
Delius), the Boulder power amplifiers quickly confirmed
they had the requisite control and finesse to satisfy the
demanding speaker load.
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speakers. Yes, it was possible to lose yourself in the
music but just occasionally, like asurgical blade turned
slowly in ashaft of sunlight, aglint of light would flash
from its edge to remind you that something steely was
in focus.

CHORD COMPARISON
Leaving the Boulder 810 preamp in place, the 850
monoblocks were compared to aChord SPM 1200C
stereo power amplifier. Rated at over 300W, this amp
is in the same power ballpark, although it differs in
details such as aMOSFET rather than bipolar transistor
selection, and aswitch- mode rather than linear PSU.
Here was heard amore ` startling' rendition overall,
making the Boulder monoblocks alongside appear
almost lush. The Chord amp tracked the music like it
When singer China Forbes follows the opening

was clocked to the scoresheet, letting through more

harp flourish with asustained high note in 'Armado
Mia' on Pink Martini's debut Sympathique, the Boulder

presence and Idaresay more of the drama of the
Mussorgsky piece. A curious artefact of the recording

combination tracked the rise and vibrato cleanly,
lifting her voice clear, ready for Cuban- style percussionand- piano to drop in. Bass replay was particularly

is an intermittent subterranean rumble, first brought
to my attention when reviewing the sublime Ypsilon
monoblocks earlier this year. It was telling to see how

noteworthy, sounding strong and authoritative,

the Chord and Boulder amps handled these incidental

without detracting from asmooth and even midband

infrasonics: the Boulders would reproduce such
low-frequencies with ease, summing the unwanted

and almost squeaky-clean treble. Rather than become
romantic and ' sweet', the Boulders remained on the dry

effect into the orchestra's own LF element. With the

and unadorned side of neutrality.

Chord, the rumble remained aseparate element, less
distracting and exterior to the music.

SWITCHING PREA1VIPS

The forté of ahigh performance solid-state amplifier

To establish the influence of the Boulder 810 preamp in

should be the way it can take control of aloudspeaker
at all volumes. At modest volumes the Boulder 850s

the context of the three-piece amp setup, Isubstituted
aknown reference in the shape of aMusic First
ABOVE: The

were smooth, controlled and essentially free of vice;
and at high volumes they also took challenging pieces

preamp's curved

passive pre, the original copper model, using balanced
connections. This had the effect of blurring image

remote control

precision somewhat, thickening the sound and rounding

dynamics is Pink Floyd's live concert of The Wall [Is There

handset uses
the same ballbearing buttons
as the pre and
power amps

its edges. Dynamic contrasts were similarly vivid with
either preamp, and the Music First could also match the
Boulder 801 in soundstage size, but ultimately the 801
proved itself as the more transparent line stage. Aside
from its perfectionism in relaying instrumental images
without the hint of vaseline on the lens, it could look
deeper into the hall acoustic, such as the uncredited

Anybody Out There?], its statically-charged atmosphere
unmistakeably present with the Boulder pre and power
amps running the show. All the distinct elements of rock
drums, bass, guitars and keyboards were balanced in

venue of Pictures From An Exhibition, as conducted by

When it came down to the fundamental musical
element of timing, the Boulder monoblocks were a

in their stride. Avery telling test of spatiality, drive and

the blend, and the Boulder showed up the Chord design
with its tidier vocal delivery and generally kinder highfrequency performance.

Riccardo Muti with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
The opening of Mussorgsky's piano suite, here

tad tardy, basslines losing some pace behind the swing e-,

arranged for orchestra by Ravel, features
glimmering brass fanfares, and here
the Boulder combination had an
eerie ability to portray the metallic
sheen and the burnish of massed
brass. With their candid rendition
here, you would never mistake the
Boulders for valve electronics, even
if they were identifiably solid-state in
RIGHT: XLRs

their fractional exaggeration of horn

everywhere!
The 810 preamp

character. Without fearing the sound
as overly harsh, you could bask in the

includes four
balanced inputs,

irridescence, almost feel the spit of the
horn section.

balanced tape

Firebird, and from the haunting low

of outputs while

basses' introduction through the

the two ( mono)

melodrama of The Dance of Kaschei,

power amps have

the amplifiers had all the élan and edge

single balanced
inputs alongside
screw-tight cable

of the seat excitement to communicate

40

this colourful score. Yet Iwas somehow
reminded that an amp was indeed
at work, relaying the work through
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BOULDER

810/850 £5550/E7500 ( pair)

RESULTS

Bus- bars are used to clamp
the six pairs of power
transistors to Boulder's
internal heatsinking.
Despite its size, the 850
draws Just 35W at idle but
demands closer to 800W to
sustain its full output

This row of large. electrolytic
eservoir capacitors is the visible
Dort ion of the 850's power supply
-the huge mains transformer lies
Deneath the motherboard

e

ABOVE: To infinity and beyond... the 810's fluorescent
display provides information of source and volume
of the band. Bass guitar and bass drum were merged
tonally, and low pitch definition was ultimately obscured
because of it. When Waters hits alow D from adetuned
bass guitar Estring in 'Another Brick in the Wall', the
Chord could clearly reveal the note's presence and
tune, where the heavier- sounding Boulders would blur

I

Zobel network in the speakes output

its pitch into that of untuned kick drum. A similar effect
was noted on Garbage's ' Stupid Girl' [
Garbage], its
bassline made equivocal where the octaving riff ought
rightly to stand melodically apparent.
NO DANCER

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

Where the Boulder monoblocks really tripped
themselves up was in uptempo electronica. From the
Propellerheads opener 'Take California' from Decksanddr
umsandrockandroll [
Wall CD015], the Boulders struggled
to keep up with the frenzied pace, putting ashade
more upper bass energy into the room, but lacking the
necessary grip on the B&W's cones to drive the feet
faithfully. When it comes to getting down to boogie, ' On
Her Majesty's Secret Service' really suffered in its pace of
its sequenced bass line, suggesting that, like its exterior
chassis, the Boulder 850 had two left feet.
Boulder by name, boulder by nature, this muscular
amplifier combination showed it had the swagger when
called upon, even if there are better options if you want
to go further than just rock, and truly rock and roll. It
had agenerally taught and damped sound that gave
an orderly voicing, majoring in image precision and low
perceived distortion. But that 'textbook measurement'
sound came at the cost of diminished openness and

In the great hi-fi tradition of conservative
specification. Boulder may rate its 850
power amps at 200W into both 8and 4ohm
loads, but they will actually deliver amighty
325W/8ohm and 550W/4ohm. Under
dynamic conditions, this increases to 387W,
735W and 1.3kW into 8,4 and 2ohm loads
with limiting to 360W into 1ohm (see
graph, below right). Still, with amaximum
25.8A of current at its disposal through a
usefully low 0.01ohm output impedance.
the 850's should drive any speaker likely to
cross its path.
Distortion is also very low through the
power amp - as low as 0.0013% through
midband from 1W to beyond 300fflohm
output. There's aslight increase at both
very low and high frequencies ( blue trace,
below), but nothing to get exercised about.
The partnering 810 preamp enjoys lower

distortion still, ahint of 2nd harmonic
contributing to amere 0.00015% through
the midrange ( black trace, below left).
There's avery slight increase in this
harmonic to 0.002% at 20kHz and 0.005%
at 40kHz. but the preamp is sufficiently
linear at ultrasonic frequencies not to be
disturbed by higher levels of requantisation
noise kicked-out by SACD players, for
example. As aresult, it's likely to perform
consistently with awide variety of sources.
The 810 preamp also offers avery wide
95dB Awtd S/N ratio and slightly more
extended response than the 850 (-0.6dB
vs - 2.0dB at 100kHz) together with a
moderate 20dB of overall gain. This is
exactly x10 at full volume. To download
full QC Suite Reports for the 810 and 850,
please visit wwwhifinews.co.uk and follow
the links. PM

two

dimensionality, plus adeficit in bass speed and timing
compared to more musical benchmarks. For classical

0.100

monitoring these Boulders had plenty to say for
themselves, especially when fronted by the supremely
transparent 810 preamplifier, although for this listener,
the power amplifiers just came short of matching the
rhythmic precision Iwould demand at the price. '
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SCUND

These Boulders have an assured,

75%

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion plotted against frequency for 810 preamp ( black
trace) and 850 power amp ( blue trace). ABOVE RIGHT: Dynamic power
output into 8ohm ( black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( green) and lohm ( blue)

low distortion sound that
favours technical accuracy over

FEATURES

romanticism. With power on

80%

tap, the 850 monoblock should
levels, although it's not the
paciest of sounds. The 810 pre

BUILD

is a neutral and honest unit,
combining good ergonomics,
useful features and a sound
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! Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1%THD)

drive most speakers to high

hard to fault at any price.

Dynan. Pnwet Outptit »

ECO

69%
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85%

3Z5W15.50W

Dynamic Power. 814I2I1ohm

387W1735W,f1327Wi360W

Output Impedance (21:01z-201cHz)

0.01-0.043olxm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d to-2.0dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBV preamplOdBW power amp)

99rrV1145rtiN

Mind SIN ratio (for OdBV preampl OdBW power amp)

94.8c18/81.3d3

Distortion (101/1/I8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0013 -D.0 %

LIGHT
WEIGHT.
NOT.
Whilst the BSeriesTM is never going
to be mistaken for one of the new
generation of lightweight ultra-compact
mini-subs, neither will its sound quality.
Physics is aharsh master and the
simple reality is that given more to
work with we can accomplish more.
Thus it is that the BSeries uses the
latest generation of REL Bass Engines.
Employed are massively overdesigned drivers more in keeping
with professional sound reinforcement,
with powerful amplifiers built using
military specification for critical parts.
Not, mind you, for the sheer lunacy
of it all, but precisely because deep,
extensional bass with air and depth
requires this level of obsession.
Cabinet construction is bettered only
by our Reference Line (at much higher
cost) and we borrowed asimplified
version of cabinet-driver tuning to
approximate similar performance a
much more accessible prices. Each
cabinet is carefully hand-fitted with
select veneers in your choice of cherry,
maple or rosenut. And for those even
more cost conscious, we have a
traditional textured black finish that
disappears into most rooms.

83 shown. Also available 81 and E2

REL BSeries, for those who are
not themselves lightweights.

REL Acoustics Ltd.
North Road . Bridgend Industrial Estate . Bridgend . CF31 3TP . Great Britain
Telephone: + 44 (0)1656 768 777 . Fax: +44 (
0)1656 766 093
www.rel.net

REL

AUDIO ANALOGUE
PRIMO VT (£695)

Audio Analogue
of Italy has added
vacuum tube options
to its diminutive
entry-level Primo
range — only half the
width, is it half the
performance?

AUDIO

FILE
CD player with
valve output
stage
Price: £ 695
Made by:
Audio Analogue
Supplied by:
UKD
Telephone:
01753 652669
Web: www.
audioanalogue.
COT

Tested by Steve Harris

M

any Italian companies anoint their products
with musical- sounding names, but Audio
Analogue may have been first to raid the

list of opera composers. The company
got started around 1995 with amodestly- powered,
affordable amp called the Puccini. The Bellini ' virtual
battery' pre- amp and Donizetti power amp followed.
Now this ' Composers' range is sandwiched between
an upmarket line called Maestro and an interesting
entry-level range called Primo. This kicked off some
three years ago with the Primo CD Settanta amplifier
and the Primo CD player, ultra- compact units in ' halfwidth' casework. Side by side, they take up the same
space as asingle slim component of conventional

and tuner as well) with no direct- input number buttons,
which can be frustrating at times. But it does give you
the usual track skip, search and repeat functions.
FURRY WARMTH
In auditioning the Primo VT, Iwas able to make
comparisons with several recently- reviewed £ 500
players, as well as the more expensive Arcam CD36 and
Cyrus CD8x. Plunging into an assortment of my usual
test tracks, Istarted with some instrumental favourites
On Miles Davis' Kind Of Blue [
Columbia 480410 2],
the Audio Analogue gave abig, wide sound, with an
attractive warmth. Miles' trumpet sound was full and
throaty rather than bright, and Coltrane was almost

430mm width. Reviewed here is the recently- added

surprisingly mellow. Jimmy Cobb's cymbals seemed

Primo VT (Vacuum Tube) version which, at £ 695 instead

to glisten rather than to ring out crisply, while Paul
Chambers' walking bass came over with afairly natural

of £ 500, offers avalve output stage.
Almost slim enough to be called acigar box rather
than ashoe- box shape, the Primo VT is longer and
lower than the well-known Cyrus designs, at 210 x75 x
370mm ( whd). Built up from extrusions and flat panels,
the Primo casework is attractive, well put together and
very well finished. The fascia is delightfully simple, with a
small soft- green LCD display and just two small pushbuttons. Once powered- up, afirst press of the Standby/
Open/Close button lights up the display with the
product name, followed immediately by the message
'Heat.Tube' and 30- second countdown.
Once that warm-up period has elapsed, the product

quality, but without much sense of drive.
A live recording from 1962, Wes Montgomery's Full
House [
JVC XRCD VICJ-60171], actually features Miles'
Kind Of Blue rhythm section, but in avery different
context. Compared here with the ( more expensive)
Cyrus CD8x, the Audio Analogue had alighter,
again somehow 'furry' sort of bass sound. However.
Montgomery's amplified hollow- body jazz guitar
sounded just right and convincing, seeming freer from
the confines of the loudspeakers.
Focusing on double- bass again, Iturned to Charlie
Haden, with guitarist Antonio Forcione on Heartplay

unmutes and you are free to start listening by using the
Play/Pause button, or the remote. This is aplastic- bodied

[Naim CD098]. Here you get the unadorned sound of
the acoustic bass, with no gimmickry or production

system remote ( it will control an Audio Analogue amp

effects. On the Primo VT the bass sounded full, the
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PRIMO VT CD PLAYER / £695

player provided afeeling that strings were really being
plucked. Forcione's guitar had more presence too. On
the Rega Apollo player, not only was it clear that the
bass was being plucked, you could almost see the string

Separate switch-mode power
supply for the ATAPI drive anc
valve filament, furthea filtered
an regulated for the DAC
an digital supplies

RESULTS

ATAPI CD-ROM drive mechanism

vibrating as the overtones coloured the fundamental.
Returning to the Audio Analogue after this, the
sound was warm, appealing, even pretty, but neither
instrument was quite as communicative. There was a
good enough feeling of space, but it was asomewhat
hazy kind of space really, rather than asharply- drawn
image of either instrument. A romantic sound, very
pleasant but not reaching deeply into the recording.
However, the Primo could come up with aseductive
quality on vocals, as with the Chesky disc Entre Cada
Palabra [.ID301] by Marta Gomez. Here there was awide
spread of sound behind and around the singer, and her
sweet and melting vocal tone was heard to great effect.
On Eric Bibb's 'Tall Cotton' from Diamond Days [
Telarc
CD 83660], the singer's voice was warm and friendly
too. Yet details like the handclaps, tambourine, and the
subtleties of the rhythm guitar were less than explicit,
while the bass didn't have quite the bounce needed to
rock the track along. On this music the Rega Apollo, for
example, might sound less soft and cuddly at the outset,
but was more revealing and ultimately more involving.
CLASSICALLY ROUNDED
Turning to classical music, the Audio Analogue gave
pleasing results on discs like Resphigi's Church Windows
[Pacific SO/Keith Clark, Reference Recordings RR-15CD].
A more severe test, perhaps, was ademanding, dynamic
orchestral performance like the LSO/Sir Colin Davis
recording of Beethoven's symphonies 5and 1 [ LSO
Live LS00590]. Here, my immediate feeling was that
the bottom end of the orchestra had arather fattened,
rounded quality, the general effect somewhat recessed.
Although the orchestra appeared spread behind the
speakers, the imaging seemed imprecise. You could
hear the reverberant tail on notes that died away
into silence, but during louder chords the ambient
information seemed to get lost, and with it the feeling
of the space or character of the recorded acoustic.

Asegle Yugoslavian
ECC88 doubletriode is
inccrporated into the final
analogue output stage

Lineér power supply
for tItie valve anode

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Audio Analogue has evidently attempted
to craft avery distinctive product in its
Primo VT, but the lab results argue that the
player is flawed in one or two areas. In the
first instance, Audio Analogue is employing
an ATAPI CD-ROM drive with an SfPDIF
communication to aPhilips UDA1351 DAC
which, in turn, requires aseparate- clock
recovery process. The clock itself has an
inherent error of some +410ppm, which is
not debilitating nor predictive of high jitter.
After ail, almost all Nairn CD playeis have a
similar clock error but enjoy jittei levels well
below 200psec.
The Primo VT is not so fortunate, as
the graph ( below, right) deal ly illustrates
with its - 7960psec of data-induced jitter
rising through aswell of uncorrelated or
noise- We jitter in the shaded area beneath
the central peak. Neither phenomena are

Crescendos tended to be merely loud rather than

typically beneficial to sound quality. While
this is adistinctly 'digital' colouration,
there are other mechanisms at work in
the analogue stage thanks, presumably, to
the implementation of the double-triode.
Once again, valve output stages need not
go hand-in-hand with high distortion as
various Musical Fidelity players and DACs
have illustrated but, in this instance, the
significant 3% distortion at its reduced
1.75V peak output is decidedly higher than
average. As is, I'm bound to report, the 1%
at - 10dBFs, 0.1% at -30dBFs and SIN ratio
of 98.5dB. Limited feedback is employed.
A comparison of the distortion versus
level trend at lkHz (black trace) and 20kHz
(blue infill) on the graph (below left) with
those from last month's CD player group
test, demonstrates the added colouration of
the Primo VT very clearly. PM
El

dramatic, though not unduly hardened or coarsened ( as
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can happen with some products).
At the end of all this, Ifound myself liking the Audio
Analogue player and able to enjoy music on it, despite
the shortcomings ticked off above. It's as if the player
really has been designed to soften or flatter certain
recordings, and to be inoffensive at all times, perhaps
partly through the agency of its single, glowin tube.
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: Increasing distortion plotted against decreasing

An attractively- proportioned

ABOVE RIGHT: Strong noise- like jitter with data- induced peaks atop

compact design, the Primo VT has
a sleek, lifestyle look, though
offering only minimal facilities.

(recording) level at lkHz ( black trace) and 20kHz ( blue infill)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

1.75Vrms

valve- inspired warmth, this

A-vvtdSIN Ratio

98.5dB

player could sound engaging

Distortion lkHz,OdBFsi-30dBFs

3.2%/0.1%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

2.6%

With a subtle but presumably

enough, particularly on
vocals. But comparison with
some of the best £ 500 players

Digital:Jitter

7960psec

showed up its soft and even

Resolution @ -100cIB

±5.0dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-201d1z)

36-72dB

hazy presentation on more
demanding discs.
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£400-500 AMPLIFIERS
It's ashowdown! Five of the finest mid- priced integrated amplifiers shoot it out
REVIEWS BY CHRISTOPHER BREUNIC

LAB TESTS BY PAUL MILLER

G

o back 30 years and you find Japanese
products predominating in the pages of this
magazine. Amazingly though, to get 100W
per channel from NAD - the brand which

started so many people down the hi-fi road - would
have cost £ 70 more than the 170W- rated integrated

Standby power supply •
circuit adjacent
to ahuge tDroidal
transforme- that feeds
the main sLpply

tested here.
Myryad appeared just over adecade ago, when
its launch amp, the fabulously sleek' [
HFN] remotecontrolled MI- 120 ( 60W), cost £ 530. Arcam's Delta 290
75W integrated, also remote operable, was £ 500 with a
phono input. When Mike Creek re- acquired his company,
he was making modular components and HFN's June'95
review of the P42/A42 ( 50W) combination quoted alist
price of £ 600. All of which says something about value
for money within this test group, even if the Arcam and
Myryad units are only rated at 50W per channel.
Nevertheless, the expectation of good sound and
build quality at this price point has not changed.

OUT OF THE BOXES
Handling the cartons, the Arcam and Myryad proved
relatively light but the Cambridge Audio has the kind of
weight ( 10.7kg) you might find with, say, aNaim 250. It

Interferencesuppressinc ferrite discs
are stuck on top the
main microprocessor
and speake--relay
switches

Note the vibration-

L

alamping rings looped
around the power
supply capacitors

One pair of Sanken's high
current SAP•ithermally
reactive) power
transistors per channel
are mounted onto a
substantial heatsink

was, incidentally, the only one to come in apresentation
box with carry- handle, the kind you associate with
Canon or Mac purchases. The outer labelling warns that
no interconnects are included, and that aMM/MC phono
stage comes at extra cost. A fabric bag cossets the amp,
which was the best transit- protected of all.
RIGHT: Electronically- switched Aand Bspeaker outlets are

MN.

cE

joined by preamp and line outputs, atape loop, five line
inputs and one MM phono input

•- IP
,40 "

Ok:)

0 010 0 0 C
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You may or may not judge abook by its cover, but
with an audio product you have to see it every day and

Arcam A70
Available in silver or black, the new A70 50W integrated takes from
Arcam's FM1 range the ' Stealth Mat' material that offers both vibration

interface with the controls.
Iwondered why, in 2007, designers think it necessary

damping and reduces stray electromagnetic interference. There's

to have the fascia extended beyond the casework. The

alarge toroidal transformer and separate power supplies for each

Cambridge Audio adheres to this old format, which

channel. Following the A90's technology, electronics are built on
adouble- sided fibreglass PCB with heavy copper tracks and short

is ironic since in the late 1960s the new UK company
taking that name had, in the slimline P40, something

signal paths. The electronic volume control ( 0.5dB increments are

that was the very essence of audio- chic. That said, it's a

possible) and other critical components are Sorbothane damped. The
preamplifier power supply is independently rectified and regulated.

likeable clean design.

RCA phonos and loudspeaker terminals (two sets, switchable outputs)
are gold-plated. The A70 allows setup-displayed customisation channel balance, input level adjustment etc - via Select/Enter controls
adjacent to the manual gain control. A 6.35mm headphone socket is
provided. Dimensions are 430 x330 x85mm ( wdh).

Even the Arcam retains asimilar retro hint albeit with
acurved cross-section fascia. The Creek is the only one
with ablack top ( whose surface finger- marks too easily).
And its fascia has arazor- sharp- edged vertical groove
running just where you don't want it - right through
the volume control. There's nasty black lettering for the
legend ' EVOLUTION integrated amplifier' too.
But what to say about the NAD? That its butch
dimensions, sturdy rows of buttons and rotary controls,

•

•ty .11Ie

il

d

grey on grey - tone controls if you please! - show it
really wants to be aheavyweight contender?
No, in the beauty contest Myryad clearly comes top.
But its three fascia buttons are alittle bit twee and the
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conical volume control is resistant to manual turning via
so shallow afinger-tip indent.
All these five amplifiers, ranging between £ 450 and
£535, are operable from remotes and, of course, can be
attended to hands-on.

REMOTE CONCERNS
Of their remotes, Arcam's is the most comfortable and
stylish. Iparticularly liked the 28mm disc, that rocks
nicely up and down under the thumb, for gain control.
Cambridge Audio's is abit too heavy but its controls
have abetter feel than Creek's. NAD's redesigned
Navigator is just plain ugly. Myryad's is OK, although
battery installation (two AAAs) Ifound fiddly until Igot
the hang of engaging the end- cap.
Motorised gain is slow with the Myryad and mute
sets off aflashing warning on the fascia. The previously
selected program can be restored either by pressing

Two pairs of Sanken power
transistors (per channel)
support the 740A's
substantial 27A curre
reserve and are moun
on an equally substantial
heatsink. The sink is shaped
to add further screening of
the large mains toroid away
from the main audio board

ear..
ejmaa
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,liar •
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2.'13;ima,
tam-

Separate power supply
regulation for the
left and right power
amplifiers

Cambridge's ABU$
and Incognito
multiroom
controller board'

mute again or by fractionally increasing the gain.
Arcam's display shows gain as numerical increases,
ranging from 0-72 while the control itself is adelight to
use, with soft detents. This rotary moves beyond 360°
in either direction as do those on the Cambridge and
Creek. The NAD and Myryad are locked within 270° arcs.
Arcam's display has bright, dim or off settings and

Individual regulators foi
the preamplifier stage

Digitally-controlled
volume IC from Yamaha

automatically re- lights with achange of program. This
doesn't happen with the Cambridge Audio: the program
selector works but the display has to be reactivated
separately. You can only put the Arcam into standby via
learbee"ye.

the remote, and ared LED shows. The light-touch- action
fascia latch takes it to ' on' again ( orange goes to green),
or off completely.

ee
oeeeeeeee
e-e

GM •

9

Unlike the Arcam, Creek and NAD, the Cambridge
and Myryad have rear mains switches, with fascia pushes
only for standby/on, which Imuch preferred. There's one

e e

grumble about the Myryad: its rear phonos are rather
tightly spaced vertically and so it's avery tight fit if you
want to insert Bullet plugs.
The Cambridge Audio display information ( also bright/
dim/off) was in fine blue over anear-white background.

ABOVE: Fully compatible with the Cambridge Incognito multiroom system, this
amp also provides two pairs of switched speaker outlets, four line inputs, two
tape loops and apreamp output. A Alk/l/MC phono headamp is sold separately
Gain is shown from - 84dB to OdB in afetching arc

Cambridge Audio Azur 740A
Cambridge Audio was founded in 1968. Its first product, the P40
transistorised amplifier seemed very avant-garde, with an improbably

which you can see in our main picture. Turning the
manual contro: fully anticlockwise drops it into mute.
The Creek, mearwhile, uses aturquoise vacuum

shallow case, toggle switches, and silver finish, in the days when the

fluorescent display.

Quad 11/22 ruled British hi-fi. Partner to the Azur 740C CD player
reviewed last month, the 740A comes in silver or black and features

e

ON THE LEVEL

an attractive soft blue display which may be switched off completely.
Measuring 430 x350 x115mm ( wdh) it is built on alow resonance

My test material was both analogue and digital. But only
two of the amplifiers, the Arcam and Myryad, had an

acoustically damped chassis and the design draws on lessons learned

inbuilt moving- magnet facility. Both Cambridge Audio
and Creek do offer MM/MC add-ons, the Creek by way

from the company's flagship 840A. Two pairs of high current output
transistors per channel will drive ' any speaker', says Cambridge Audio.
The matt finished fascia includes a6.35mm headphone socket and
treble and bass tone-controls, bypassed in ' direct' mode. A, Bor A+B
speaker connections are shown on the display with program and gain,
0to -84dB. In 'Amp mode' the iPod-compatible Navigator remote
re-assigns CD track numbers 1-6 to inputs and tape monitor.

of aplug- nboard. The NAD would require astandalone
phono preamplifier, such as its PP- 2.
So, to keep the playing-field as level as possible, I
used the moving- coil boards in my DNM preamplifiei as
aphono source, in conjunction with the player system
describec on page 34 et seq.
Among others, Harbeth's HL Compact 7ES-3 speakers
were used during this test. These are BBC- style, PA./0way ported monitors, rated at 6ohm, and will be the
subject of afull review themselves next month. After
due attention to room positioning and stand- mounting,
Ihad been enjoying extremely musical results from

•

them with power amplifiers as disparate as the Musical
Fidelity kW550 and DNM PA3S.
_.•

Isat each amplifier on aTorlyte board over a
Torlyte stand. When checking the connections to
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these amplifiers for phase and balance, etc, Iused the
Reference Recordings RX-1000 test disc. This also gives
an idea of speech reproduction and general imaging,
with its ' studio walkaround' track where the narrator
hits asmall wood block at different distances from the
microphones. You hear the diminution in reflected
sounds as it gets closer to the front. There's nothing
difficult in this material by way of loud transients or
dynamic extremes.
The Cambridge Audio amp was slightly soft on voice
here. The Creek was very good on stereo imaging,
depth portrayal and ambience in the ' walkaround'.
On speech, sibilants were alittle too evident and the
voice ' breathy'. Even so, Idid not feel this would be a
fatiguing product over long time spans. The Arcam was
more neutral on voice, sibilants unexaggerated. Wood
block representation was very good, its size properly
reducing as the direct-to- reflected sound ratio changed.

Separate power supply
rectification and
smoothing for both left
and right amplifiers
(right channel supply
highlighted)

• 11 01111 I
I

One pair of complementary
Sanken power transistors ( per"
channel) are mounted onto
this mid- running heatsink

•" ••• ti;

I
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CLAIRE DE LINN
Claire Martin's new Linn SACD He Never Mentioned Love
The-Evolution is

arrived just before this test. It's apop style production,
alittle claustrophobically unreal. There's aclose balance
to piano, apowerful sound with metallic character. It's a
bad sign if the double- bass sounds bloated, or you can't
hear the entry of brushed percussion in the opening
track. Or the piano is unfocused and you don't get the
occasional masculine edge to voice...

High quality
Burr- Brown
OPA2604 op- amps
feature in the
amp's input stage

ecuipped with s
digitally- controlled
volLne control IC

With the Myryad the piano had decent body and
afocused position within the image. Sibilants were
clear but not obtrusive in the vocals. The start of the
brushwork was apparent and you could ' tune in' to it
at will. The opening track, ' l-4e Never Mentioned...' was
moody and atmospheric.
On the NAD the piano had real body, brushwork was
easily spotted as was that slight masculine edge to the
voice, now and again. Double- bass was powerful and
generously spread, but Iwas convinced this was what
the producer Laurence Cottle had wanted - he was,
after all, the bass player too!

ABOVE: Asingle set of 4mm speaker outlets is joined by apreamp output, a
tape loop and four line level inputs. One of these may be traded for aplug-in
MM/MC phono option

Creek Evolution
Mike Creek celebrates his company's 25th anniversary with the
Evolution 85W integrated - its first product to feature electronic
gain control, using the Burr- Brown PGA2311 stepped resistance

With the Arcam the piano had achesty character,
and brushed percussion came across as too soft and
unclear. The song had become blandly inoffensive
-just background listening. With the Cambridge Audio
amplifier there was even less to involve the listener. The

attenuator. Incremental steps, 0to - 80dB, are shown in turquoise

brushwork was not that audible at all, and piano was

on the dimmable display while Burr- Brown OPA2134 op- amps buffer

wide spread - coming from all over the place. Yet those

signals in lout of the preamplifier section. And the Evolution is
configured as ahigh open- loop gain circuit, with high- current bipolar

album, which is transferred to disc at an extremely high

transistors. A substantial 250VA transformer is used, and there are

level. There's plenty of post- production work involved

separate windings for high current, high/low voltage, analogue and
digital circuits. Signal switching is by relays and the four inputs may
be selected via awell-balanced handset or the fascia rotary. There is
just one set of 4mm terminal binding posts, which have touch- proof
plastic covers and a6.35mm headphone socket. There is no standby

besides, with this homage tc Shirley Horn.

provision and Creek suggests - in green interests - powering off

Harbeths are capable of ahuge studio image with this

CLASSICAL CLOUT
Osmo Vânskâ, in his recording of Beethoven's ' Choral'
Symphony [ BIS, SACD] eschews the monumentai,

completely after listening sessions. Size is 430 x340 x80mm (wdh).

soul-searching approach to the finale recitatives, giving
us something comparatively terse. The Minneapolis

For analogue replay, aMM or MC module may be fitted, or an external
phono stage connected to any of the identical line inputs.

auditorium appears to be quite modest in size.
The Creek made the sound abit gruff, small-scaled,
and the double- basses were too close (Vânskâ has
them at the back of his orchestra). The Myryad had
fair depth and anarrowish soundstage, but now
Vânskâ's phrasing sounded less biting, slurred even.
Rhythmically this was looser than it should sound.
The NAD restored the proper scale with depth
correct for those string- basses, tempting me to stay
for longer with this track. Ultimately though, there ->
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GROUP TEST

was slightly more transparency with the Myryad, and a
suspicion of veiling with the NAD C372.

FRANCKLY MY DEAR...

RIM equalisation
stage for the MM
phono input

Monteux's 1961 Boston Franck Symphony recording
[RCA ' Living Stereo' CD/SACD] has held audiophile status.
At the start of the second movement the soundstage

Logic-controlled
input selection

ought to sound wide and clean while the harp should
be differentiated from surrounding strings and the cor

Protection and
muting circuit

anglais soloist's vibrato shouldn't obtrude - or sound
simply like tape flutter! These attributes were very
evident with the NAD. The harpist's subtle dynamics
were to be savoured, and there was good depth as the
principal horn came in later. Those gradations registered
with the Cambridge Audio too. But where was the cor
anglais sitting? And harp tended to merge with strings.

Motorised. renotelycontrolled analague
volume contra
Single power
supply for both left
and right cha
power am

Not so with the Myryad: the harp had anice metallic
twang and the cor anglais vibrato sounded as if the
player meant it. Timing seemed alittle plodding and
slow, however, and the sound thickened as the music
grew louder. Creek's Evolution matched the Myryad's
better characteristics and was generally very ' natural' in
its presentation.
Arcam's A70 gave awarm, slightly bland cast to
this music. The cor anglais sounded undernourished
and there was less separation of harp from strings. The

One pair of substantial.
complementary power
transistors per channel
are mounted across two
heatsink extrusions

recording suddenly seemed dated, or as if afilter had
cut into the strings' sound.
The LSO/Solti recording of Mahler's ' Resurrection'
Symphony was Decca's first tape production using
Dolby. Everyone acclaimed the engineering back in
1966 as awonderful snapshot of the old Kingsway Hall
-the timpanists ought to make you jump out of your
skin at the start of the third movement as I've already
discussed on page 35.
These timpani were dry and well separated with the
Arcam. Hall depth and musical flow were both good,

-0:0

0-0

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-- 0

0

0

0

-

conveying afair sense of the expression in the playing,
clean fortes and asudden big sound with the orchestra

ABOVE: Myryad's MM phono/aux input joins three other line inputs, two tape
loops, apreamp output and pair of speaker connections. Proprietary ' My- Link'

briefly sounding at full tilt.

connections serve for system integration
Despite some unexpected coarseness on strings,

Myryad Z140
HiFi News reviewed the very first Myryad product, the 60W MI- 120, in

the Creek offered awell focused, detailed soundstage
-better than Myryad in its positioning of the timps. The

January 1996. The recent Z140 has asimilar footprint, is 15mm shorter
in height and aesthetically improved with an all-silver casework and a
bisecting line running across the fascia. It takes in the smaller, 3.5mm

character. Spread was narrowed while answer ng
phrases made sense even if they left lingering doubts

type, headphone socket while right-hand push buttons, with LED
indicators, select the inputs and tape functions. Standby is front panel
operable and status shown by red-to- green LEDs. The design concept
is essentially that of apassive preamplifier, unusual at this price point,

2140 also thinned their sound, adding arather metallic

about pace and ultimate communication.
Alas, the Cambridge Audio sounded slightly washy
after the opening attack. Echo from the two timps was
plausible though, and increased dynamics and transients

with the selected signals passing to the volume pot and high- gain

were delivered with ease. Yet it was astruggle to grasp

power amplifier.
Based on features in the costlier MX integrated, there are

the messages in the music in spite of the rhythmic flow.

individually regulated power supplies for all input stages. Other

MONEY AND EASY MONEY

Myryad components, from its Z-, M- or Cameo- Series, may be

With the opening of ' Money', on EMI's 30th anniversary

combined by deploying the My- Link bus. Half- or one- metre phono to-

SACD of The Dark Side Of The Moon, the Cambridge

phono leads link amp, CD player or tuner - these can be inexpensive
since they carry no audio information. Dimensions are 435 x315 x
78mm (wdh).

Azur gave extreme left- right separation and wide
imaging. Presentation was nicely paced, you could hear
the grubby edge that's part of the engineered sound,
but it wasn't exciting in avisceral way. The Myryad gave
amore focused ' soundstage', with the right weight,
crispness at high levels, and the words coming across
well. The rustling of loose change was good.
Iliked the coins and the till registers with the
Creek too, but vocals were more smeary than with the
Myryad, and pace abit dogged rather than flowing.
Ibacked down the levels after awhile. With the NAD
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there was plenty of welly but acertain digital edge
and the right-channel hum that cuts in at 04 seconds
was clearly audible. The Arcam produced aflat,
homogenised rendering, with little excitement as the
pace quickened. There was less involvement than with
the Creek. But then Iturned to abog-standard EMI LP
pressing - this was more like it! Iloved the gutsy rasps
and it had me rockin' in the chair. The LP didn't produce

Rather than use
electronic switchin
NAD employs
individual relays fo
each of its inputs potentially superio
but far costlier
approach

the same magic with the Azur, though.

AT LEAST IT'S NOT RICKY GERVAIS
With Easy Money', the done-to- death Rickie Lee Jones
test track we all seem to use ( Ihave aNimbus- pressed
LP of the Warner original), the double- bass ought to
sound springy, not thumpy. Diction and rhythm should
be clear and engaging, with colourful incidentals and a
wide, well separated soundstage. In short, foot-tapping.
The Cambridge Audio Azur gave the same
depressing picture again as both depth of timbres and
soundstaging were starved, although Imust say it was
always good with timing aspects. Double- bass was
thumpy through Myryad's Z140 although her words

80V/10,000g
reservoir capacitors form the heart of the
supply for NAD's new PowerDrive output
configuration

While not entirely
symmetrical, the power
amplifiers, at least.
are split between the
left and right-hand
sides of the chassis.
Each heatsink carries
no less than four pairs
of high current power

were clear and in ' Last Chance Texaco' there were no
problems with that shouted la-astr. Ihad the same
reaction with Creek's Evolution. The bass had its correct
dry timbre in ' Easy Money' and the piano and other
instruments intertwined nicely.

HAGEN DAZED
Issesie

Another disc Itried was from the Hagen Quartett's DG
collection of three Shostakovich string quartets. The
Allegro molto from his Eighth is areal torture track, and
asevere test for the speakers here, apart from their

•••

e
f

Mac

abilities with engaging rhythms. The Myryad wasn't able

-cr. ,
4ot

•• 2- - -

to resolve tonal differentiation between violins, viola
and cello. The Creek was better in timbre and tone-

4kkigni
- T.

•

tI•

•t

-

o

«

• - -•

colours - afair performance if hardly audiophile class.
A nagging concern about my negative feelings

ABOVE: NAD's Disc'

towards the Cambridge Audio prompted afurther
session with just this amp. Ichanged the cable to

loops, two preamp outputs and apair of switched speaker outlets. The
bridged mode operation is switched here

NAD C372
Ontario- based NAD has produced arestyled and powerful integrated
in the C372. This substantial ( 435 x350 x145mm wdh) silver and grey

input is

actually one of five line inputs, joining two tape

Kimber 4PR, which Isee as arather benign stranded
type, but the results were much the same. The music
was still engaging in terms of its tunefulness and timing,

unit is the only one in this test group with both bass/treble tone and
balance controls. The tone controls, which can be bypassed, leave
the midband untouched and operate at the frequency extremes. Its

yet Istill felt let down by the amp's tonal quality and

'Pure Class A' preamplifier and driver modules have been updated
with high performance transistors and the new power supply, with its

Concerto, engineered by Tony Faulkner, showed all
the little musical detailsl knew to expect and some

custom-wound toroidal transformer, assists in its claimed 20% increase
in output power. A second power amp may be connected, and gain

would have found the overall sound quite decent.
Yet it sounded more like an old recording. Similarly

preset via Preout 2. Simple bi-wiring is provided for, or another speaker
pair connected, while NAD's proprietary PowerDrive circuit topology
apparently senses and adjusts to the impedance characteristics of any

superficially impressive, weighty presence. But it wasn't
agood Steinway sound, and going bac.k to the Franck

connected speaker(s). NAD's system remote has also been redesigned,
and there's a6.35mm headphone socket.

slight loss of stereo focus.
Antony Michaelson's recording of Mozart's Clarinet

anew Sony Liszt recital by Arcadi Volodos had a

Symphony's slow movement Istill felt the imaging was
vague and somewhat diffused.
So this is aevidently acase where choice of
speakers and cabling, if not musical genre and taste,
become critical. Don't forget, that the partnering
Cambridge Audio Azur 740C CD player featured in
July's Head-to- Head consistently impressed Steve

ee‘N

Harris with its potent performance.

Wieeetes

As you'll see over the page, Iwas pretty impressed
at what value even the most critical listeners will find
at this price point. And there was certainly nothing
lacking in either facilities or finish with any of the five
amplifiers under review here. G>
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Remember that we can prepare something to suit your exact requirements.

Boulder 865 Integrated.

* * * *

Yes, at last the world premier range
of electronics is available to a much
wider audience.

lb lb lb lb
e

I'L

A CD Player is also on the way as well...

lb lb lb lb lb IL

metropolis music .

Boulder Dealers
Ai dio Images
Li ntone Audio
Kronos Hi Fi
Practical Hi Fi
Sounds of Music
Zouch Audio

Ze.t

(t)
(t)
(1)
(f)
(I)
(t)

01502 582 853
0191 477 4167
028 8775 3606
01524 39657
01435 865 212
01530 414 123

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
tel: 01435 367 438
please cal for additional product
information, literature and details
of your nearest specialist dealer.
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GROUP TEST

AMPLIFIER VERDICT
It would be idle to pretend that, with the

snarled up any setup options, the Azur

Beast? Myryad's Z140 sounded as good

test over and far costlier amplification

740A remained uninvolving except in the

straight out of the box as it looked. NAD's

restored, Ididn't hear far more from

matter of pace and timing. The Arcam A70

C372, evidently exerted more grip on the

all these music examples. What was

has clearly been produced with alot of

speakers than its competitors, right from

surprising, though, was how easy it might

thought and yet it's ultimately too bland

the start, although Isuspected acertain

be to live with some of these moderately
priced amplifiers. There were acouple of

for recommendation. The Creek Evolution

veiling at times. Full marks for an accessible

doesn't shine as apiece of industrial design,

balance control too. For overall impact

disappointments. Even though Iwas so

it should take the prize, yet after all the

concerned Iwent back to the Cambridge

hum was noted and it could be coarse at
times. Yet in some areas it satisfied. That

Audio one more time to ensure Ihadn't

leaves, what shall we say? Beauty and the

the system for yet another blast.

ARCAM A70

listening it was the Myryad Isnook back into

CAMBRIDGE 740A

CREEK EVOLUTION

MYRYAD Z140

NAD C372

ARCAM A70

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 740A

CREEK EVOLUTION

MYRYAD 2140

NAD C372

You can always rely on Arcam

While the design of this Azur

Not for the first time in my

From the numbers alone,

PowerDrive offers ahuge

to err on the conservative
side of its specification, so

740A is not based on the

lab experience, this is another
Creek amplifier that either

Myryad's Z140 looks to be
adirect competitor for the

dynamic headroom to
accommodate musical peaks

Arcam A70. Both are rated at
50W and both deliver closer

-up to 1.3kW (or 36A) of clean
current into lohm for 10msec

to 65W/8ohm in practice.

transients. Under continuous

However, when it comes to

conditions, however, there's
little difference in output from

costlier 840A 'XD' integrated

the 50W A70 will actually
deliver 2x65W18ohm and

(HFN, June 06), it does boast

2x83W/4ohm from amoderate

and the second highest power

struggles to meet, or only just
meets, its rated power output.
Imeasured 2x8OW/ohm and

0.1ohm output impedance.
The frequency response has

output in our group. Cambridge
rates the 740A at 100W but

2x120W/4ohm which is not
sufficiently generous for an

supporting musical transients.

it will achieve 2x125W/8ohm

amp specified at 85W. Every

Myryad is slightly behind with

continuously and up to
710W/1ohm under dynamic

other amp in this test is more

its 87W, 145W and 200W
capacity available into 8,4 and
2ohm loads, respectively.
Distortion is lowest around

been engineered with agentle
treble roll-off amounting to just
-0.1dB at 20kHz, -0.6dB/50kHz
and -2.1dB/1 00kHz, although
its distortion increases alittle
earlier from alow 0.0004%
(20Hz-lkHz) to 0.01% at 20kHz.
The A70 is less linear still at
higher, ultrasonic frequencies so
I'd be cautious about partnering

similarly low levels of distortion

conditions. It's also the most
efficient amp in our group,
drawing 360W from the wall to
sustain 2x100W/8ohm.

conservatively specified. The
dynamic output increases to
105W, 180W and 275W into 8,
4 and 2ohm loads from alow-

Distortion reaches a
minimum of 0.0005% at

ish 0.05ohm output impedance.
The response is the most
'tailored' here with a -0.35dB

4-8W or 0.0018% through
the midrange and remains

8to 4ohm, even if the 220W
available is still comfortably in
excess of its specification. In
short, the C372 will drive any
speaker you're likely to use.
Otherwise, the amplifier is
amodern, clean and widebandwidth design. The output
impedance is moderate at

40W/8ohm and only increases

dip at 20kHz rolling away to

consistent right up to high
frequencies at 10kHz. Beyond
this frequency, distortion rises

it with any CD/SACD players
less than scrupulously clean in

to 0.0055% at 20kHz - the
lowest in our test. DC offsets

-6dB at 100kHz. Distortion
(see graph) is the highest of

more quickly, rather as it does
with Arcam's A70 in fact. The

this area. Otherwise, the 85c113
A-wtd SIN ratio is perfectly

are alittle high at + 40mV
(though not worryingly so)

the bunch, increasing with
frequency from 0.006% to

output impedance is alow
0.025ohm. Power consumption

to -0.5d13/100kHz. It draws

'average' and the overall + 30dB

while the SIN ratio is above

0.04% at lkHz, 0.5% at 20kHz

gain sensibly limited.

average at

and 1% at 50kHz.

is low enough ( 19W) at idle but
some 200W for 50W output.

635W to sustain its rated 170W
output, however.

Distortion vs Frequency@ 10W/ 8ohm

Distortion vs Frequency@ 10W/ 8ohm

Distortion vs Frequency@ 10W/ 8ohm

Distortion vs Frequency @ 10W/ 8ohm

Distortion vs Frequency@ 10W/8ohm

TEST PARAMETERS / MODEL

- 91dB.

AIKAPA A70

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 740A

CREEK EVOLUTION

0.042ohm, the A-wtd SIN is
impressively wide at 93dB,
distortion consistently low at
<0.006% and the response flat

MYRYADZ140

NAD C372

Power output into 8/ 4ohm

66W/83W

124W/210W

80W/120W

66W/92W

220W/220W

Dynamic output into 8/4I2I1ohm

115W1183W1225W/115W

1551A/1293W/512W/710W

105W1180M275tAq250W

87w/145W/198W/205W

295W/560W/930W/1290W

Distortion 20Hz-20kHz, 10V4/8ohm

0.0006-0.01%

0.00056-0.006%

0.008-0.54%

0.0017-0.018%

0.0018-0.006%

Frequency Response, 20Hz-100kHz

+0.0dB to -2.1dB

-0.14dB to -0.02dB

+0.0dB to -6.0dB

+0.0dB to -1.7dB

+0.0dB to -0.38dB

Output Impedance, 20Hz-20kHz

0.096-0.17ohm

0.052-0.09ohm

0.053-0.032ohm

0.025-0.10ohm

0.041-0.08ohm

Ametd SIN ratio, re. 1WIttohm

84.6dB

91.0dB

82.9dB

87.0dB

92.5dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz 20kHz

.81dB

>77dB

>52dB

>64dB

>53dB
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To Boldly Go...

VYGER BALTIC M

(£3400)

Italian turntable designer Piro Viola launches another
Star Trek- inspired superdeck only this time at aless than
stratospher cprice. And it carries an SME arm on board

Tested by Ken Kessler

A

fter afew years tailing VYGERs at various hi-fi
shows, Inoted with great relief the recent
arrival of the company's ' sane' offerings.
Probably named after the ' McGuffin' in the

first Star Trek movie - something which should be held
against it - VYGER arrived with air- bearing everything,
pumps, vacuums, Jules Verne-ian hardware, improbable
dimensions and eye-watering prices. With the entrylevel Timor and the magnetically- shod Baltic M, it's as
if someone slapped the designer upside the head and
said, ' Get real.' Which he did.
Two entry-level models, though, place VYGER (yes,
pronounced ' veejer' like in the Trekkie opus, and thus
further evidence of aless-than-taut grip on maturity) in
amarket with offerings at roughly atenth of the price
of the debut model. And here the competition includes
SME, Basis, VPI and so many others.

'The sound had superb
AUDIO
low- end punch, the bottom
FILE
octaves as firm as the SME's'

ABOVE: The Baltic M comes with an SME 312 tonearm
mounted on aplatform of aircraft-grade aluminium

VYGER boss Pino Viola, though, is feisty, and he
attacks everything with awarlike enthusiasm. He clearly
knows his way around machine tools, has specific ideas

itself machined from a20mm solid block of the same
material. This is left in natural metal and engraved
with the model name, while the main chassis and

about how an LP should spin, and intends to make his

Two-speed beltdrive turntable
with magnetic
suspension; price
includes SME 312
tonearm

wares accessible to afar greater number of music lovers

Price: £3400

than those who can afford the company's Atlantis or
Indian über decks.

Made by:
VYGER

IT DOESN'T SUCK
For the Baltic M and the less robust Timor, the

Baltic M consists of atriangular chassis machined

primary difference between the Baltic M and the Timor:
the former's feet incorporate amagnetic suspension

Supplied by:
Angelsound
Audio

system, the latter's do without magnet isolation.

Telephone:
01923 352479

bronze bearings, supporting a7kg ( 5.5kg), 40mm
(30mm) thick machined aluminium platter with agloss

complicated, airsucking stuff has been chucked out,
leaving us with ablessed example of ' less is more'
engineering. And the two are so alike that the following
description includes the Timor's differences in brackets.

motor housing are offered in metallic red, blue, silver
or anthracite pearlescent finishes. The chassis rests on
three adjustable, absorbent feet, and here you find the

Web: www.vyger.
corn

from 40mm ( 30mm) solid blocks of aircraft grade
aluminium, with atonearm base fitted to the side.

Fitted to 1he centre of the triangular chassis is a
sealed housing with two fitted, sintered three-point

black acrylic mat. As Ifound out, it attracts fingerprints
the way Paris Hilton attracts paparazzi.

BELT RIDE

SIMPLE AND STYLISH
Radically different to its over-the-top dearer siblings, this is almost a

Drive is via abelt around the platter, and here Ifound
the only operational hassle: although I've been assured

non sequitur: VYGER made its name with two of the most unnecessarily

my experiences are isolated, Ifound it tricky getting the
belt rot to ride up and down the platter, even though

and absurdly complicated turntables this reviewer has ever seen. Yet

only by as much as the diameter of the belt itself. Sound

here is adelightful alternative, from the same house, that exudes
simplicity more akin to aRega. Blessed with sublime Italianate styling,

seemed not to be effected, and three different strobe

it actually looks nicer than its vastly more expensive predecessors,

Perhaps one day VYGER will wax specific about the
precise location of the outboard motor housing and

and it exhibits the kind of fit and finish that inspires confidence; not
by accident has the company supplied it with an SME tonearm. VYGER
is still arelatively young brand, so it's nice to see that it's
acquiring wisdom at such an early stage.

4

discs slowed no speed drift, but it is disconcerting

pulley, and about height matching. Until then, let your
dealer install it.
Within the nicelyfinished external housing is an
electronically commutated three-phase, brushless,
high-torque motor. with ' motor commutation and
speed selection supervised by an 8- bit micro- controller.'
On the top is athree-way toggle for 33/off/45 speed
select and afine-tuning control, and the power via a
100V 240V ( 50/601-1z) ' wall wart' feeds into its base.
The chunky Baltic M shares dimensions of 510 x430
x180mm ( wdh) but it weighs 26kg to the lesser
/ deck's 22kg. Both come with aslip-on record
clamp, while the Baltic M comes supplied with an
SME 312 and the Timor, aRega RB300. In both
cases, these are arms that are above reproach in their
price categosies. Here, they're all but-freebies. ->
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Hi-fi news

TURNTABLE TEST

VYGER

BALTIC M TURNTABLE / £ 400

LAB

RESULTS

ITALIAN UPSTART
This deck christened my new SolidSteel two-tier table
(also Italian!) and was fed into both the Copland

The tonearm dase
is machined from a
20mm-thkk solid
block of aircraft-gradk
aluminium and is fitted
to the side of the
triangular cha

CTA405 integrated amp and the McIntosh C2200
pre-amp/MC2102 power amp. Speakers included Sonus
faber Guarneri and Rogers LS.3/5A. A mere five minutes
in charity shops had recently rewarded me with mint
UK pressings of the double The All- Time Greatest Hits
of Roy Orbison, Marty Robbins' Gunfighter Ballads and

e
e
e

Trail Songs, and - hurrah!!! - the pic sleeve 7in single
of Mr Big's ' To Be With You', all for £ 1.25.
Using Air Tight, Transfiguration Orpheus and
Blue Angel ( ruby cantilever) moving- coil cartridges,
Iexplored the differences between the VYGER, the
Kenwood L- 07D and the SME 20/12. To my everlasting
delight, the Italian upstart more than held its own,
although not how Iexpected: conditioning led me

Three-phase. Sightorque motor, with
motor commutation
and speed selection
supervised by an 8bit
micro-controler

to think its isolation would allow it to slaughter the
virtually suspension- less Kenwood, with lower noise
floor and wider dynamics, but it didn't. Neither could it
approach the SME in that area.
But the Baltic M did produce sound with superb
sturdiness and low-end punch, its bottom octaves as

4:mm-thick machined
alaminium platter
with agloss black
acrylic mat sits on two
sintered three-doimt
brdnze beanncs

firm and controlled as the SME's, if lacking the SME's
extension. Because of this, it sounded abit ' light' in
comparison, particularly evident with the percussion

BELOW: The
motor unit has

compete with the stage width of either the SME or

on ' The Ballad of the Green Berets'. My new-found

atoggle switch
for 33/45rpm
speeds, plus a

tie elderly Kenwood, but its front-to- back depth is
something to behold. Absolute stage width aside, one

knob for finetuning speed

Orbison and Robbins recordings, which date from the
era when stereo was new enough to inspire engineers to
go for the Cinerama effect.

treasures, though, wouldn't tax the bottom octaves
quite so much, so Itried all three discs in succession
and concentrated on the all-important midband, on
openness, three- dimensionality and other areas where
vinyl pees all over CD.

'More than anything, the Baltic M
just looks so terrific that some
might buy it for that reason alone'

li terms of stage dimensions, the VYGER cannot

is still able to wallow in the wide open spaces of the

With the more congested presentation that is go Be
With You', the Baltic M excellec instead through delivery
of all the ' woodiness' of ahard-strummed acoustic
guitar, and the blended vocals were ncthing short of
gorgeous. This carried through to the crystal-clear voice
of the Big 0, as well as the resonance of Marty Robbins.
MINOR TRADEOFFS
Sonically. Ican only criticise the VYGER's slightly less
quiet handling of tracing noise than the much dearer
SME 20/12, while it has no trouble matching the
Kenwood L- 07D in this area. But, typically, the tradeoffs
are minor, such that one only has to listen to this
turntable and weigh against one's personal preferences
the narrow but deep soundstage, the deliciously tight
but slightly truncated bass and anoise floor unlikely to
worry CD devotees. But more than anything, the deck
just looks so terrific that some might buy it for that
reason a:one. ( 1,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Only minor reservations from
this confirmed SME user: I'm
concerned about the lack of
specific instructions for motor
poslioning and Ihate that
glossy platter... and not just
because it's afingerprint
magnet. On the upside, the
Baltic is handsome, well- made
and sounds just dandy. And
it's Italian. Which in my world
is worth abonus five points.
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Walrus

idol

11 New Quebec St, London W1

New!

Tpwnshend Rock V + Excalibur Il
The latest and greatest version of the unique
Rock - so new, the paint's not even dry yet!

Basis 2500 Signature + Vector3 tonearm
(£6495 + £ 2995 including micrometer VTA)
One of the finest turntables in the world...

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid

...

r

air tangent
air tight
aesthetix
amazon
amity
amplifon
k• llo furniture
argento
audio aero
audio physic
basis
black rhodium
bocchino
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
Funk Firm Vector (£ 750 + arm)
cartridge man
Original styling and performance
cawsey
beyond its price range ensure
clearaudio
this lovely deck's popularity
consonance
decca london
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
emule
emt
funk firm
goldring
w

raham (tonearms)
graham slee
hadcock
harmonix
heed audio
Pure Sound A-8000 (£899)
horning
Switchable oversampling and a valve output stage
hyperion
offer great musicality without loss of detail.
incognito
Designed for the A30 but great with any system.
isolda
jadis
kibri
klimo
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
mcintosh
melody
michell engineering
morch
Kibri Naima (£ 1650)
musical fidelity
A new design from Danish company Kibri.
nordost
Hyperion HPS-938
They call it "semi omni". we call it "fantastic"!
ttingham analogue
(£3750)
origin live
One of our longer
ortofon
standing
project
"evergreen"
pure sound
speakers which
rega (turntables)
has a deserved
reimyo
cult following,
revolver
a taste of the
ringmat
exotic ata
roksan
fraction of the
shun mook
price!
shanling
shelter
sme
solid tech
something solid
Duevel
'41
sonneteer
spendor
Planets
st ax
(£799)
broadcast
ax
Hot off the
sugden
drawing
sumiko
board these
— tannoy prestige
cute omni
,ir
. P.a.
tci cables
speakers
tom evans
fill your room
t16....1..
The Thor might see
townshend audio
with high
pensive but orc
transfiguration
quality sound.
ou won't want
transparence
without it age!
tnchord
van den hill
) ia ' Please ask about our ex- demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions
e

New!

New!

New!

-4,

the'

We deliver by Business Post 24hr service (subject to stcck availability) and internat,onally by DHL TNT or UPS
Major credit/debit cards accepted. even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for product, technical and ordering info

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

Don't forger tue
Isoclaar le
(£51 per par.

www.walrus.co.

AMPLIFIER TEST

Sterling Silver
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC (£2750)

Based on its original preamp but with
silver knobs on, Music First Audio now
offers aspecial version of its Award winner,
using silver- wound transformers

e•

o

•

•

•

•
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

H

ow do you improve on aclass- leading design?
In atypical piece of electronic hi-fi equipment,
there's often scope for further improvement

“11,1

o
.15

by upgrading, for example, the quality of

the power supply or the quality of components like
capacitors and resistors. But what do you do with a
passive preamplifier that uses little more than apair of

'

signal transformers and afew switches?
In the best tradition of high-end audio fine-tuning,

0.
-

e

Music First Audio has substituted the only ' active'

•
-•¡ ((* i

components in the preamp, namely the transformers,
with ones using pure silver wire. For many listeners,
silver has ararefied sound purity not found with normal
copper, leading to aquite different sounding product.

••14 ( 0)1625 6909/0

n

KINDLY LOAD
For the uninitiated, the Music First Audio Passive
Magnetic Preamplifier, to give it its full name, is a
passive stereo preamp that uses transformers to
attenuate incoming signal. This contrasts markedly with
the more established type of passive preamp that uses
apotentiometer or resistor chain, set up as apotential
divider, to vary incoming signal level. Unlike the resistive
passive, atransformer volume control (TVC) can provide
avery kind load to both source and amp at most volume
settings. In fact, like some aftermarket line buffers, it
can actually improve impedance matching compared
to the ultra- purist ( and unfeasably loud!) ideal of
connecting source directly to power amp. For example,
at normal listening volumes in my system, with avolume
setting of - 30dB ( about 11 o'clock on the knob), the
transformer data sheet indicates an input impedance of
around 2Mohm at 1kHz, and output impedance of just
1.4ohm, making it an easy load for source components,

AUDIO
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ilM.

ABOVE: Silver transformer windings are complemented
with silver internal wiring and silver-plated phono sockets.
XLR connectors are sourced from Neutrik

Transformerbased passive
preamp with
pure silver
windings

Purcell/Delius digital front-end with Chord SPM 1200C

Made by:
Music First audio

time to allow settling in. Perhaps unsurprisingly, all
three preamps performed very similarly - yet interesting
differences were found to exist in the tonal quality,

Supplied by:
AudioCraft
Telephone:
01895 253340
Web: vvww.
musicfirstaudio.
co.uk

power amp and B8.,W 802D loudspeakers, and with
interconnects and speaker cable from Nordost's Valhalla
range. Silver wire has areputation for taking longer to
'run-in' than copper, so the new model was given some

spatiality and musicality of the three.

e

MUSIC PRESERVATION SOCIETY
Compared to the sound of many active preamps, these
TVC preamps have anear- grainless tonality, adding
absolutely no hiss or hum and so able to look much

such as aCD player to drive ( see Lab Results).

further into the noise floor of the system as awhole.

Several years experience with the original Music
First Audio passive preamp has suggested that it tends

And in marked contrast to resistive attenuator passive
designs, the dynamic range of music is preserved such
that the qL ietest details remain intact, while loud

to work even better in afully- balanced configuration,
seeming to display awider dynamic reach and more
three-dimensional soundstage. Before trying the usual
balanced mode setup, however, Iwas curious to see

passages show no sign of flattening or enervation. Do
note that the following comments on differences in

preamp uses the same TX- 102 tapped transformers from

'It astonishes in its ability
to preserve the detail and
nuances of recorded sound'

Stevens
Billington, but only offers two line inputs,
both of the single- ended RCA variety. All three preamps
were tried in areference system comprising adCS Verdi/

would say hair-splitting, differences around acore

how both the original copper-wired, and the new
silver-wired model, would compare with avery similar
product, the Audio Zone PRE-T1. Rated very highly last
month by Ian Harris, this transformer volume control

perceived sound are accentuating some minor, some
design that continually astonishes in its ability to both

BOX TALK
Two knobs on the aluminium box allow selection of source and volume
setting. A total of six inputs can be connected, with achoice of two
XLR balanced and four RCA phono unbalanced inputs. For output,

uphold the detail and nuances of recorded sound, and
to communicate the sense of music.
The Audio Zone PRE-T1 had asublime sense of
flow and musical integration, able to suspend in air

there is the option of unbalancd RCA and balanced XLR. Transformer

the shape of modern jazz voices such as Beate Lech

windings are 99.9999% silver with polyurethane insulation, supplied
by Audio Note UK. Volume can be adjusted between OdB (full volume,

from Cewbeagappic her voice sat naturally in the mix,

no attenuation) down to - 52dB, the latter figure slightly lower than
the -46dB of the copper model tested Oct ' 04. A '+ 6dB' switch at the

smooth and articulate, where the Music First copper
model added ahint of husk and brought the singer

back is included in case alow- output source or low- gain amp is used,
although best impedance matching is found with this set to ' off'. All

fractionally forward in asoundstage that was, on both
preamps, spectacularly deep and well- spaced.
Substituting the silver-wound Music First passive

switchgear is of very high quality, including Swiss- made Elna silvercontact rotary switches. An earth lift switch can be set to floating, RCAor XLR-grounded. Ipreferred the ground disconnected although some
source components may demand aground for best noise-free results.

of the Scandinavian outfit Beady Belle. On ' Hindsight'

preamp highlighted abroadly similar timbrai purity as
the PRE-T1, even if the overall effect through the course
of the track was of a ' busier' production. The PRE-T1
scored highly here by virtue of its ability to show the ->
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MUSIC FIRST AUDIO

PASSIVE MAGNETIC/ £2795

simplicity of the electronic production, letting through

RESULTS

near- infrasonic bass while keeping timing tight and
without any smearing of notes. The MFA copper and
silver models would excel at bass expression, even if the
copper version was felt to add afraction of emphasis to
reinforce instruments' low notes. Other tracks from the
same album tended to favour the PRE Ti ' spresence,
where the MFA silver could be accused of gilding the

Volume and sour:e
selector switche! frDm
tina use silver-contact
wafers

high-frequency lilly, as noted in some highlighted
sibilants from singer Beate Lech and even aPolish
actor's spoken-word narration through ` Moja Jedyna'.

BALANCING ACT
Leaving the Audio Zone to one side, further comparisons
were made in fully- balanced configuration. Both Music
First preamps showed arewarding step forward in
performance in balanced mode. On the Beady Belle jazz
album, the Music First silver model sounded cleaner and
better integrated than when used single- ended, with
asuperb stretch in upper extension and top-to- bottom
integration. Low-level details like percussive nuances
could be picked out more easily than ever before.

is optional 6dB gain switch
allows ax2 boost in its voltage
Outpu -,by taking alower tap on
he prmary coil windings

Tapped audio transformers are
housed in mumetal screening
cans. Inside is 99.9999% pure
silver wire over amumetal ( 80%
nickel/20% iron) cDre

On orchestral classical music, the silver model
really shone, casting adiscernibly cleaner light on a
performance, opening up arecording to easy scrutiny.
With Akiko Suwanai playing Sibelius' Violin Concerto, the
clarity of solo violin tone was something to behold, and
horns had anaturally metallic timbre devoid of fuzz.
While the silver model drew attention to some very
minor shortcomings in the original copper model, it's
not aone- stop panacea for them, as along the way

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
In common with the Audio Zone preamp

at 80kHz and - 2.2dB at 100kHz. Like the
Audio Zone preamp. the various primary

tested last month, the 'OdB' and '+ 6dB'
settings offer gain' values of -0.3dB and

of letting through asweeter, more ethereal top- end

+5.5dB, respectively, with 23 steps in
attenuation covering the range -52dB
to OdB. Each of these steps in volume is

translucency, it was felt to overreach the point of

achieved with an accuracy of ± 0.1dB with

and secondary combinations act to form an
LC resonance at 45kHz. This resonance is
typically under-damped at high volume and
over-damped at the positions more typically
encountered in use (-40dB to -20dB).

aproportional step in the output (source)

'It cast adiscernibly cleaner light
on aperformance, opening up a
recording to easy scrutiny'
transparency on occasion. Beyond the added openness
lies an undeniable upward ' tilt control' effect, like the
audio equivalent of abrightness control on aTV. The
copper model has adarker voicing, reinforcing, to use
the visual metaphor, the original contrast ratio of the
picture. This bold tick on its fidelity sheet is tempered
only by ahint of picture snow on the original.
The silver version is not anight- and-day 'winner' here
but for many alistener it will be the more attractive and
transparent- sounding choice. Providing your taste and
system can support the sometimes ruthless radiance of
silver, Music First Audio's alternative model is agem. r!)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Distortion is very ,ow and lower still than

impedance according to the combination
of primary and secondary transformer

the copper-wired Audio Zone at

windings that are selected.

+6dB gain settings. There's also the same
suggestion of core saturation at very low
frequencies where THD reaches 0.007%
at 201fe (0.014% at + 6dB). Distortion also

At and below the -30dB setting, its
output impedance is just 7ohm in both OdB
and + 6dB modes - sufficiently low to drive
long interconnect cables. Less attenuation
means ahigher source impedance of
145ohm at - 10dB and - 1kohm at OdB.

rises very slightly to -0.0001% at 20kHz,
but these remain fabulously low figures
and far lower than that achieved by most
partner ing CD players or amplifiers.

The graph, below right, illustrates the
response of these silver-wound transformers

Readers may download aQC Suite report
for the Music First ' Passive Magnetic' by

in their standard 1:1 winding ratio. The
-16dB volume position yields the flattest

logging onto www.hifinews.co.uk and
following the links. PM

response where its output is just -0.5dB
Mr.00r
0.100

1

0.010

0.001

0.000
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By substituting silver for copper in

- 0.00006%

through the midrange at both OdB and

100

Is
Fr flue',

104,

its transformers, Music First Audio

ABOVE LEFT: THD versus frequency (+ 6dB, blue) - note slight core saturation

offers a beguiling upgrade on the

at LF. ABOVE

original model which, while not

'circuit' is over-damped ( red), but by - 34d₹1 it is under- damped ( blue)

instantly suited to all systems,

RIGHT: At - 18dB volume, the primary/secondary LC resonance

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

brings tangible improvements
in clarity, transparency and
fidelity to the original sound.
Both models are something to
treasure and only a personal
audition should determine

Maximum Gain 10c1111+6dB settings)

-0.3dB 1+5.5dB

Distortion, OdBV in (OdB setting, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.0001-0.007%

Distortion, OM,/ in (+6dB setting. 20Hz-201cHz)

0.0002-0.014%

Output Impedance, 0-52dB volume (OdB setting, 20Hz-201cHz)

735ohm-7ohm

which suits personal taste and

Output Impedance, 0-52dB volume (+ 6dB setting, 20Hz-20kHz)

lkohm-7ohm

system tone.

Frequency Response, OdB volume (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.6dB tc -5.9dB
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Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder
Today's top end audio equipment doesn't just sound fantastic — it looks
amazing too. At Unilet we can demonstrate the very best designs because
we are one of the few dealers who keep the really special brands in stock.
With the latest models from companies such as Chord, KEF, Wilson Benesch,
Meridian, Quad, Bryston, Esoteric, PMC and Marantz, you can hear for
yourself what the Hi Fi News reviewers are waxing lyrical about.
When it comes to choosing the best hi-fi and audio visual components,
we have agood ear for sound quality and an eye for what is stunning.
Call us to arrange ademonstration now on 020 8942 9567.

‘Y‘ilet

.7,

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY

Tel: 020 8942 9567
and \
I
\e

www.unilet.net

Hi -Fi • Audio Visual • Multiroom Specialists

Check out our website
where you'll find all the
best brands we stock
including:
Acoustic Energy • Arcam
AudioLab • B&W • Bryston
Chord Electronics • Denon
Esoteric • Jamo • KEF
Lehmann • Marantz
Meridian • Michell Engineering
Mission • Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity • Panasonic
Pioneer • PMC • Primare
ProAc • Pro-Ject • Quad
REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy
TEAC • Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale • Yamaha

BADA

Nordic by Nature
COPLAND CTA405(L2498)

It's wall-to-wall valves as Copland squeezes tubes into its phono, line and
power amp stages. The Scandanavian summer just got alittle hotter...

Tested by Ken Kessler

C

opland products are easy to love. Especially
if you've had it up to your eyebrows
with poorly- made components, absurd
ergonomics and asense that your pocket

has been picked. But Copland rests in an arena of its
own, for the products send out very mixed signals.
Metaphorically, that is: sonically, they've never been
less than delightful. What's so odd about Copland is its
profile. Are these products, by virtue of performance
and price, mid- range between starter kit and crazy
high- end? Or are they entry-level high- end because they
sound so good and exceed the E1500 barrier? Are they
aimed at non- audiophiles because they eschew tweaky
codswallop? Or are they strictly for audiophiles because
the bulk of them contain valves?
Suffice it to say, the CTA405 integrated amplifier
couldn't be more user-friendly and less troublesome if it
were valve-free. This unit, straight out of the box, was up
and running in five minutes. On one end, Quad's 99CDP
II and Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD players, the Kenwood
L- 07D turntable with Air Tight moving- coil cartridge and
V.Y.G.E.R. Baltic M/SME 312/Transfiguration Orpheus. On
the other, Sonus faber Guarneri or LS3/5As.

normal use the remote or the stand-by button will turn

ABOVE: Valves to

In-between, Yter cables.

on the power.
Copland ' under-drives' its products, anticipating

the left ( KT88),
valves to the

PURE AND SIMPLE
Simplicity extends from the system remote, which also

along and trouble-free life. Current capacity of the

right ( 126E17

CTA405's power supply and output transformers could
deal with 100W/ch output, but this amp is specified

and 12AX7),
and valves a'top

conservatively, using very little feedback, at 50W/ch.
Even with the hungry Sonus fabers, though, it was more
than enough to rock me in my 12 x18ft listening room.

(12AX7 and

operates the company's CD players, to clearly- labelled
socketry on the back ( including - hurrah! - old-style
multi-way speaker terminals). The front couldn't be
more straightforward, with only two rotaries for input
select and volume, two buttons for tape and stand-by,
and acircular panel in the middle with LEDs to indicate
source. And for that, there are plenty, including aphono

Cr4I ENERGY AND FEEL
And rock Imost certainly did, with the latest offerings

stage beefy enough to accept mid-to- high output
moving-coils, four line- level components and tape in

from the Kings of Leon, Chuck EWeiss and others who
love their lower registers. However deceptive the
compact Guarneris remain after adecade- plus, they

both directions. A socket for a 12V trigger is also fitted.
Primary on/off is via arocker on the back, while in

/111111111•111•111•111M111\

6992, side
mounted)

deliver satisfying bottom octaves that belie their size.
But to do so, they need something driving them hard.
And while the Copland would not deliver levels that

'The Copland CTA405 addresses and
satisfies two usually- opposing motives:
what you need versus what you want'

i
;
)

threatened their or my health, at no point were the
lee.«

dynamics compressed nor the bottom octaves starved.
Which is not to say that the CTA405 is primarily

HOT STUFF FROM THE FROZEN NORTH

arocker's amplifier - an easy conclusion to reach: it

If there's aScandinavian stereotype worth
perpetuating ( and Idon't mean gorgeous blondes

conveyed perfectly the energy and feel of the Kings of

with long legs), it has to be that IKEA ethos of
lean styling and stupendous value for money. For
as long as Copland has been around, it has stuck
to its Nordic guns and offered hybrid and nonhybrid components with styling unmistakeably
reminiscent of one of the most desirable brands
of the last 30 years: Cello. That's not to diminish

Leon's swampy, post-Allmans' rock and the grinding
rhythm section on Weiss' 23rd & Stout [
Cooking Vinyl
CKV-CD-4783], from the opening notes of the roiling
'Prince Minsky's Lament', with its Tom Waitsian darkness.
But the sheer detail tells you that you must use this tool
for more than its Wall of Sound potential: the openness
and mix of voices on the acapella ' Man Tan' will take

AUDIO
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Comprehensive.
remote-equipped
tube hybrid
integrated amp
with phono stage
Made by:
Copland
Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds

Copland's worth, because it's more than just a

your breath away.
Weiss' voice suggests way too many late nights, and

pretty fascia. But if your VW were mistaken for a

the Copland has afield day with his vocal textures. But

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

Porsche, would you grumble? Looks aside, Copland

where it really shines is with the flowing rhythms of his
backing band, reminiscent of early Little Feat. If Iwere

Web: www.
copland.dk

ticks all the right boxes for both audiophiles and
those who prefer not to live masochistically.

one of those truly misguided souls who believes that the
music's pace, rhythm and timing were in the playback >
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toroidal transformer
feeds the ampl'fier's HT
power supply
Aper of 12647 and 12
double-triodes feature in the
line pream lifier stage

ç,
eee de

•

Separate Norate: output
coupling transfo-mers
or the left and rght
channels also offer
both 8ohm and 4ohm
'speaker matching'
secondary taps

Pairs cf 12AX7 and
6922 iouble-triodes are
implemented in Copland's
hidh performance RIAA
phonc network

ABOVE: Inputs include four line, atape loop and aphono
stage. Separate 8ohm and 4ohm taps are provided with
chunky, gold-plated speaker connections
system and not the recording, I'd nominate the ' 405
as that philosophy's poster child. Listen to the flow of
'Sho Is Cold' or ' Fake Dance' and marvel at the way the

Remotely-controded,
motorised volume knob

Copland keeps up with the rhythm patterns.
SECRET WEAPON
And there's asecret weapon retailers could use to
entice any potential customer: the phono stage is simply
terrific if fed asuitable cartridge. Indeed, one of the

Apair of Russian- made -0
,
,
— pentodes drive each of th- le't
and right channels

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
With its significant complement of tubes.
the CTA405 runs very warm indeed,
drawing afull 195W from the wall before a
watt is fired in anger at the speakers. Once
it's delivering the rated 50W/8ohm, the
amplifier draws 305W from the mains hence its relatively poor showing in our eco
stakes. In practice, it's possible to squeeze
some 2x6OW/8ohm and 2x56W/4ohm using
the 8 and 4ohm taps, respectively, with a
maximum 75W delivered under dynamic
conditions (into 2ohm) with amore relaxed
2% distortion limit. So the CTA405 remains
best suited to easy- load speakers offering a
good 89d8+ sensitivity.
Copland suggests adistortion figure of
0.4%, which is about right for midrange
frequencies, but the graph below indicates
that this increases closer to 1% in the low
bass and 12% at high treble frequencies.

first tracks Iplayed through the CTA405 was the vinyl
Two Of A Mind by Paul Desmond 8. Gerry Mulligan [ RCA
LSP2624]. A classic RCA session, it possess air and space
in abundance, and there's nothing more inviting than a
widely- spaced, vintage- stereo performance with plenty
of detail to savour. Duelling saxes off vinyl, via valves.
But there's always aclincher, asingle recording that
gives you the full measure of acomponent during your
initial listening sessions. This time, it was Sundazed's
sublime reissue of The Byrds' Sweetheart of the Rodeo
[Sundazed/Columbia LP5215]. The clarity of the pedal
steel, the stringfest that is ' Pretty Boy Floyd', the nasality
of both McGuinn's and Parson's voices — the Copland
understands proportion, relative levels, transient decay
and everything else that this listener holds dear. If

Ilk

This graph is plotted with the same vertical
axis (
alog scale from 0.0001-1.0%) as those
in our amplifier group test this month for
comparison (see page 56).
Otherwise, the response of the amplifier
is almost ruler-flat to 30kHz with an output
impedance that's < 0.7ohm over the same
range. This is avery moderate figure by the
standards of some valve amplifiers and is
rather less likely to cause major response
aberrations with real world' loudspeakers.
Stereo separation might seem alittle
weak at ~48dB120kHz but the amplifier's
SIN ratio is far more impressive at 91.5dB,
especially bearing in mind the + 39dB
overall gain implemented in this design.
Readers may download afull QC Suite
report for Copland's CTA405 amplifier
by logging onto www.hifinews.co.uk and
following the links. PM

you've reached the stage where you understand, zen like, that less is more, then maybe you're ready for this
no-nonsense approach to audiophile needs. Copland's
CTA405 is one of those rare products that addresses and
satisfies two usually-opposing motives: what you need

0.010

versus what you want. Buy with confidence. And then
try not to twiddle those sensuously tactile knobs just for
the sheer hell of

0.001

SOUND

0.000
10
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Dyn..00, Pow« Output /.

(black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and Iohm loads (green)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

lack of stupid frills, styling
befitting products ten times

dirm

its price and sound quality
that encourages marathon

80 %
BUILD

listening sessions. If you have
a small-ish room, not- toohungry speakers and a disdain

www.hifinews.co.uk
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus frequency at 10W/ 8ohm ( black = left, red

TURES

rivals: superb build quality, a

68

101,

infill = right). ABOVE RIGHT: Dynamic power output vs distortion into Bohm

virtues that makes fools of its

your name on it.

1110
Fr equem

Copland's CTA405 exhibits all the

for bullshit, the CTA405 has

0.100

ECO

51%
AUGUST 2007

Power Output, 8/4ohm (< 1% THD)

61W/561.4/

Dynamic Power, 8/412(1ohm

67 1A/I611,4j75W/601,V

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.65-0.72qhm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

-0.2dB to +0.3dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBWISOW)

30mVi2I5mV

A-wtd S/N ratio (for Od131/Vifull output)

91.5dB/106.5dB

Distortion (IOW/Bohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.29-1.25

SilertetutireJ AusrUer-SyeeeÁliw
- Capturing

the

emotion

in

music -

Tel: 0208 480 3333 • Mob: 07918 022870 / 07738 007776
E-mail: info@signaturesystems.co.uk • Web: www.signaturesystems.co.uk
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‘‘ Ensemble reference audio system
for the discerning music lover. 11

See System Builder feature
by Steve Harris
(Hi Fi News March 2007• P96 - 981

Ensemble Concept...
Designed in astyle of timeless
elegance, Ensemble audio
products are manufactured in
Switzerland with legendary Swiss
care and attention to the smallest
details providing customers with
long-term satisfaction.
Every product is designed,
evaluated and refined on the
basis of along-standing deep
attachment to music and critical
listening to the most demanding
sounds from voices and acoustic
instruments, recorded as naturally
as possible to be verifiable in a
'live' context.
The ' ensemble touch' — that
special something that causes
one's musical heart to warm and
beat faster when experiencing
Ensemble products.

Ars Aures Loudspeakers

Handmade by Italian
craftsmen and finished in
any colour to complement
your living space....

a> Art Audio Amplifiers

Art Audio Amplifiers are
true technical works of
art Stunning design and
wonderful sound...

Eggelston Works Speakers

Introducing the Fontaine II.
Available in luxurious piano
gloss finish.

Ars Aures Loudspeakers I
Art Audio Amplifiers IDavid Gill Audio IEggleston Works Speakers
Ensemble Audio IMapleshade Audio IPS Audio ISilver Audio Cables
HFH
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REGA P3 24 (£3981E199)

Rega's perennial Planar 3 is reborn as
the P3" with improved motor and arm.
Is it still the mid- priced deck to beat?
70
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Tested by Steve Harris

A

different kind of company might have
celebrated three decades in the turntable

business with some gold-plated, doublethe- price anniversary edition. Rega seems to
have done the opposite, trying to get ' back to the roots'
of its original designs, putting money into things that
improve the sound, saving on things that don't.

There is anew upmarket turntable, the P9, but
there is also now the Pl, avery basic model with anew
budget arm and ( like the Rega-built Goldring) amedite
platter. Meanwhile, the P3, arguably the key model, has
been quietly upgraded to become the P3".
The new deck may not look much different from the
old P3, but there have been major changes. For this
review, we tried it with Rega's best moving- magnet
cartridge, the £ 199 Exact.

SOME HISTORY
Rega was founded in 1973, but the story really starts
with the launch of the Planar 2turntable in 1975. The
Planar 3came out two years later, the most obvious
difference being athicker glass platter. At first, both

the motor fixed rigidly to it rather than decoupled [ see
low Voltage, Low Vibration' panel]. Now, for the P3 24 ,

were fitted with an S-shaped arm made for Rega by

there has been aswitch to the 24V motor already used

Lustre in Japan, but from 1983 this was replaced by
Rega's own arms. Eventually, in 2000, the Planar 3

in the more expensive models.
As purchased, the P3 24 is connected to the mains via

became the P3, which had asmarter- looking plinth with

asmall plug-top transformer, but replacing this with

ABOVE: The
review P3"
turntable was
fitted with
Rega's best

Rega's separate power supply unit (£ 148) should give

moving- magnet
cartridge, the

afurther improvement in sound quality and will also

Exact, which

provide electronic 33/45 rpm speed switching.

uses aspecial

There are arm improvements too. The RB300 is
replaced here by anew variant called the RB301, using

three-point

anew bias compensator that is essentially aplastic
version of the assembly used on the top- of-the- range
RB1000. It is wired with abetter-quality cable, as used

headshell fixing
along with a
'vital' stylus
profile

previously on the RB700. Finally, the 20mm-thick plinth,
as on the P2, replaces the fancier chamfered-edge
LOW VOLTAGE, LOW VIBRATION
Like many other belt- drive decks, Rega's longrunning Planar 3 used amains-voltage synchronous

version seen on the P3 2000.
You car buy the P3 24 with an Elys cartridge for £ 498,
or on its own for £ 398, or you can do as we did and add
the Exact cartridge. Fitting would normally be done by a

motor, driven by the 50Hz alternations of the mains
current ( 60Hz in the USA). In order to rotate, this
type of motor needs to be fed with an additional
second power supply ' phase', correctly timed so
that the alternations keep pushing it round in the
right direction.
The simplest way of doing this is to use a
capacitor, which will give acurrent with aphase lag
of 90 degrees compared with the mains voltage.
However, for the P3 2000 ( as it is known internally)

'Dire Straits is still agood demonstration
of Rega's way with rhythm, and the P3's
utterly clean bottom end'
Rega dealer, but is pretty straightforward. Rega supplies
atorque wrench, allowing you to get the fixing bolts
really tight without risking breaking the cartridge body.

Rega used atuning circuit to set the second phase
more precisely to suit the motor, dramatically

SOUND QUALITY

reducing motor vibration.
This meant that the motor could now be stuck

Appropriately, Ithought, Istarted off with arecord

rigidly to the plinth, dispensing with the rubber
suspension mounting used previously. This in turn
gave better speed stability and better start-up
behaviour, eliminating the Planar 3's familiar ' rattle'
on start-up.
Rega has taken this approach abig step further

that must have been playing on almost every Planar 3
in 1978. Dire Straits [
Vertigo 9102 021] is still agood
demonstration of Rega's way with rhythm, and the
P3"'s utterly clean bottom end. On ' Sultans Of Swing'
you could appreciate the cunning, slightly recessed
presentation of Knopfler's forceful if tuneless singing,
giving most of the spotlight to his fabulous guitar, and

in its P5, P7 and P9 turntables by switching to a
low-voltage and hence intrinsically lower-vibration

the tremendous beat.
Going back afew more years ( but to adifferent

motor, individually hand-tuned for the lowest
possible vibration. This 24V AC motor is also now

world, I'm afraid), Joni Mitchell's sublime Blue [
Reprise

used in the P3".

AUDIO

FILE
Record player
with manual
33/45 speed
change

Made by:
Rega Research
Telephone:
01702 333071
Web: wwwrega.
co.uk

KK4128] seemed to have alittle more presence
emphasis than you'd get from many analogue
combinations, but it had afundamental rightness e->
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TURNTABLE TEST

REGA TURNTABLE

P3"/ £398/£199

Hi-fi news

LAB

RESULTS

New motor is mounted
Jelow the platter here,
;crewed Ito the plinth
instead of compliantly..
mounted

ABOVE: The new version of Rega's classic RB series
tonearm, the RB 301, now has athree-point screw fixing
about it that brought the music right to your ear. In
terms of subtlety and detail, it highlighted for example,
1he way the elaborate yet still production on ' Carey'
gives Joni's voice asound that's quite different to the
preceding tracks, and gave asatisfying clarity to the

Below the record, the platter is
made of MDF instead cf glass as
seen on the original. On top of this

background vocals as well as the instruments.

is a 2mm felt wool mat, now also

Back to the 1960s, and the Hammond sound on
jimmy Smith's The Cat [
Verve 2317 010] was something

available in achoice of colours

special with this combination, the big- band brass blaring
wildly and excitingly in the huge echoing soundstage,
but never degenerating into narshness. Lalo Schifrin's

BELOW: The

'Joy House' theme sounded so menacing it brought a
big grin to my face.

double basses could provide aconvincing foundation

RB301 features

for the music, but with perfect control and rhythm.

Next, avery o,d favourite indeed Sir John Barbirolli
Conducts English String Music with the Sinfonia
of London [ EMI ASD 521], wnich includes Elgar's
ntroduction and Allegro for strings, Vaughan Williams'
fantasia on atheme of Thomas Tallis and magical
fantasia on ' Greensleeves'. Here there was the usual
holding of breath while waiting for for the harp, and it
didn't disappoint. Everything in the recording remained
in proportion, nothing seemed too loose or overblown.

an improved
vertical bearing

RECORD AFTER RECORD

housing, and
uses abias
compensator

It is true that the simple, non- suspended Rega needs to
be placed on asolid shelf (which is what Idid) or other
rigid support, but there are plenty of more elaborately-

derived from the
RB700 arm

constructed turntables that still also need careful
siting, and many which never quite manage that poised

With Barenboim playing Mozart's piano concerto
No 21 with the English Chamber Orchestra in 1967
[EMI ASD 2465], Ifelt that there could have been more

confidence in bass performance, imaging and speed
stability which this one gives.
It would be possible to pick holes, to say that it
would be nice to have luxuriant extra depth and gloss
of agood mC cartridge, or to point to avery slightly
damped effect overall. This is perhaps the price you
pay for effortless stability, satisfyingly ' black' quiet
backgrounds and rhythmic integrity. But by the end of

subtlety and ease to the strirg sound, and the piano
wasn't as pure and limpid as I'd hoped. But again the
sound had aclean quality, free of any bottom- end

the all-too-short review period Iwas simply putting on

muddying. The lowest piano notes in the cadenza came
over with realistic weight and power, and likewise the

record after record and enjoying music without giving
athought to the system, just knowing that everything

'The lowest piano notes in the cadenza
came over with realistic weight and
basses provided convincing foundation'

would be right, that the sound would just be there.
Ithink this is really how things ought to be. This is
not an expensive combination, but although it comes
fairly low down in Rega's own hierarchy, the P3' 4 is
not just asafe stepping stone on some treacherous
'upgrade path'. It's agreat product by any standards.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Shortcomings are minor against
the Rega's consistency and
freedom from the usual
analogue vices. Bass has
remarkable realism. Nor do
the upper registers shout at
you when things get loud and
complicated, and the P3"
does give you that wholeness
and coherent reality in the
sound, which is what keeps us
listening to vinyl.
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DIGITAL
Micromega Aria, black, ex HiFi Choice review model (£2150)
£ 1395
AudioNet Art 1/2, silver / blue display, immac cond, boxed, remote (£24001 £ 1595
GamuT CD- I, mint condition, only 18 months old!, fully boxed (£2995) £ 1995
Micromega CD132, ex-dem, black finish, as new condition! 108491 £595
Primare CD2I, mint, black, boxed, Great entry level system! (£800)
£595
Audio Research CD3 MK1, excellent condition, black faceplate (£5000) £2295
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, only 1month old ((4000) £ 3395
Musical Fidelity KW 2505, All-in-one CD, DAB Tuner, Amplifier, mint (£49991 £ 3795
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (£4000) £2249
AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked, only 4months old! 101499) £ 1195
Resolution Audio Opus 21,2 box cd player, boxed, black/silver (£2950) £2295
Marantz SA- 1151, mint 2mnths old, silver finish, boxed (( 1995) £ 1395
Marantz SA15-51, silver finish, unmarked condition, high end SACO! If 1100) £795
Unison Research Unico CD, only 3months old!, mint 1£1250) £895
AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson 380 Pre, mint, fully boxed with manual, 3years old (£6500) £2695
Cairn 4810 Integrated, silver, immaculate cond, just over ayear old 0700) £1795
Bryston 4B-SST Power Amp, 2months old!, like new, 300wpc (£2750) £2249
EAR Yoshino 834T Hybrid Int, mint, boxed, 8months old! Bargain! 0800) £1995
Qinpu A1.0x, ex What HiFi review model, boxed in immac cond (£3001 £230
Qinpu A-8030 MK il, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new ((1295) £795
Musical Fidelity AS Int, 250wpc, 6months old, boxed, as new (014991 £995
Musical Fidelity AS Pre, mint, only afew months old, fully boxed (£ 1499)
f995
Bryston B-100 SST Int amp + DAC, unmarked condition, boxed (£3750) £2995
McIntosh C220 Pre, only 2months old!, boxed, mint Simply stunning! (£3300) £2795
ladis DA30 valve integrated, mint, 2yrs old, fully boxed, 30wpc (£4000)
01995
Bel Canto Evo 2i Integrated, boxed, mint cond (£2803)
£ 1595
PrimareI21 Integrated, black, immac, boxed with manual, 1year old 1(750) £549
Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated, only afew months old!, mint (£5000) £3995
AVI Lab Series integrated, immac cond, only afew months old! (£ 1599) £ 1095
AVI Lab Series Power Amp, immac, less than I
yr old, boxed (11650) £995
Pathos Logos, brand new sealed box!, canc order, great opportunity (£2700) £2295
Audio Research LS15 Pre Amp, imma, fully boxed, stunning value! (£3500) (995
Eastern Electric M520 Int, What HiFi 5star review, 4months old (£ 1539) £ 1095
McIntosh MA2275, immaculate condition, only 1year old! (£57001 (3995
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks, mint condition- as new (£80501 £5995
Manley Labs Neo Classic 300b Monoblocks, 25wpc, mint! Sensational! (£5895) £3495
Minimax Power Amp, 1year old, 1owner, immac, boxed (£995)
£649
Nagea PSA Power Amp, very rare, only 6months old!, immac, stunning £3395
Musical Fidelity NuVista Pre/Power, immac, comer serial numbers! ((4500) £2495
Moon P3 Pre, immac, black with silver legs, one owner from new (£2500) £ 1495
Flying Mole PA- 51 Digital Pre, immac, only 6months old!, fully boxed! (£999) £795
Bel Canto S300i Integrated, mint condition, only 2months old (£ 17991 £ 1495
Audionet SAM V2 Integrated, mint, silver with blue display (£24001 £ 1495
Shanling STP-80 Int, 18 months old, few slight marks, fully boxed (£1350)
E795
ATC SIA2-150 Integrated, immac, one owner from new, fully boxed! (£2500) £ 1099
OK Design VS- 1Reference, only 6months old, immac ((2500)
£ 1995
Moon W3 Power Amp, mint, black with silver legs, fully boxed (£3500) £2495
Pass Labs X1 Pre Amp, mint, less than lyr old!, sep power supply (£4700) £2995
LOUDSPEAKERS
Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (( 3750) £2895
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic, ex-display, never been played, fully boxed ((845) £650
Wilson Benesch Arc, silver stands and side cheeks, immac cond 1E2600) £ 1795
Wilson Bensch Discovery, mint, silver stands, silver side cheeks (£5700) £3995
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE, exc cond, boxed, tweeter covers and spikes (£75001 £3995
PMC FBI +, cherry, boxed, immac cond, few months old! (£ 1695) £ 1295
Soundlab Millenium M3 Electrostatics, black with black cloth, exc (£8995) £2795
PMC OBI, in oak, boxed as new, 6months old, simply stunning! ([2700) £ 1995
JAS Orion, birds eye maple finish, mint, 10 months old!, fully boxed (£23001 £ 1495
JAS Audio Orsa, ex HiFi Plus review model, poplar tumor (£ 13991 £1149
Zingali Overture 35, cherry, exc cond, orig packaging, 1year old (£4250) £2250
B&W PV1 Subwoofer, mint, only 2months old!, fully boxed (£9951
£795
Monitor Audio RS6, black finish, immac, fully boxed, superb value! (£600 £449
Spendor S6E, cherry finish, only 4months old!, immac, fully boxed (£ 1
5451 £ 1195
ATC SCM10A-2 Active's, 2months old, mint, all original packaging (( 1995) £ 1649
ATC SCM205L, rosewood finish, very low hours, superb condition (£2400) £ 1395
ProAc Studio 140, mahogany finish, brand new- never used but box opened, £ 1195
recent 5stars What HiFi, evenly balanced sound with high quality finish!
JAS Audio Supertweeters, Review pair, sound awesome!! (£649)
£495
ANALOGUE
SME 20/2A, immac, inc factory silver tonearm wire upgrade!, less than ayear old ((6300) £4495
Trichord Dino Phonostage, black, excellent condition, lyr old (£325) £225
Trichord Dino+ PSU, silver, excellent condition, lye old, boxed 1E2491 £ 175
Clearaudio Emotion, immaculate condition, only afew months old! 1(6901 £575
Wilson Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc cond. Inc Ply Cartridge (£2100) £ 1495
Musical Fidelity Kw Phono, immac,fully boxed, ex HiFi News review model, £ 1250
yes, the price is correct!, not to be missed!!! (£2403)
PI Scout inc JMW-9 tonearm, immaculate condition, boxed (£ 1650) £ 1195

the shop that never rests...

MISC
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable, ex-dem, 4m pair, hi-wire (£4891
f
349
hotel( GII Minisub, silver front, current spec, immac cond (£545)
L395
hotel( Nova, only 5months old!, immac, fully boxed, great opportunity (£ 1700) £1295
Black Rhodium Polar Crusader DCT, 13m mains cable, as new! (£3751 £249
Black Rhodium Requiem 2DCT, 1m RCA Interconnect, as new (£ 17501 £995
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable, exdem, boxed, 8h pair, single wired (£ 1200) £795
Townshend Supertweeters, titanium finish, boxed as new, end (£800) £649
Nordost Thor, ex-dem, immaculate condition, boxed, Valhalla wired (£ 1600) £ 1195
Isotek Titan mains conditioner, few months old, boxed (( 1500)
0095
Nordost Valhalla Speaker Cable, 3m per side, bi-wire with z-plugs (( 5700) £3995

BUY: Online, by phone or by visiting our specialist shop...
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fyour idea of audio heaven is
to sit warming your toes and
feasting your eyes on a heap of
massive amplifiers connected

by fire- hose cables to monster
speakers, this system is not for you.

systems
BUDGET
£8640

British speakers meet electronics from across the pond
to create acompact system that can be expanded
as your listening needs grow. But first there are those
connections to explain. Steve Harris has the lowdown...

Living Voice Auditorium II
loudspeakers (£2100/pair)
As you might expect from acompany originally best-known for
its large-scale, valve-driven horn speakers, alarge part of the
rationale behnd the more conventional Auditorium was the
objective of creating speakers that would give valve amplifiers
a relatively easy time - so that they in turn could give the best
sonic results, 'without the congestion characteristic of many of
today's high-end designs'. So the Auditorium is described as a
high sensitivity design, with afigure of 94dB quoted (while the
nominal impedance is given as 6 ohms). Reflex- loaded via a large
port, the parallel-connected bass/mid units use lightweight
cones and are matched in a D'Appolito configuration to the
central soft-dome tweeter.
74
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Resolution's tiny, plug-together
Opus 21 electronics stack doesn't
even look like an audiophile system,
although it certainly is one. And
Living Voice's beautifully-finished
Auditorium speakers certainly aren't
monsters. But there's a surprising
logic to this combination.
Resolution Audio got started
in 1993, but didn't really become

Resolution Audio
Power Centre
This contains amains transformer and
supplies DC power to the CD player via
a25- pin computer connector. It also
carries the display. Resolution claims to
have gained sonic advantages by moving
the CD player power supply to asecond
chassis and so freeing the audio circuitry
from interference.

•it *'
/ Resolution Audio
Opus 21 s30 amp (£2150)
As Resolution says, 'This is not your everyday solid-state amplifier'.
The s30 is intended specifically for use in an Opus 21 system.
Power for the amplifier comes from aseparate 100VA transformer,
to be installed into the Power Centre ( Resolution uses the English
spelling of centre!) which comes with the Opus 21 CD player (and
which of course already contains the power supply for the player).
Even with this extra transformer fitted, there is still room in the
Power Centre for yet afurther 100VA transformer, if a second
amplifier is to be added to the system. Volume control and source
selection are available via the system remote control, with source
and volume indication shown on the Power Centre's display.

known in the UK until 1998,

quality system. So he worked

system. Power for the amplifier

as for convenience. Speaker

the year of the short-lived

with Denis Morecroft to

comes from aseparate 100VA

sockets are the DNM type with

'24/96' player. DVD-Audio and

produce the s30 amplifier,

transformer, installed in the

athird connection to allow

SACD were still in the future,

based on Denis's DNM PA3

Power Centre which comes

for speaker chassis grounding

but ' high resolution' audio was
already possible, thanks to the

power amplifier, to match

with the Opus 21 CD player

cables, but we used the

the similarly-compact

and which already contains the

two-core spaced 'flat' DNM

24- bit, 96kHz (two- channel)

Opus 21 CD player.

power supply for the player.

cable (£ 7.50 per mono metre).

This still leaves enough room

soundtrack option built into

With the CD player drive

the DVD-Video format. Classic

TWO-BOX PLAYER

in the Power Centre for yet

unit located on top of the amp,

Records and Chesky provided

The Opus 21 CD is really a

another 100VA transformer,

you are ready to play music,

recordings while Ayre,

two- box player, with its mains

should you wish to add a

but there is more to this system

Conrad-Johnson, Muse and

transformer, control system and

second amplifier to the system.

Resolution Audio provided

display built into aseparate

suitable players. Despite

box called the Power Centre.

bottom component of the Opus

can be sandwiched between

all their efforts ' 24/96' was

It comes with asimple but

21 stack, since its top surface

the other two units and will
then complete the setup by

The amplifier has to be the

if you want it. Resolution's
XS or ' extra sources' module

inevitably sidelined by DVD-

comfortable remote control,

carries the 25- pin connector

Audio. Resolution Audio went

providing direct numeric track

to mate with the one on the

providing an FM/MW/LW radio

back to developing CD players.

selection, repeat (track or

underside of the CD player.

and also giving you MM/MC

whole disc), and display dim as

This means there is no need

phono inputs — as well as

well as avolume control.

for the usual external audio

additional digital inputs and a

interconnect cables, and doing

USB connection.

When Resolution's founder
Jeff KaIt discovered the
iconoclastic DNM/Reson

Unlike the CD player, the

amplifier, it crystallised his

s30 amplifier is designed only

away with these ought to be

concept of acompact, high

for use as part of an Opus 21

agood thing sonically as well

Thanks to the integral
25- pin connectors, there are C
_-+>

Resolution Audio
Opus 21 CD player (£2995)
Little bigger than amass- market mini-system
component, the 240 x75 x250cm Opus 21 CD
player looks too small and slight to be taken seriously
as an audiophile source. But then you realise that
the drive unit won't do anything until you connect it
to the Power Centre. It can be used as astandalone
product, connecting to third- party amplification
via its RCA phono analogue outputs. As used here
another 25- pin connector on the underside of the
player provides direct connection to the amplifier.

Resolution Audio Opus 21 XS
extra sources unit (£1395)
The XS 'extra sources' module provides further inputs
ranging from phono to coax and optical digital inputs
and USB, and contains an FM tuner as well. There are
25- pin sockets both on top and underneath as the
XS has to be stacked with the CD player above and
the amp below. The disc input function is provided
by aDNM phono stage circuit, while the FM section
is asurface- mount implementation of the Creek 150
tuner. Tuning status is shown by the Power Centre.

AUDIO

FILE
Living Voice
Stanhope House
Harrington Mill
Leopold St
Long Eaton
NG10 4QE

TEL: 0115
9733222
WEB: www.
Ilvingvoice.co.uk
Resolution Audio
UK
40 Copfold Road
Brentwood
Essex CM14 4BL

00

TEL: 01277
227355
WEB: vvww.

2, resolutionaudio
uk.com
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no additional audio interconnects
or power cables, though you need
to add asingle digital cable link
from the XS unit to the CD player to
make the XS digital inputs work. The
whole system still runs from asingle
mains lead.
Once connected, the electronics
are nice to use, with source
switching and tuner band change
provided on the remote. Left/right
arrow buttons provide scan and
lock tuning. The display is abasic
bright blue dot-matrix type, but it's
perfectly informative and easy to
see across the room, and it can be
dimmed (with the choice of two
dimmed levels) or switched off
completely.

ENTER THE AUDITORIUM
With only 30W/ch available from
the Opus 21 s30, high-sensitivity
speakers are essential, which is
where Living Voice comes in. At
many ahi-fi show, Living Voice
loudspeakers have been heard
extracting blissful sounds from
unimaginably expensive Kondo valve
amplifiers, sometimes using the
exotic Kondo DAC. However, it turns
out that Kevin Scott at Definitive
Audio/Living Voice has ahigh regard
for the Resolution Opus 21 CD
player. He also thinks the DNM amps
have qualities that set them apart
from other solid-state designs.
Living Voice introduced the
two-way, three- driver Auditorium
floorstander back in 1993. When
the demise of the original cabinet
maker, Greaves of Sheffield,

'I really felt that the Opus 21 combination could
sometimes give anotably different perspective
on even very familiar discs in my collection'
CLOCKWISE

plate. This is also arelatively old

sense of finely-etched detail, or of

FROM TOP: The

design, but Scott still feels it is

remote on the
left controls the

particularly sweet-sounding, and

sounds standing out in sharp relief.
Instead there was agentle, lulling
flow to the music.

preferable even to more expensive
types which he has tried.

enforced achange of supplier, Living
Voice took the opportunity to build
in anumber of detail improvements

system while the
one on the right
offers aslimmed -

0

(such as wirewound non- inductive

down function

On the very natural recorded sound

resistors in the crossover and an
adjustment to the port frequency)

set for the CD

of Marta Gomez Entre Cada Palabra
[Chesky .0301], the system placed

and the speaker became the
Auditorium II.
Drive units in this 970mm-tall
D'Appolito design are from Vifa and
Scanspeak. The 165mm bass/mids
use afoam-type surround and
relatively small voice coils — in other
words, they are now rather oldfashioned types as far as the supplier
is concerned, but for Living Voice

player; speakers
are reflex- loaded
via arear- facing
port; 25- pin
connectors allow
the XS unit to
be sandwiched
between the CD
player and amp
without the use
of interconnects

these light-coned, responsive drivers
are preferable to more recent types
which use rubber surrounds with a
strong damping effect, along with
heavier cones and bigger voice coils
and magnet systems to drive them.
The tweeter is 28mm soft- dome
type with aslight horn shape and
fine concentric ridging to the front
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WITH THE FLOW

the singer quite believably alittle
behind the line of the speakers. At
the same time the set-up provided
constant insight and interest
as it really brought the backing
instruments to life. This was most
notable when it came to the flute,
where the sound of the instrument
in areverberant acoustic for once
seemed accessible and coherent,
making sense of the ambient
clues in the recording rather than
sounding messy or splashy. And this
all took place in astereo stage that
had some real depth.
Subtle instrumental sounds, like
the guitar harmonics on ' Casi', came
to the listener's attention in afresh,
unforced way. There was never a

By contrast, ahighly ( over?)
produced electronic album such as
Al DiMeola's Consequence of Chaos
[Telarc CD- 83649] still showed
the system's strengths in terms of
smoothness, unfatiguingly open
sound and spacious imaging. The
Resolution/Living Voice combination
was easily capable of unravelling the
wilfully-complicated strands of this
highly processed recording, which
is actually billed as the American
guitarist's return to the solid- bodied
electric instrument.
Sometimes the system seemed
to be dissecting and analysing the
guitar sound and distortion effects,
and the interplay between multiple
guitars, as if to say, ' That's how it's
done, so what?' But in the end, this
combination didn't have the bass
slam, drive and precision that this
music demands.
Ireally felt that the Opus 21
combination could sometimes give C
+>
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You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...
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anotably different perspective on even
very familiar discs. With Jennifer Warnes,

If the Living Voice speakers have any

In its collaboration with DNM ( and now

limitations, Ithink that they are limitations
skilfully mitigated by detail design. For
example, Ifelt that the top end sounded

And the addition of the well-known Living

to the sound, almost are- balancing, with
the atmospheric synth sounds floating

distinctly rolled- off by comparison with

Voice speakers has created asort of

more recent designs, and yet once you are

transatlantic system synergy that could win

like clouds behind the rhythm section

used to this balance the sound appears

it many more friends over here..)

and vocals. The system seemed to reveal
all the production trickery on the disc,

well detailed. And again, there is surely
some coloration from the main driver

laying bare double-tracking and vocal-

cones, yet the whole spectrum is so
well-balanced that you can ignore it.

Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD
5052], there was afeeling of solid depth

enhancing effects. It could really make you
aware of details that had previously been

also Creek) Resolution Audio has shown
open-mindedness as well as dedication.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This combination of Californian

With that large rear-facing port, the

digital expertise, DNM

suppressed, like the very low bass voices
that lurk in the mix of ' Bird On A Wire'.

bottom end has acertain soft warmth,

amplifier wizardry and

but the bass is never seriously boomy or

classic made- for- valves

Warnes' voice was less full than when
heard on some systems, yet anumber like

uneven and with careful room positioning
you can tune it to taste.

English speakers

'Ain't No Cure For Love' could come over
with stunningly plaintive emotion.

On the positive side, the speaker seems
to be transparent to the virtues of the
electronics, sounding responsive, lively and

headbangers. But
with the Living
Voice speakers,

personable, and possessing an attractively

Resolution's

In the end Ifelt that this system could put
over most kinds of music very enjoyably.

seamless quality.
So, this was an unexpected combination

established

Thanks, Ithink, to the Resolution
electronics, it seemed able to present

that worked well. The Opus 21 player and
amplifier have been around for awhile - in

compact yet

different instruments without their sounds
bleeding into one another, so you could

fact, they were first reviewed by Martin

system that delivers

Colloms in HiFi News July 2004, the player
also revisited by Christopher Breunig in
November the same year.

a believable and

and pick out different instruments at will.

HEN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
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most kinds of music.
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Tested via its balanced XLR outputs, the Opus 21 CD
player delivers afull 5.35V and yet offers arelatively
low 103dB SIN ratio. Sure enough, this figure is
perfectly adequate for 16-bit CD but Iwould have
expected avalue closer to 110dB from atotal of
four Burr- Brown PCM1704 24- bit converters. Once
again, harmonic distortion is impressively low at
- 0.0004% through the midrange and jitter very well
suppressed from the ATAPI CD-ROM drive at just
140psec, but this fails to reflect the various spurious
tones and general 'grassiness' of its noise floor.
These uncorrelated tones are most obvious on
the 20kHz distortion plots, viewable by following
the links on the HiFi News website. Otherwise, the
flat response (-0.3dB/20kHz), excellent > 106dB
channel separation and > 124dB digital filtering are
textbook test results. PM

The fact that Resolution's S30 integrated is no
powerhouse is readily acknowledged by the
company itself. It recommends speakers of 90dB+
sensitivity and Iwould endorse this bearing in mind
the measured 2x32W and 2x4OW output into 8and
4ohm loads. This increases to 54W and 83W ( black
and red traces, above) but falls back to 42W and
19W under dynamic conditions into 2and lohm
loads (green and blue traces. above).
Distortion varies somewhat with frequency, being
very low indeed through the midrange at - 0.0008%
but increasing to 0.12% at the lowest bass
frequencies. Depending on the attached speaker,
bass performance may also be influenced by the
moderate 0.26ohm output impedance as may
the response which already has agentle HF rolloff
amounting to -0.6dB at 20kHz. PM

IL

Frequency in Hz »

Mostly the Auditorium recorded an impressive
performance, beginning with ahigh 91.5dB
sensitivity. Frequency response is essentially flat,
albeit with somewhat raised output in the octave
800Hz-1.6kHz and agentle downward trend
thereafter. Frequency response error from 200Hz
to 20kHz was afine ± 3.0dB in both speakers and
pair matching was an excellent ± 0.6dB - as good
as Ihave measured. Low frequency extension is
creditable too at 45Hz (-6dB ref 200Hz) but the
Auditorium buys this and its high sensitivity through
alower than typical impedance. The one area of
weakness is resonance, the 1.4kHz response peak
being associated with aridge in the cumulative
spectral decay waterfall, and glitches in the
impedance graphs indicating significant resonances
at lower frequencies - notably at 210Hz. RH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

5.35Vrms

Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1%THD)

32W/40W

Sensitivity (SPL at 1m12.83V)

91.5dB

A-wtd SIN Ratio

103.2dB

Dynamic Power, 814i2ilohm

54W/83W/42W/19W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion licHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0004%/0.007%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.25-0.26ohm

Impedance phase (mm/max)

3.4 ohms
@ 254Hz
-37°
e98Hz

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.005%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100IcHz)

-1.2dB to -9.7dB

Freq. rasp. error (200Hz-20IcHz)

11.5 ohms
@ 84Hz
+36°
e20kHz
i3.0dB/±3 OdB

Digital Jitter

140psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBWPOVV)

144mV/795mV

Pair matching (200Hz-20IcHz)

±0.6dB

Resolution @ -100dB

±2.5d8

A-wtd SIN ratio (OdBH11301N)

83.9dB/98.6dB

Bass/Treble extension (-6dB)

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>106dB

Distortion (1OW, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.12-0.0008%

THD 100HzilkHz/10kFlz (
901/6
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45Hz / 35.6kHz
Int)

0.1%! 0.1%/ 0.1%
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Serious sound from serious retailers...
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...experience the
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NAC 552 - Preamplifier

01392 491 194
Mike Manning Audio

NORTH WEST
Acoustica

01935 479 361
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
01392 218 895
Ultimate Home
Entertainment
Solutions

01244 344 227
Adventures In Hi Fi

MIDLANDS
Cymbiosis

0845 6780 787

0161 8325 060

0116 262 3754
Honeydale Audio
01694 771 351

NORTH EAST
Audio Republic
0113 2177 294
Audio Room
01482 891 375

SCOTLAND
Loud 8. Clear Ltd
0141 2210 221
Robert Ritchie
01674 673 765

AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01179 264 975

AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

020 8567 8703
Billy Vee

01473 655 171
Tom Tom Audio
01727 893 928

SOUTH EAST
Pi Hi Fi
01483 304 756
Soundcraft Hi -Fi
01233 624 441

world class sound...

The Sound
Organisation
01904 627 108

EAU
Signalk

Sound Systems
020 8318 5755
Grahams Hi Fi
020 7226 5500
Oranges and Lemons
020 7924 2040
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WEST
Audience
01225 333 310
Gulliford Hi Fi

LONDON
Audio Venue Ltd

SOUTH CENTRAL
HiFi Cinema
0118 982 0402
Overture
01295 272 158

01244 345 576
Audio Counsel
0161 4916 090
Fortissimo

www.naim500.com
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RAVEL
Boléro, Rapsodie espagnole, Mother Goose
Suite, Pavane, etc
Katia & Maria Labèque, KML KAMM

Launching their own label,
the Labèque sisters revisit

The Ark

Philips repertory, but play

Nairn natmcd105

an entirely new card: Ravel's

Four- handed guitar wizardry

Boléro arranged with Basque
percussion instrument parts
-cool, bluesy. Pavane is arranged
for four hands. Each plays a

from van der Veer with

solo, Prélude, Menuet antique,

Peter Green's 'Albatross'.
Along with aluscious

and the Steinway pianos are
well recorded. Most of the

for the Viktoria MullovaiKatia
Labèque Onyx recital reviewed in

cunningly produced to
make this an impressive
soundfest. SH

al UUU PERFORMANCE

MOZART

Serenade K185, Divertimento
K113, Adagio K261, etc

Epitaph 6838-2

Can this be yet another
superb young band from
Las Vegas? What's going

'Manha de Carnaval' there
are van der Veer's energetic,

MUMMU RECORDING

On Fire

Arnold van Dongen, Marcel
Fisser and Jaap Kwakman, all
acoustic, even when doing

programme was done in the
IRCAM studio in France, as used

these pages in April. CB

THE HIGHER

JOHN VAN DER VEER

Ma Mere ¡'oye, part of their

Scottish CO/Alexander laniczek.
Linn CKD 287 (SACO hybrid)

often thunderous originals,

Mann

U
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VARIOUS ARTISTS

AIR

ACT 9470-2

Virgin/EM1 CDV302

Is Munich the centre of the

Three years since their last
album, don't expect the
chirpy electropop that

ACT: 15 Magic Years 1992-2007

Pocket Symphony

Salzburg violinist Alexander

jazz world? The German
label's retrospective offers

on? The home of The Killers
and Panic! At The Disco now

laniczek returns to his old
Scottish orchestra to direct

tracks by John Lee Hooker,
Al DiMeola, Eddie Harris,

early hits. Nicolas Godin

offers this storming quintet

aprogramme of mainly

Norah Jones, as well as

and Jean Benoît Dunckel

who add asmidgeon of

unfamiliar Mozart. The E

current ACT stars like Nils

have crafted something

Men, Women & Children's

flat Divertimento shows the

delightfully disco-fuelled

sophisticated and to alarge

hedonism to the mix but,

composer using clarinets for
the first time. Stylish playing

Landgren ( Crusaders- like
with his Funk Unit on 'Walk
Tall'), and captivating singer

extent, instrumental. That

in their quieter moments,
are clearly craftsmen of the

throughout, although the
Edinburgh church acoustic

Viktoria Tolstoy. This is one
sampler that's certainly

said, watch out for Jarvis

highest order. .18

is rather over-generous. CB

worth sampling. SH

'One Hell Of A Party'. JB
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defined this French duo's

much more ambient, more

Cocker's guest vocal on
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Excellent build quality, protection circuits, aful_ly adaptive
filtration circuit and stunning performance make the Sigmas a,
true bargain." H I- FINEWS, BEST ACCESSORY 2006
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"IsoTek is the UK's biggest name in filtration...thisyear we hail anew
product, the Sigmas." H I- FICHOICE, BEST M AINS CONDITIONER/CABLE

IsoTek is committed to the creation of

•

truly cutting edge designs through the

liAe eee

development

- '
4e

of

unique

proprietary

technologies. Every product is designed

t

Solu s

ulti-Ways

ellable In 4,6 or 8 sockets

*

2006

and developed in the England and hand
assembled in their factory in Hampshire.
Only the finest quality components are

** **

used, and many of these are uniquely
developed and built to

Military Of

Defence' specifications.
(
GII Mini Sub
0, Vision

y
e

non & Gemini

r
Sigmas

levels of high quality finery

been

WHAT MIT

*****
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IsoTek has consistently established a
class leading reputation, afact that has
proved

by numerous

reviews

throughout the world and over 21
industry awards.

3

For your free brochure, or to locate your
"Nova

nearest

Titan

dealer

please

call

Distribution on 01635 291357.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax: 01635 291356
E- Mail: isotek@activdistribution.com • www.activdistribution.com
www.isoteksystems.com
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MUSIC REVIEWS

TONY SCOTT

ANNIE ROSS

MIRACLE MILE

SCHUMANN/BRAHMS

AJazz Life

Sings ASong With Mulligan

Limbo

Cello Concerto; Serenade 1

Kind of Blue 10015 with bonus OVO

Pure Pleasure/World Pacific Stereo 1253
180g vinyl LP

Miracle Mile COMM12

Natalia Gutman. Mahier CO/Claucho
Abbado, DC 476 5786

In 1958, Annie Ross was

drum for the miraculous
Trevor Jones and Marcus

One of the ' star' musicians
in Abbado's Lucerne

'Let me tell you about life'
says the late clarinettist in a
semi- spoken blues, kicking

riding high on vocalese

We've been banging the

off the 2006 recording
session that was to be

as one-third of Lambert,

Cliffe since way back

orchestra, Natalia Gutman

Hendricks & Ross. But as

gives arock-steady, spacious

his swansong. Launching
powerfully into ' Caravan'

asolo artist, she recorded

when and, once again,
they've delivered an album
overflowing with sensitively
wrought melodies and
heart-fluttering lyricism.

early orchestral work is
even more persuasively

If it's possible, this is even

performed. Alas, congested
sound in these live Reggio
Emilia recordings is aserious

and other standards here,
Scott ploughed his own
furrow to the last, and the

these enduringly sparkling
jazz performances, meshing

bonus DVD shot during the

perfectly with Mulligan's
baritone sax on 14
standards. Remastered from

recording session is afine
memento. SH

the original analogue tapes,
this is agreat record. SH

deliciously understated and
tear-jerking. JB
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STACEY KENT

more passionate than usual,

•

account of the Schumann
concerto. Bratims's

barrier to enjoyment. CB
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Dreamsville

Minutes To Midnight

LIN KIN PARI(

TONY BENNETT

Pure Pleasure/Candid 059775 1809 vinyl LP

Warner Bros 44477

Properbox 72114CD box set)

0w1014 730 2

This autumn will bring

We've waited long enough,

Between them, pianist Paul

Bennett's very earliest

the much- loved pop-jazz

but California- based Linkin

Columbia recordings ( 1950)

Bley and bassist Gary Peacock
had long since played with

singer's first release on

Park's third proper album
kicks over the traces of

aren't his greatest, but then
come dozens of numbers

the rap- nu- metal rage they
pioneered and establishes

with Percy Faith, taking us

them as long-term
contenders in the big boys'

(1953) to ' Just In Time'
(1956). This box would be a
bargain if it contained only

Partners

MOCK

EMI/Blue Note, but for now
here's her ' unashamedly

everybody who was anybody
by the time they recorded

dreamy and romantic'

this fascinating duo album

year- 2000 Candid album,

in 1990. From the start,

with perfect support as
usual from aquintet led

they spin web- like structures
that draw you in, spark

Young Tony

from ' Stranger In Paradise'

rock arena. Their brilliant
demolition of George Dubya

the last 12 of its 82 tracks,

the imagination. Not to be
missed, this set is beautifully
recorded too. SH

by husband Jim Tomlinson
on tenor saxophone.
Impeccably mastered for

on 'The Little Things Give You
Away' is worth the price of

the classic November 1958
studio album he recorded

vinyl by Ray Staff. 5H

admission alone. IB

with Count Basie. SH
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visit our web site for second hand listing

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

Aletcoustic

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

scorr
i

Independent audio consultants

Neil

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

5 ILI Et

FOCAL

Idensen b200

focal electra 1007be

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 1000 AM to 530 PM t01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk
audio reseach . audioquest . aloia b&w beyer . blueroom . clearaudio . copland . d•ensen . focal jm-labs
grado. harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell. ortofon . project. qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

FLYING

Hear every detail.Feel every nuance.

rKlfW1
Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S10

o

Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S3

Dual Monaural Construction 100W x 2 / 812

Contact: ICG Consultancy TEL : 01442 399548

MOLE

JAPAN

E- Mail : ian@icgconsultancy.co.uk

CD case size, 20W x2 / 8i≥

MUSIC REVIEWS

JAZZ

CLASSICAL

ROCK

CLASSICAL
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Garsten Dort E. Dante Etdmano
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Berlin Calling
ACT 9656-2

Here Pianist Daerr and
long- limbed saxist Erdmann

SCHUMANN

Symphonies 2and 4;
Overtures Julius Caesar,
Scenes from Goethe's Faust
Swedish CO/Thomas Dausgaard.
BIS BIS-SACD-1519 (hybrid)

AVRIL LAVIGNE

Symphonies 5and 9

Sony/BMG 703774

Russian National Orchestra/Yakov Kreizberg,
Pentatone PTC 5188 096 (SACO hybrid)

Avril returns to the
brilliantly- executed frothy
chick- rock that made her

This is more interesting than
the recent Chailly/Leipzig

debut so irresistable. The
pop production suss of

rhythms and structures.
It's powerful music with an
urgent, urban edge — not

coupling, using Mahler's
emendations — although
Dausgaard opts for the

her beau, Sum 41's Derek
Whibley, is all over cuts like

least on the closer ' Berlin',
afunky blues with atwist,

original 1841 score of the
Fourth. He favours mostly
brisk tempi, but atoo- slow

RECORDING
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M.8d1RIVUARTET/
Tango Meets Jazz
Kind of Blue 10017

Ziegler, once Astor Piazzolla's
pianist, does indeed add
more jazz to the tango nuevo
recipe, especially when joined
by Classical Jazz Quartet
vibraphonist Harris. The great
bandoneon player Héctor del
Curto, the supple and sweettoned guitarist Paul Myers and

This RNO Shostakovich cyle
is taking shape with different
conductors: Berglund,
Jurowski, Pletnev. Kreizburg's
Fifth, somewhat in the
objective Mravinsky mould,

'Girlfriend' and ' ICan Do
Better' and the momentum
never lets up apart from

is like anewly cleaned
painting. And the satirical

Adagio in Symphony 2 never

occasional power ballads
like 'When You're Gone'.

playing. Shame about the
poor standard of Pentatone's

quite leaves the ground. CB

Gloriously disposable. ./8

booklet notes! CB
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ELECTRELANE

Ninth has some fantastic
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No Shouts No Calls

Stages Of ALong Journey

EBERHARD WEBER

SIBELIUS

Too Pure PURE201CD

ECM 1723518

I'm used to being knocked
back on my tail by my

Captured here are two
2005 Stuttgart concerts

LSO/Sir Colin Davis.
LSO Live LS00605 (SACO hybrid)

beloved Electrelane, so the
discovery, via this album,
that there's been abunch

marking the great
bassist's 65th birthday,
the SWR orchestra riffing
effectively behind, rather

of sensitive young women
lurking behind the sonic
noise terror all these years
is gobsmackulicious. From

masterly bassist Pablo Asian

the semi- ambient ' Tram
21' to the folksy 'At Sea' No

all shine in this 2005 live
recording. SH

than swamping, the rest
of the Jan Garbarek band,
vibraphonist Gary Burton

Symphony 2, Pohjola's Daughter

No stranger to recording
these works, Sir Colin
enriches asymphony easily
cheapened, by the patience
and dignity he shows in the
second half. Outstanding.
A fine account of the
symphonic fantasy too,

and other guests. A kind

although his 1981 Boston
version ( now on afour-

Shouts No Calls proves an

of career retrospective,
both the music and the live

unalloyed joy. /
8

sound superbly crafted. SH

has more immediacy. CB
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SHOSTAKOVICH

The Best Damn Thing

lead ayoung sextet with
avirtuosic command of

avoiceover, and abit of
scratching. Brilliantly played,
intense and committed. SH
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. . 1000s of answers!
So how do you get your hands on this catalogue ? Simply give us a
▪

call on 0870 241 2469, it's yours FREE!

▪

What's more you'll join our database and get our free quarterly news
letter featuring product reviews, offers, group tests, etc... absolutly free.
It is the best way to keep up-to-date with the latest and greatest

I

audiophile accessories and latest industry news.
Visit www.hififorsale.com to advertise online totally FREE of charge.

I

After afew simple steps your advert will be posted online. Users can

▪

also change and update their listing in real time.

I

Each month www.hififorsale.com has over 50,000 visitors, and to date

▪
1

over 98,000 adverts have been placed online!
im
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KEN KESSLER

o

o

Hi-fi on the hoof

Looking for the perfect portable system? Ken Kessler reckons
he's found it in the form of acell phone and asingle lightweight
speaker unit that puts headphone listening to shame. What's more,
the source of this sweet-sounding set-up could be yours for free

[Ken Kessler

NIL

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is know for his
strong views on virtually
everything...

sometimes you want the sound in front
of you. In effect, Iwanted asurrogate
for my hi-fi system. So Iset out to resolve
my music- on the- go needs with the most
compact and clever all- in- one package I
could find.
Compounding this, however, was the
need for afoolproof way of retrieving
emails when using anotebook computer

hotel Iwas patronising, was superb sound
at low-to- medium levels.

wasn't possible, or when the hotel's wi-fi
sucked (which is more often than not). The

With aname reminiscent of the classic,
tiny and much- loved Yamaha NX10

whiz- kids at Vodaphone in Canterbury told
me to chill, to wait until the N95 arrived.

speaker of yore, the sleek, all- metal

doubt that's asign of the times.
Aside from constant use of my in-car

It would do everything. They were right.

about portable speakers, especially those
powered by a5V USB socket. ( It also works

system, Ido very little listening away from

NOIUA ON HEAVEN'S DOOR

home, in motion or otherwise. This year,
though, I've been away for 50 days in five

Looking on one side like the 5megapixel

off four MA batteries.) Measuring only
100 x248 x33mm ( hwd) and weighing

F

or one usually unconcerned with
portables. Ifind myself currently
fascinated with the stuff — no

months: during that period, two products
changed irrevocably my attitude toward
taking sounds with me: Yamaha's NX-U10
portable speaker system and Nokia's N95
mobile phone.

camera that it is, and on the other like a
typical PDA with agood-sized screen, it is
the most intelligently- designed all- in- one
personal assistant I've yet found, lacking
only aQWERTY keyboard. And for guys
like us, it has both USB and 3.5mm plug
outputs, as well as wi-fi and Bluetooth, so

RINGING THE CHANGES
Even to call the latter a ' phone' is not
unlike deeming one of Victorinox Swiss
Army's offerings amere knife. But let's

no system is inaccessible. Ieven used it in
arental car's ' iPod socket'.
Slide the lid up, and you expose a

NX-U10 forces you to rethink all you know

around 11b, this highly portable device
oozes quality, with the same tactile and
visual appeal of something from Nagra. It
uses Yamaha's PowerStorage circuit to give
as much as 2x1 0W total power, while the
company's Swing Radiator Bass technology
takes care of the bottom octaves. Sound
comes via abrace of titanium 36mm
drivers. And they're g00000d.
In tandem, the two transformed

normal mobile phone-type alphanumeric

my time in the hotel. Stereo spread is

sat- nay, TV, digital radio, PDF-reader and

keypad. But slide it the other way and you
uncover avertical row of play/pause/

other components: you'd have it for its
sublime music playback. And the Yamaha...
During the CES sojourn, Ifound myself

stop/scan controls for operating the
comprehensive media section. And Imean
'comprehensive'.

marginal, but that's not aconcern for me
when listening casually. Driven by the USB
on my computer, the Yamaha delivered

forget its phone, camera, web- surfing,

craving good sounds out of hours even
though Ispend little time in the hotel.
So Ibought adirt-cheap portable DVD
player for both CDs and DVDs. Its sound,

Thanks to Micro SD cards, now up to

clean sound loud enough to antagonise
other guests, so level is not an issue as

2GB, and improved compression systems,
you can upload aton of music into the

with other add-on speakers. The N95, fed
directly via phono to the Yamaha, bettered
every other MP3 player Icompared it to,

N95. The preferred format, via Nokia's

whether with delicate material from Joni

alas, was dire unless using headphones,
and the whole point was that Iwanted
the freedom of not using cans. Ihave no

excellent and intuitive PC Suite software,
is MC, and you can choose your levels of
compression for the quantity vs quality

Mitchell or funk from Sly and the Family
Stone. Best of all, it worked magic in the
wee, wee hours.

issue with headphones — Ilove ' em — but

issue. And Nokia knows that its N95 is
worth more than headphone usage or

from £ 699 down to absolutely free

viewing with its own screen: it comes with
a3.5mm-to-three-phono adaptor for
left- and- right channels plus video.
Having surprised myself with its sound
via the still- cooler-than-the- rest Stax

ABOVE: Yamaha's NX-U10 is aportable
stereo speaker equipped with aUSB socket
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SR- 001 MK2 earbuds, Iset out to find
something that would fill aroom. More
crucial, given that Ididn't want to upset
someone in the next room in whatever

At £ 149 for the Yamaha, and anything
depending on your phone contract, this is
the sweetest, most practical mobile set-up
I've ever used. Even scarier? Wait ' til you
hear Nokia's much simpler, much cheaper
6300 phone. '
RIGHT: Does the ability to enjoy music
played via your laptop's speakers make
you atrue listener?

ANDREW HARRISON

BARRY FOX

An audio
benchmark
under threat

Listen carefully

Whether you're listening to your music on amegabucks
set-up or something highly affordable, the enjoyment
of the music is what matters most. Andrew Harrison
points to anew whistle-test for the 21st Century

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

H

ow do you describe someone
who listens to music? Not just

The Advertising Standards
Authority has rejected a
complaint that 128kp/s audio
is not CD quality. But it has
assumed the source material
hasn't been pre- compressed,
explains Barry Fox

cables around the room on

[Barry Fox

mini- pylons, anxious of the invisible
effects of microphony. It's not ahuge

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

step from audiophile to the internetforum's abusive name of ' audiophool'.
Music lover is perhaps abetter label,
and is far better suited to anyone who
sees agood hi-fi setup — of any age
or price level — as ameans to an end
rather than an end in itself. It's easy to
say we should be listening to the music
and not the equipment, but that's

someone who acknowledges

often exactly what happens when you

sounds in the air as something

try to listen too hard. You focus on the

I

t's official. Compressed audio at 128
kbis is ' CD Quality'. The landmark
ruling comes from the Advertising

Standards Authority, in judgment

merits and demerits of the system. The
more you listen, the tenser you tend to

on acomplaint against Nokia. (See the
assessment at www.asa.org.uk/asal

asked what kind of music they like, will

become, and tension is the very enemy

adjudications/Public/TF ADJ 42482.htm.)

often answer ' Oh, all kinds'. The latter will
give you genres, band names, composers,

of relaxing listening.

A series of posters, for the Nokia 5300
XpressMusic mobile phone, claimed ' up

even catalogue numbers if you hang

tonal colouring relatively easy but

to 1500 tracks, CD quality sound'. A

around long enough. If you're reading : his
magazine, there's more than afair chance
that you consider yourself to be in this

there's awhole lot more to judging

consumer challenged the ' CD quality'

equipment or asystem as awhole on
whether it's ' bright' or ' bassy'.

claim. Nokia argued that the XpressMusic
supported Advanced Audio Coding ( MC)

We've all met people whose passion
for hi-fi stops short of actually enjoying

IN PURSUIT OF MUSICALITY
What is musicality exactly, anyway?

and the phone comes with software which
encodes CD tracks using MPEG-4 MC Low
Complexity ( LC) at 160kb/s.

the music for its own sake, but let's sweep

Without getting too metaphysical, you
could perhaps describe it as the ability

In support, Nokia cited an ISO
(International Standards Organisation)

for ahi-fi system to communicate
the essentials of the music. The pace

report ' on the MPEG-2 MC Stereo
Verification Tests'. Listening tests had been

and timing, the ebb and flow of a

carried out to determine whether listeners

performance, the level with which

could distinguish between original and

the music can actually talk to you.

compressed samples and Nokia argued
that the results showed that MPEG-2 MC

pleasant or interesting, but someone
who really listens? The former type, when

Yes, we can make distinctions of

category of listener.

aside the incurable buffs for the moment
and stop to think of how best to describe a
listener of music.
TAINTED LOVE
For those who put considerations of
fidelity and accuracy to the original music
foremost, the term ' audiophile' may seem
anatural fit. But for some, the term is

Paradoxically, many amegabucks system
can lack precisely these qualities, while

LC at 128 kb/s gave sound quality which

simultaneously ticking all the right boxes

sounded as good as the original CD,

tainted. Why? Because it often denotes
an obsessive subjectivist, someone who
may drink up every word of marketing

for an impressive ' hi-fi' performance.
So where does that leave us, trying

even to expert listeners. Listening panels
had been unable to distinguish between

to define the listener who also cares

hyperbole, and who runs their speaker

about good fidelity? A listener is perhaps
someone who can appreciate music
from any source (within reason — I'll

compressed MC files encoded at 128kbps
and CD sound. Nokia argued that MPEG-4
MC LC has exactly the same performance

omit ear- drilling musak played down
telephone line switchboards), hearing
the patterns of harmony, rhythm or
melody from wherever it may originate.
It's great to hear music via unaffordable
high- end electronics, but the whistle
test still applies, albeit updated for the
new century... can you enjoy the music
through your laptop speakers?Ô

as MPEG-2 MC LC.
The ASA also looked at the results of
controlled listening tests carried out by the
Communications Research Centre, which
compared audio codecs with CD sound,
and showed that MC encoding at 128
kb/5 was indistinguishable from CD sound.
This satisfied the ASA. 'We considered
the tests proved that most listeners were
unable to distinguish between compressed C->
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JON THOMPSON

HD, and the
speedy future

Music Gets You Talking

Why HD TV is trailing movies
on picture quality, plus the
super-fast movie download
speeds coming your way
Jon Thompson explains...

[Jon Thom psort

'It looks as if the
ASA has just
robbed
hi-fi of the audio
benchmark we
have enjoyed
since CD was
launched'

MC files encoded at
128(bps and CD sound'
says the ASA. We
concluded that Nokia had
substantiated the claim
"CD quality sound" and it
was unlikely to mislead.'
So, with this precedent
set, advertisers will no
longer need to use fudges
like near-CD quality' or
'digital quality'. We can
expect aflood of adverts

that push the boundaries
further, with lower bit- rate ' CD quality'.

REPORT WRITER SPEAKS...
But how closely did the ASA look at the
ISO Feport it relies on? The report dates
back to February 1998 and was written
by Day.d Meares, then with the BBC R&D
Department at Kingswood Warren, Kaoru
Watanabe of NHK in Tokyo, Japan and Eric
Scheirer, from MIT Media Labs in the USA.
David Meares is now abroadcast
engineering consultant. He says: ' The ASA
ruling makes interesting reading, both

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

re-quantised... As far as
the detailed results for
MC LC at 128 kb's are
concerned, overall the
results are statistically
distinguishable from
the source material,
but only just so. This
is because two items,
harpsichord and pitch
pipe, were difficult for
the codec.'
'What is not covered,
either by the ASA ruling

-\AT

•iy is it that TV programmes
ook so poor in HD? HD
movies made by the film
studios look stunning, yet

programmes produced by the likes of
the BBC simply disappoint. Indeed, HD
TV seems to have become worse over
the years to the point where it now looks
no better than avery good-to-excellent
standard definition image.

or the ISO report, is the possibility

Ibelieve the first reasor for this is
that programme makers have no real

of adverse results where upstream

experience when it comes to making their

compress ,on has taken place. If there
are any residual coding footprints on the

programmes in HD. Furthermore, most
are using poor tape formats like HD CAM,
which is 1440 x 1080 and 3:1:1 colour

source material. which by themselves
are inaudible, it can make the job of the
final delivery codec more difficult and
the overall result car be judged to be
impaired. If the final delivery mechanism
is CD, this problem is avoided.'
So when the ASA blesses MC at 128
kbis as CD quality, it is really blessing
MC 128 as CD quality only if it has been

while VariCam, which alot of programmes
are shot in. is not much better in
resolution than Standard Definition
1280 x720. The advantage of VariCam
is that it can do slow motion. True,
next generation VariCam offers full HD
resolution at ". 920 x1080, but this
remains at 4:2:2 colour.

for what it says and for what it does not

coded direct from a 16- bit linear original

say. The reference ( source) recordings

such as CD.

Still, perhaps things are looking up.
The new series of Silent Witness is being

were taken from CDs and transferred to

It's very likely that some companies
which now claim CD quality from 128

shot using the Arri D20, the same camera
used on the film Hogfather. Despite using

16-bit linear, with the exception of the
harpsichord item which was judged to be

MC will be sourcing from material

the camera in HD mode rather than data

that has already been compressed,

mode, cameraman Gavin Finney produced

too loud and was attenuated by EidB and

for instance for storing on aserver, or

some stunning HD images. which looked
great when tie film was shown on Sky &)

DA- for the tests. So all source items were

sending down aline or over the air.
Any anomalies from one compression
codec will then daisy chain with any
anomalies from the other coder — much
as codecs have difficulty compressing
hissy audio from disc or tape, because
they waste bits trying to compress the
hiss accurately.
fr...t.A•

ep.r,

r•er ••••• e

ev

audio benchmark we have enjoyed since

My. ea...man:re!
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It looks as if the Advertising Standards
Authority has just robbed hi-fi of the
CD was launched 25 years ago. (!)

• Mum •••••• •••••••me
••••••••••
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RIGHT: The new series of Silent Witness
should better previous BBC HD offerings

Some decisions are just so simple

WHAT HIPTI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY LW

I
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BARRY WILLIS

Headphone heaven

Each year in California an ever-growing group of headphone
enthusiasts meets to share each others gear while sampling the
sounds of the industry's big- hitters. Barry Willis made the trip

[Barry Willis
Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

HD last Christmas. Hopefully the next
series of Silent Witness should look good
compared with the BBC's attempts to
produce HD material so far.
Meanwhile, HD CAM SR, which offers
full 1920 by 1080 and full 4:4:4 colour,
is now coming into more frequent use
and this looks so much better, even
when images are compressed and
shown at 4:2:0 colour.
At the end of the day, as Gavin
Finny proved with Hogfather, it all

from the stratosphere of personal audio,
including an amazing number of nolonger- in- production AKG K1000 phones.
certainly one of the best sounding, least
comfortable, ugliest and most impractical
designs ever conceived.
More to my liking were the Sony MDR
CD 3000s. huge roomy sealed cans
with dreamy immersive sound, driven by

H

i-fi is typically asolo pursuit.
The sweet spot is only so
wide. Headphone listening
takes this solitary experience

Woo Audio's S2950 WA- 5, amassive,
gorgeously wrought two-piece tube
headphone amp. A 300B single- ended
design, the WA- 5doubles as an integrated
amp, putting out 9W/ch from speaker
terminals on the back panel. Hand- made

comes down to the people using the

to an extraordinarily private level, but
at gatherings like Headfest 2007, it's
surprisingly social. Amiable, one might

equipment, and in the hands of agood

say, with hundreds of headphone

cameraman the images can shine.

aficionados sampling the wares of dozens

5495 WA- 3+, asingle- ended output
transformerless ( OTL) unit. It brought
Stevie Ray Vaughan's Texas Flood to life

of manufacturers, including ma.nstream

UNIVERSAL DOWNLOADS
In the DVD camp, Universal Studios
has announced that it is now going to
release material in both the HD-DVD
and Blu-ray formats. It's agood day
for people who have bought into one
or the other. As Ihave said before, the

stalwarts such as AKG, Beyerdynamic,
Sennheiser and Shure, as well as
little-known startups and

GEAR TO GO
For listening on the go, it's

San Jose Airport Radisson.
Spanning one weekend
in late April, Headfest

that people will choose to download
the movies they want to watch from

(www.head-fi.org) was
small enough to cover

the internet. Indeed, Universal is already
supporting this, having recently signed
adeal with l- play to offer downloadable
clips of its back catalogue.

in afew hours — and
small enough to retain

When it comes to offering whole

which was never really designed for the
transfer of large amounts of data quickly.
Even though the newer ADSL2+ services
advertise download speeds of 24Mb/s,
most users obtain around 12Mbis and
lower which, while relatively fast, are still
not speedy enough for video. For this
the system needs to move to Ethernet.
The only Ethernet Iknow of is
Sohonet, which is based in London.
Set-up in 1995, this service is used to
move large movie files from one postproduction company to another, across
the globe. Harry Potter was just one film
moved this way. This technology is now
proven and will start to be rolled out
to the domestic market. It will enable
consumers to download movies quickly
and easily and allow the creation of far
more complex web environments. The
battle for next- generation DVD could be
alot shorter than we think.
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brilliantly through Sennheiser HD- 650s.

do-it-yourselfers, most
of it arrayed in one large
meeting room in the

whole war between the two formats is
pointless as it looks increasingly likely

movies for direct download the main
stumbling block seems to be ADSL,

in New York, Woo Audio products include
aline of affordable amps, such as the

that village market feel
—but big enough to be
worth the hour-long drive
to Silicon Valley. Here
were plenty of creations

'Is there
anywhere in
the world of
audio where
you can find so
many people
having so
much fun?'

hard to top the beautiful
little battery- powered
headphone amps from
Ray Samuels Audio. An
aeronautical engineer.
Samuels uses " aerospacespec" parts and names his
pocketsize creations after
historically significant
aircraft. The 5295
Tomahawk has what he
termed a ' nicely relaxed
sound' and can perform
for up to eight hours on&>

Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night

eie
WHAT HI Ft?
SOUND AND VISION
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AWARDS 2006

AWARDS 2006

TURNTABLES

BEST -URNTABLE UNDER £ 300

rsolicr RPM S

PRO-JECT DEBUT IN

TURNTABLES

Superb HiFi
Just a little more desirable than the norm
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MICHAEL FREMER

Because the
sound matters

Have record label bosses finally
woken up to the importance of
sound in selling their product?
Michael Fremer thinks so, and
has reckons he has the proof

opa«..**1••••••••••Iliere » Ma*. Tle......*•,•••••••1
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[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

ABOVE: Ultrasone's marketing vice
president Steffenee Copley
batteries. Samuels' high- end products
include the S2995 Apache, afullybalanced dual- mono solid-state piece that
he demonstrated with Sennheiser
HD- 600s using aMeridian 508 as a
source. Eva Cassidy sounded heavenly
through apair of AKG K- 701s driven by
Sami_els' Raptor tube amp.
For fanatic attention to detail, look
no further than the do-it-yourself kits
from audio guru Ti Kan and his AMB
Laboratories (
www.amb.org/audio).
Kan':; M3 headphone amp with outboard
supply generated fantastically open sound
through apair of Beyerdynamic DT 990s,

I

lived in Los Angeles during the record
business boom of the early to mid

1980s. Ioccasionally found myself in
the offices of major label executives,

in fact, most car stereos were
better than what Ifound in those
offices.
When the compact disc struck a
few years later and thanks to reissues,
money flowed into the record biz coffers
like it does in the oil- rich kingdoms of the
Middle East, you'd have thought they'd
make the investment in good gear both
to hear the new sonic ' perfection' they'd

where Iwas appalled to find nothing but

foisted on the world, and because then.

boomboxes and at best, the occasional
'rack' system ( so called, not because they
were instruments of torture, though they

more than ever, money wasn't an issue.

were). My entreaties to set up high quality
audio systems for monitoring important
releases fell literally on deaf ears. 'When

serious cocaine bender - you'd walk the

Steven Spielberg finishes amovie, he

major recording studios it was done
openly, right on the mixing desk. You

But no.
At the time, the music biz was on a
halls of major labels and hear 'tooting'
behind locked doors. At some of the

with alaptop computer as asource.

doesn't watch it on abed sheet,' Iwould
exasperatedly bleat, face turning crimson,
'he takes it to The Director's Guild or

could snort ordinary dust on those desks

THE BEST BAA NONE
Awell- established staple of the pro audio

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

world. Ultrasone was at Headfest with a
full lineup. Very comfortable for long-

Sciences theatre!'
But the record biz executives would
hear none of it, preferring instead to
remain, unlike their friends in the movie

the bright, thin, ' ear bleed' sound then so
in vogue.

term listening, the German- made ' phones
come with achoice of three drivers
-ordinary Mylar, or the same material
gold- or titanium- plated - and achoice
of closed- or open- back designs. Further

industry, close to ' the people', who mostly
listened on the usual sonic junk, though

and reliably get high. Credit that drug for

RECORD BIZ FREEFALL
Ipredicted at the time that the cocaine
and CD- induced highs would give way
to big parallel crashes, and Iwas correct.
Mass drug rehab came first - by the end
of that decade - but it was only amatter
of time before letting the digital genie out

amenities include ' speed switch' ea - cups
and detachable cables. 'You cannot blow
up these phones,' asserted sales and
marketing vice president Steffenee Copley,
feminine island in asea of maleness,

of the bottle would cause the record biz

who graciously offered to model foi

models to accommodate MP3 digital
web distribution, which is bad news for

freefall. It's currently underway.
While the majors shift their business

us. 'Amazon buys all our stock,' Copley
to supply our dealers.' Her favourite: the

audiophiles, the good news is that label
executives have also finally woken up to

30ohm Ultrasone Edition 9, with E:hiopian

the importance of sound in selling their

sheepskin headband, aneavy-duty travel

product. Just the other day Igot acall
from amajor label executive who proudly
announced to me that he was trading in

confessed. 'We have to work overtime

case, and afive-year warranty.
No headphone gathering would be
complete without Headroom's everyouthful TyII Hertsens, who was dashing

his Wilson WATT Puppy 7s for apair of
Wilson MAXX2s for his office.
He's not alone. Audiophilia is spreading
among the ranks. Warner Brothers just

from one display to the next like aproud
father - an appropriate simile given that

announced an ambitious vinyl reissue

he made the entire subcult possible. ' Isn't
this great? Is there anywhere in audio
where you can find so many people
having so much fun?' he asked. The hi-fi
world began taking itself far too seriously

ABOVE: Wilson's MAXX2s - recommended

program, based on the success of the
few titles it recently issued, including
Joni Mitchell's Blue. Why? Because
sound matters. Check it out: www.

long ago. It was refreshing to answer no. (!)

for every record label executive's office

becausesoundmatters.com
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
KRELL EVOLUTION 505

The're now
considered essential
as far a; I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the tern "Simply the . 3est!'

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it odine:
NN-ww.cryogenictubes.com

The Krell Evolution 505 - Pinewood's most
successful CD player of all time time. Why?
What is so special about this design that
marks
it
out
from
other
excellent
machines? Hard to put into words - but a
few minutes in its company in the context
of a decent system is convincing evidence
of the vital importance of the source
component. Nothing further down the chain
can ever put right what is wrong at that
point, and this beautifully built machine
never puts a foot wrong when it comes to
making music.

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
We always try to give more than you expect

Hitchin
has anew
world class sound... with vision

Orton's are delighted to
announce they have been
selected as one of Naim
Audio's exclusive dealers.
Visit us today to see and
hear some of the finest
sounding audio
equipment avarable.

rtons

AUDIO:VISUAL

6-8 Bancroft, Hitchin SG5 1JCI
T: 01462 452248
www.ortonsaudiovisual.com

LETTERS

Solid sounds

iCzerespondents express their (pun
ocinions, not those of HiFi News. We
re:erve the right to edit 1st ers for

MATHEMATICAL MISUNDERSTANDING

Corresponde tet ueng
mail are asked to give ther full postal
!dress (which won't be ruplieed).

Send in your views on all things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 23'3 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews©ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

Letters seeking advice will
be answered ir princ on our
Q&A pages, but due to time
constraints wemegret we're
unable to answer question's
on buying iten's of hi-fi or
any other hi-fi iteries by
telephone. post Dr uia e-mail

CURRENT AFFAIRS
PASS LABS POWER AMPS REVISITED

Given the description of
how the SuperSymmetry
circuit is intended to work
in the Pass Labs X 150.5
power amplifier reviewed
in your February issue
- ' coupled at one central
point where the voltage is
ideally zero' - Iam wary of
DC offsets occurring at the
outputs (speaker connection
terminals).
DC offsets were not
published in the lab report
accompanying the review.
Please can you publish
whatever DC offsets there
are of each channel,
hopefully measured when
the amplifier was fully
warmed up.
If minimal when the
amplifier is new, then
hopefully they will not
become excessive as the
amplifier ages.
Chris Taylor, via e-mail
Pau! !teller replies: '
Imeasure
the DC offset on all the
amplifiers reviewed in HiFi
News (
log on to www12Znews.
co.uk and follow the links) and
the Pass Labs X150.5 emerged
as one of the better perforiners
in this regard with just + I.4tnV
offset .rito 8ohm. In practce, I
woLld not get exercised about
DC cfsets below -± 75rr.V
althpigh the impact of t-rs vill
deper don both the design of
the c
-rossover and sensidvity of
the speaker. It's worth noting
that tuoughout the 198Cs and
1990s. almost all Rotel's awardwiturng integrated amplifiers
possessed DC offsets between
50-I0CmV. Evidently, a
moderate DC offset is no,bar to
subjec:ive success.'

Keith Howard's interesting Audio
Exposed article in the June edition,
discussing among other things
acoustic impedance, suggests that
the speed of sound in solids '... is
equivalent to the square root of the
product of the material's density
and Young's Modulus.'
This is incorrect. The speed of
sound in asolid rod with thickness
substantially less than the
wavelength is given by the square
root of the quotient of Young's
modulus divided by the density.
Professor Phil Page.
Loughborough University
Keith Howard replies: ' The relevant
section of the article that Professor
Page refers to read: " The acoustic
impedance of any elastic medium
(eg, air, water metals) is given
by the product of its density and
speed of sound. In solids, this is
equivalent to the square root of the
product of the material's density and
Young's Modulus." Here the "this"
of the second sentence refers to the
subject of the first sentence, acoustic
impedance - not to speed of sound.
Iapologise to any readers who
were confused by this. By the way, the
missing units for the Young's Modulus
column in the Table are GPa ( 10'
Illmet. As Professor Page describes,
the sound velocity figures in this Table
are c)otaineci by dividing each solid
,,mat elial's Young's Modulus by its
— dens tv and taking the square root.

\Mich Sgs
the limit?
A TEST OF DIGIBOXES FOR RADIO PLEASE

As alistener to Radio 3Irely on
FM alot, but recent talk in HFN
of using aSky box as asubstitute
had me thinking. Unfortunately, the
sound from my basic Sky digibox
was not good enough for it to be
used in my hi-fi system, which
leads me on to the point of my
letter. How many models of Sky
box are out there and how does
each rate for sound quality? How
good is the best and how does it
compare with the best neeview
box? There is areal need for
answers to these questions.
KL Duncan Glasgow
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Return of
the Prince

Mana 'tribute' rack: full story
MAKER OF MYRAQ' WRITES...

'HIS BEARD WAS GRIZZLED, NO?'

Ken Kessler is the most
opinionated, provocative and
mule-headed person who ever
lived. And all the better for it!'
Thank goodness someone has
had the sense to realise that
Hi-fi News without Ken is like
Hamlet without the prince.
Hi-fi is ahobby that can bring
out the anorak in even the best of
us, so it is aconstant pleasure to
read the words of aman who has
an opinion, and the courage and
talent to express it.
Let us just hope that those
amongst us who find the
expression of any opinion
but their own in some way
unacceptable will be as irritated
as ever. Welcome back Ken.
Jeff Smith, via e-mail

Atragedy
of Choice

curved profiles. A little
touch but one that softens
the whole visual effect and
makes it less imposing.
Icall it the MyRaq. It was
alot of fun to build and has
been acomplete success
for my own needs.
'Panels Fox, via emati

LIFE BEYOND BLOBS AND BARCHARTS
not specitica ly

Just received my copy of the June
issue. Bravo! This francophile (I
am Fiench) is delighted to learn
that Ken Kessler is back with you,
francophobia and all. When he
left Iwas obliged to subscribe
to one of your competitors in
order to get my monthly dose of
Ken's unique and human view
of all things audio (and more). I
suspect that Pau. Miller is more
than alittle responsible for his
return, so Ithank him.
Paul Miller is taking HiFi
News in the right direction and
my pleasure in receiving each
issue has returned. One gripe:
the latest pie chart verdicts'
summarising each test are not as
easily scanned as the previous
bargraphs. Can we go back to the
previous system?
Jim VVhiltaker
St. Maximin la Ste Paume
Fl-ance
Paul Miller replies: '
There has never
been abetter time to renew your
passion for audio with HiFi News,
but the pie charts are here to stay!'

www.hifinews.co.uk

level on its four feet and
the three inner feet selfstabilize. I've also ditched
the lOmm float glass sheets
and sticky strips that Mana
used (fair too breakable!)
and moved onto 15mm
ONO-rn -lled polycarbonate
composite sheets instead.
The original Sound Stage
principle has been replaced
with stacked and spiked
ONO-m.11ed polycarbonate
composite sheets. Ialways
felt the black smoked glass
and laminated black MDF
was always abit 1980s, plus
Iwanted astand that had no
sonic signature of its own.
Ididn't want aMana effect.
The hard angular look at
the top of every Mana rack
Ireplaced with laser- cut

Another slice of pie?

MORE ACCLAIM FOR KEN...

96

Ihave just read your letter
in the July issue from a
reader wanting to know
about the clone Mana table
Imade and which was
featured : nyour June Hi Fi
p Home feature. It wasn't a
one-off: Ihave made several
custom tables and matching
CD racks and stands for
friends but I'm not exactly
doing into business either.
Idon't like the hassle of
shipping glass and steel.
Iturned to aluminium
and non-magnetic stainless
steel for my own racks,
which wi:1 please the nonferrous c:owd no end. I've
moved from Mana's four
shelf mountings to three
mounting points, so all you
need do is get the amp rack

Iam neither amathematician Ijust warted to say Ihate
r.or astatistician but Ibelieve the new ' pie chart' look on
that the pie charts you are
the tests verdict. It offends
row using to accompany the
my sensibilities to have
verdicts for your equipment
apie chart with asmall
reviews are incorrect,
slice titled ' Sound 80%'
Surely the sum of the
when the slice visually is
percentage ' scores' should
no more .
hail aquarter of
rot exceed 100 - that is,
the ' pie'. Also when the
the complete ' pie' cannot
sound, build, features and
Lave percentage segments
eco percentages add up
.
totalling more than 100%?
to 310% that pie chart is
If you wish to score each
suffering from some serious
'feature' and ' facility' out of
dimensional instability. It's
100 then abar chart showing
not pretty and it's not right.
each score as arow of
As for the price banding
vertical bars against aslide
you have chosen to use, I'm
scale of 0-100 would seem
not sure that this is helpful,
to be the best solution. Each
but you could perhaps have
feature or facility could be
acoloured central sphere or
shown in separate colours if
bubble that the slices wrap
really necessary. However,
around. Another idea would
Iwould have thought that
be to use + and - or < and
ascore of 1-10 would be
> to indicate the price of the
sufficient and not too ' coarse'
agrading. Isuspect that as
your scores seem to be in
multiples of five, ascale of
C-20 is, in effect, all that is
really needed, as that is what
you had before.
Britton Johnson,
Herefordshire

AUGUST 2307

component you are testing.
Whatever you think of my
proposals one thing's for
sure: whoever decided that
your new look verdict was
good should be severely
punished.
Steven Ayres,
via e-mail

D. This 3dB c

Paul ' WhippingBoy' Miller
replies: '
Our new pie charts
are simply avisual device,
colourcoded to relect the
price band of the equipment
under :eview.
The components of the
chart were never ir.tended to
add up to 100, because some
have only Sound and Build
while others include Features
and Economy ratings.
FYarildy, this approach
makes. more sense than
inventing scores for features,
for example, when reviewing a
speaker, aphono cartridge or
length of wire.
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•Ashford (Kent)
01233 624441

.Aylesbury

Soundcraft Hi Fi
Noteworthy Audio

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

www.pjhiftco.uk

•Harrow

Harrow Audio
www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

www1ststopay.corn

•London SW14

Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

0845 634 0340

atlascables.com

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

•Worthing

01903 245577

Phase 3Hi -Fi

www.phase3hifi.com

South West England
•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole
01202 730865

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

•Sevenoaks

01722 322169

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

Suttons Hi Fi

www.suttonshiftco.uk

Movement Audio

www.movement audlo.muk

Movement Audio
www.movement aucho.co.uk
Salisbury Hi -Fi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

•Weymouth

Weymouth Hi -Fi

www.weymouthhifico.uk

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
www.brifishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.diyineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield HiFi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhiftco.uk

•Hull
01482 223096

•Gateshead

0191 477 4167

•Southampton
02380 228434
01305 785729

Overture

www.overture.co.uk

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd

020 8863 0938

Central England
•Banbury
01295 272158

01483 504801

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
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•Birmingham
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Lintone Audio

www.lintone.co.uk

Lintone Audio

0191 460 0999

www.lintone.co.uk

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048
Scotland
•Aberdeen

Moorgate Acoustics

01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

www.morgateacoustics.muk

Holburn Hi Fi
www.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

Acton Gate Audio
www.acton-gate.com

:staud jo co uk
020 8965
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news

Jargon
Buster

[Ken"
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

Analogue or ICEpower
amps, compression
and the case of the
warm-sounding radio,
plus ARC amp revisited.
Our experts solve all
your hi-fi problems...

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

ARC AND TOUGH SPEAKERS
Ihave just read Ken Kessler's
review of the ARC REF110 in your
April issue with great interest. The
REF110 seems to be agreat amp,

[Paul
Miller

but I've been told that it's abit
weak for my Magneplanar 3.6/Rs
with their 86dB sensitivity. However,
as they could handle the Guarneris

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

it makes me wonder.
Hasse, Sweden
Ken Kessler replies: Because I'm
well-known not to be a headbanger,

maybe my review should have
cautioned that the REF110 might be

[Andrew
Harrison

a bit too small for some; Irarely play

the Guarneris at levels that cause
them any stress. Ithink you should
try the REF110 with the Maggies
first. If they don't quite cut it, the

Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

REF 210s may be the way to go.

COMPRESSION QUESTION
For many years when Ilived in
East Surrey Ihad asplendid set-up
comprising aTAG McClaren digital
preamplifier with built-in DAB tuner.
Even before then Iwas taping
music programmes, first from the
BBC FM services and then, when

1
.44111111W /

audio research

1rle.
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BELOW: Audio Research REF110

\
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in theory at least, be
reconstructed perfectly
from the sampled
representation.
If frequencies above
Ths month Keith Howard half the sampling rate
explains both sampling
are sampled, adistortion
and quantisation
called aliasing occurs
(see diagram below
Central to digital
right) in which signals
audio is the concept
above half the sampling
of representing a
rate are misinterpreted
continuously varying
and reproduced within
quantity, like an audio
the baseband (
ie the
signal, in discrete form
frequency range from 0
as aset of numbers.
to Nyquist). As perfect
The two processes
low-pass filters don't
that enable this
exist it is common for
are sampling and
audio analogue-to quantisation.
digital converters to
allow alittle aliasing to
occur at the top end
of the baseband when
Sampling is the process
sampling at 44.1kHz, so

[Sampling]

whereby the amplitude
of asignal is measured
at predetermined
time intervals. Usually
these time intervals are
regular which allows
the sampling process to
be specified in terms of
asampling frequency
or sampling rate. For
instance, CD embodies
asampling rate of
44.1kHz, ie 44,100

samples per second.
Although it is
counter- intuitive to
suppose that sampling
can fully specify a
continuously varying
waveform, in fact this
is the case - with an
important proviso. For
sampling to capture all
the information within
an analogue waveform
unambiguously, the
original signal must be
rigorously bandwidth
limited such that it
contains no frequencies
above half the sampling
rate, ie above 22.05kHz
in the case of CD. This
is commonly called the
Nyquist criterion and
half the sampling rate
termed the Nyquist
frequency.
It is this restriction
on signal frequency
which prevents the
waveform taking an
arbitrary path between
sampling points. In fact
the original signal can,

as to retain an almost
flat frequency response
out to 20kHz.

[Quantisation]
To represent a
continuous signal
discretely it is also
necessary to define
its amplitude at each
sampling point as the
nearest rung on aladder
of fixed amplitudes. This
is called quantisation.
High- quality audio
signals are generally
uniformly quantised
with at least 16- bit
resolution, which means
that 2' 6 (65,536) equallyspaced amplitude
levels are specified.
With 24- bit signals the
number of amplitude
levels increases to 224 =
16,777,216.
The difference
between the original
waveform amplitude
and the quantised
value is known as the
quantisation error.
Depending on the
nature of the signal, this
can manifest as noise or
distortion. To prevent
the latter, dither - a
low-level random noise
signal - is usually added
during quantisation,
which has the effect
of decorrelating the
quantisation error from
the signal.
LEFT: Above-Nyquist
frequency ( red) is
misinterpreted as
a below-Nyquist
frequency ( blue)
because they share
sampling points ( green)
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yPure Black 101d Preamplifier
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AIL
AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
® Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre- amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre- amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre-amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

[
Way Back Then...]
We trawl HFN's arch ves for lam:mark products of
yesteryear, this month revisiti -ig our May 1995 review
of Michell Engineerimg's Orbe turntable

the DAB service arrived, on aSony
DAT recorder. Now Iuse aFostex
DS DAT recorder but, due to lack of

ABOVE: Rotel's ICE- powered
RB-1091 power amplifier

space, Ifeed it from aPure 701 ES
result can be anoticable change in
tuner via adigital optical lead.
Iam not technically minded but I timbre and dynamics. The result is
abit like applying amix of varying
find that the Classic FM broadcasts
on the DAB service at 168kb/s give
amuch warmer sound than those of
the BBC. Could this be something

'tone controls' and a ' sustain pedal'
to the music. The processor used
essentially keeps twiddling the

to do with compression rates?
Revd EP Becher, London

sounds to try and give apleasing
effect. The drawback is that the
result may become ' bland' in terms

Jim Lesurf replies: People use the
word ' compression' to mean two

of dynamics.
In my experience Classic FM

quite different processes. One use of

tends to be more strongly level
compressed than BBC R3. Level

the word refers to reducing the bit
rate used to convey the information

and DAB broadcasts, but may be

be the meaning when people
discuss ' bitrates' for DAB.

applied differently. So, for example,
BBC R3 has more level compression

this is when abroadcaster winds up
the volume during quiet passages

bitrates used.

Ihave read Paul Miller's test of
the ICEpower Rotel RB-1091 amp

how the reductions were made, and
the extent. Idoubt this would cause
a ' warmer' sound for Classic FM, but
such judgements are subjective.
The usual results of excessive bitrate
reduction tend to be described in
other ways as it tends to ' blur' the
sound or cause odd effects that

F0.111.511 AMY , • ISIM

rIMA, Toy clentivea
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but it is unlikely to be due to the

DECISION ON ICE

'detail' or ' accuracy'. The audible
results will depend on the details of

Realignment of the springs to achieve aperfect
vertical bounce, the work of only afew minutes
widl the cosmetic covers off, yields asmoothly
ex:ended and highly detailed bass output
caoable of g eat power and physical impact.
As soon ar the suspension is tweaked to
maximise the clarity of low frequency
transmission. the opposite end of the spectrum
suddenly reveals aharmonic structure which
escapes mnof-the-mill turntables. It was quite
amazing how the slightest tap on cymbals
showed UD even while kick drum and bass
queer we -e• in full flow.

applied on FM than on DAB. Hence

these respects, which complicates
the issue of course.
Bitrate compression ( data

MICHELL

4;;;FKII spite.

the ' warmth' you detect may well
come from the level compressions,

of music to ensure people can
hear them clearly. Classic FM will
generally differ from BBC R3 in both

reduction) may reduce the level of

Zr4)ià:teoug

ART

compression is applied to both FM

when in digital form. So this would

The other is level compression of
the audio. The simplest example of

ICRELL
TAIE OF INC

;.-._

......zrzrz.::
Mee.

[HFN May ' 06]. He says the treble
could be sweeter, but what does he
mean by that? Is it too bright and
forward or too dark and muffled,
or what? Ihave the Rotel RB-1090
analogue power amp and Ithink it
sounds abit too warm and dark in
the lower mid and upper bass, and
abit too forward in the upper mid.
Yet it has anice treble. Would the

e'•
-•'-''' -4.7
_

The massed voices of the Swedish Ra iro
'Choir in ligeti's lux Aeterna, unoer the
direction of Eric Ericson, were separated
lbeautitilly, with only atrace of blurring
of altos and soptanos as they broke forth
from the underlying tension. In all cases
the stereo image was supremely stable,
completely free of the speakers, and
iindicat ng adeg -ee of perspective which
stretched deep ioto the distance, but
brought soloists forward into the room
where
mrlung had seen emploed.

I

Ire*

RB-1091 be abetter option?
Mikael Bostrup, Denmark

people then call ' artefacts'.
Level compression is generally
done in away such that the audio

cplie: You are asking
whether an upgrade from Rotel's

is also divided into frequency

RB-1090 to apair of RB-1091s

bands, and these are level adjusted
individually as the music plays. This

of this change will inevitably be

is often applied using an automated

tempered by the other components

'processor' which analyses the
music and continually varies the

of your system. The RB-1091 offers
advantages in raw power output

alterations it applies.

and will furnish aspectacularly

This may well produce a ' warmer'
result, depending on the details. The

dynamic sound in most systems,

main reasons being that low-level
bass is made louder, and sustained

as sweet - as lucid, refined or fnely
detailed - as you might enjoy with
the RB-1090. As ever, my advice
would be to try- before-you- buy .'

parts of notes lifted in volume
compared with transient peaks. The

is asmart move, but the success

although its treble does not sound

e""*.e"

The Orbe seems to get ne best out
fitted Nhile acding,
little character oe its own. For orrce the
clamping system and platter construction
and drive method seem -.
omanage tie
best compromise between clan, of sound
and strong rhythmic performance. The
realisation is exciting and vibrant, and
the detail extracion enough to make you
go through your whole record collection
listening anew to old favourites.

of every cartridge
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20 - 22 Cadharn Centre, Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
email: info@shadowaudio.co.uk Iweb: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

The superb '
Turtle Records'
recordings are now available
to buy from the Shadow
Online Shop.
Beautifully recorded
Beautifully packaged
You'll want to collect
them

(new) shadow online shop

www.shadowaudio.co.uk - the

sales line: 0844 800 0073 Isales line: 084480000 7
after sales : 0844 800 0075

The NEW
Shadow Audio
Online Shop
• •

No matter what time of
day it is, you can now
buy selected products
and alarge range of
accessories online at
www.shadowaudio.co.uk
from the comfort of your
own chair...

Selected products
for Online purchase
include:
SELECTED ACCESSORIES:
Analogue
Cables
Cleaning
Mairs Conditioning
Isolation / Support
Room Acoustics
Storage
shadow
the

shop

that

audio
never

rests

,rderelip,e

SELECTED PRODUCTS:
Lifestyle
Amplifiers
CD Players
Loudspeakers
Tuners
Turntables
Audiophile Recordings ( CD, Vinyl)

SELECTED BRANDS:

t.

shadow audio

shop that never rests....

Apollo
ART Loudspeakers
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium
CEC
Clearaudio
Custom Design
Duevel
Eastern Electric
Eclipse Speakers
JAS Audio
IsoTek
Nordost
Shanling
Slim Devices
Turtle Records
VPI & more
to come....
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AUDIO EXPOSED

Hi-fi news

POWER: PART 2

How much power do Ineed? Keith Howard investigates the
issue of loudspeaker impedance and how this places additional
demands on nominal power amplifier requirements

p

art one of this series of articles
answering the question ' How

A sensitivity of 87dB means that the
speaker will generate an average 87dB SPL at

much amplifier power do Ineed?',

adistance of 1metre for an input level of 2.83

last month, looked at the first of

volts RMS. (This seemingly odd voltage is used

anumber of factors which bear on this

because it corresponds to apower dissipation

issue: the burst power requirement of

of 1watt into an 8ohm resistance.) If we wish

music signals. This time the factor under

to generate apeak level of, say, 105dB SPL

consideration is loudspeaker impedance

at alistening distance of 3m, then we can

ABOVE: Presenting its most challenging

and the requirements this places on the

calculate the voltage requirement as follows.

load at 58Hz the B&W 802D has a

amplifier output stage, particularly in

First, 105 - 87 = 18, so to generate 105dB

reputation for being hard to drive

respect of output device power dissipation.

SPL at 1metre requires avoltage of + 18dB
with respect to 2.83 volts, which is 22.5V RMS.

who had previously introduced transient

Jim Lesurf introduced this topic in a
recent HFN Investigation ( May issue, page

Sound pressure level falls off with 1/distance,

intermodulation distortion (TID or TIM) to

100) - what we will do here is look at it

so to achieve this output at 3m requires ( 3 x

tie audio lexicon - showed trbat it is possible

in more detail, taking as
examples loudspeakers which
have recently been through
our lab test procedure.

SIMPLE
CALCULATION

'What makes this bad news is
that transistors are limited in their
instantaneous power dissipation'

to contrive waveforms on which
loudspeakers transiently present
amuch lower impedance than
recorded using conventional
steady-state measurementtechniques. Consequently, much
higher peak current: are required

Calculating the amplifier voltage and

22.5 =) 67.5V RMS, which corresponds to a

than indicated by calculations like that

current required to drive aloudspeaker to

continuous amplifier power output of 570W

above. With some speakers, Otala and his

aparticular sound pressure level is afairly
simple calculation if we know the speaker's

into 8ohms. To calculate the equivalent current
requirement we simply divide this voltage by

waveform could result in apeak current

sensitivity and its minimum impedance

the speaker's minimum modulus (4 ohms) to

requirement over 6x higher than for an

modulus. Let's take as an example aspeaker

give an RMS current of just under 17 amps. The

which has aminimum impedance modulus

equivalent peak current is this figure multiplied

8.ohm resistor, suggesting aminimum
effective impedance of less than 1.3ohms.

of 4ohms and asensitivity of 87dB. Note
that this is its genuine sensitivity, which may

almost 24 amps.

co-workers found that the right ' designer'

by 1.414 (the square root of 2), which is

or may not coincide with that specified by

REAL WORLD MUSIC

This is alarge figure already but in the late

To many in the audio industry who had

the manufacturer. As readers who peruse

1980s it was suggested that it represents a

been preaching the need for high amplifier

my speaker Lab Reports in HEN will know,

considerable underestimate of what is really

current capability based on listening

this figure is often exaggerated.

required. Matti Otala - the Finnish academic

experience, Otala's apocalyptic vision

1

rang true. But the awkward fact was that
no attempt had been made in the course

of these studies to establish whether
such worst- case waveforms - diffesent

• 'ram

for each speaker - occur with significant

ça

regularity in normal music signals. Anyone

comparing typical music waveforms with

the square-edged concoctions deployed
by Otala would have doubted this, but
it wasn't until Dolby Labs' Eric Benjamin

ABOVE: The effective output capability of most amplifiers into the awkward loads
illustrated here is significantly less than would appear to be the case from simply
considering the speaker's minimum modulus

104 I www.hifinews.co.uk JAUGUST 2007

reported his measurements of real world
loudspeaker current requirements ,rt 1994

that the unrepresentative nature of Otala's
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waveforms was confirmed. Using awide variety of music signals

to make aworst-case calculation. Current through the same half of

Benjamin found no sign of the large over- currents suggested by Otala

the output stage is shown immediately below and ranges from 0to

-afinding Iconfirmed last year in these pages (
HFN February 2006).

1p to 0 over the same interval, the peak current 1p being related to

But Benjamin's work wasn't simply ademolition job. Having showed

the load resistance Rby 1p = Vri R. The last of the three plots shows

that the Otala effect was of no apparent relevance on music signals, he

the instantaneous power dissipated in the output stage, which is the

elucidated another mechanism whereby loudspeakers present amore

product of the voltage across and current through it. As the current

testing load to the amplifier than normally appreciated - and showed

peak occurs where the voltage is zero, the dissipated power is also

that it is of relevance to the reproduction of music. This didn't involve

zero at this point, with symmetrical peaks to either side.

throwing away conventional impedance measurements, as Otala

Compare this with Figure 2b which shows the result for aload

had suggested, but interpreting them in away more relevant to the

whose modulus is the same as the previous resistance but which

amplifier's output stage.

has a60° phase angle - afigure which many loudspeakers exceed
somewhere within the audible range. The current waveform is

INTERPLAY MATTERS

unchanged but the voltage waveform is now displaced relative to

To characterise aspeaker's impedance fully you have to measure both

it by 60°, which results in amuch higher peak in the instantaneous

its modulus and its phase angle versus frequency. Normally these are

power dissipation graph. In fact the peak dissipation is increased by

presented separately, as shown for the B&W 802D in Figure 1, but

afactor of 3.6, even though the voltage and current delivered to

sometimes the two traces are superimposed on asingle graph. These

the load are unchanged. What makes this bad news for the amplifier

two sets of data tell us everything we need to know about how severe

is that output transistors are limited in the instantaneous power

aload the speaker presents to the amp, but the picture isn't complete

that they can dissipate, and if this limitation is breached they G>

because it is the interplay of modulus and phase that matters.
To understand why phase angle is so important we have to
see the load from the viewpoint of the amplifier's output devices.
In what follows Iwill exclusively consider asolid-state, push-pull
class Bamplifier since the vast majority of hi-fi amplifiers are of this
description. Figure 2a shows three waveforms for an idealised amplifier
of this type delivering its full voltage capability on asine wave signal
into apurely resistive load (
ie. one with zero phase angle). The top plot
shows the voltage across one half of the output stage, which ranges
from Vr (the amplifier rail voltage) to zero and back again through the
half-cycle over which it conducts. No real amplifier can qu te deliver

vr

its full rail voltage to the load but this convenient assumpt on allows us
30
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Fig 2. Voltage across, current through and power dissipated by
one half of aclass 8amplifier output stage driving ( a) apure

Fig 1: Impedance modulus (top) and phase angle versus

resistance and ( b) aload having equivalent impedance modulus

frequency for the Ei&W 8020

but aphase angle of 60°
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5

self-destruct. So it is normal to incorporate
so-called SOA (safe operating area) protection circuitry
within the amp that will save the output devices

4

if they are about to fry. When this happens, the
output signal is severely distorted. So
the dissipation factor places just as

ft

significant alimit on an amp's load
driving capability as its maximum
voltage and current delivery.

3

pz

2

With this in mind, let's look at the
modulus and phase data of Figure 1in
adifferent way by calculating from it
the output stage dissipation of aclass
Bamplifier delivering its maximum

o

20

output voltage, taking as our reference

100

the dissipation when driving an 8ohm
resistive load. The result is Figure 3,

18
frequency (Hz)

10k

Fig 4: As Fig 3 but for the JBL 1400 Array

where the red trace shows the peak
instantaneous dissipation and the blue

12

trace the average dissipation. It's the

11

red curve that we are interested in:

10

the blue curve is of more interest to

9

amplifier designers because it relates to

8

the required heatsink capacity.

7

From Figure 3we see that the 802D presents
its most challenging load in terms of amplifier dissipation at 581-1z, with

II6

other peaks in the curve at 722Hz and 9.1 kHz. Although the modulus

5

at these frequencies is significantly above the speaker's minimum, the

4

phase angle is large hence the high peak dissipation. At 581-1z the peak

3

dissipation is 5.6x that incurred by an 8ohm resistor, at 722Hz it is

2

5.5x and at 9.1 kHz it is 3.4x. In other words, the peak dissipation is the
same as for a ( 8 / 5.6 =) 1.4ohm resistor at 58Hz, a 1.5ohm resistor at
722Hz and a2.4ohm resistor at 9.1 kHz. All these figures are significantly

1
0

20

lower than the speaker's minimum

'There aren't
many hi-fi amps
capable of
sustaining these
orders of peak
output device
dissipation'

modulus of 3.2ohms at 86Hz. No

100

18
frequency (Hz)

Fig 5: As Fig 3but for the Final 600i

surprise, then, that the 8020 has a
reputation among audiophiles for

1400 Array and Final 600i electrostatic. Like the B8.W, the JBL has

being difficult to drive.

alarge bass peak but its horn- loaded midrange and tweeter drivers
give it avery flat dissipation curve at higher frequencies. The Final

DIFFERENT SPEAKERS

has asignificant dissipation peak at 300Hz but really becomes a

Each speaker has adifferent

monster at high frequencies, where its low modulus and increasing

dissipation graph, of course, with

phase angle cause the peak dissipation to reach almost 12x that of

different peak values at different

an 8ohm resistor at 20kHz. Moreover, the curve clearly continues to

frequencies. Figures 4 and 5show

rise beyond 20kHz.

two other examples of models

There aren't many hi-fi amps that are capable

I've tested in HFN recently: the JBL

of sustaining these orders of peak output device
dissipation while delivering their maximum
output voltage. Thus, their effective output
capability into such loads is significantly less
than would appear to be the case from simply
considering the speaker's minimum modulus.
Moreover, tests conducted as part of Eric

4

Benjamin's work clearly showed that these
extreme dissipations are relevant on music signas

ft

—afinding Ihave recently confirmed using a
simulation approach instead. So this issue is not,
like Otala's, apaper tiger. On the contrary, it
is avital consideration when determining the
amplifier capability demanded by aoarticular
loudspeaker. Next month Iwill turn attention to a
third facto in the ' How much amplifier power?'
issue: the peak sound pressure levels achieved in
100

10k

1k

10k

20k

live music and domestic replay. (5

frequency (
Hz)

Fig 3: Peak ( red trace) and average ( blue trace) amplifier

TOP: 1BL's horn- loaded 1400 Array

dissipation relative to an 8ohm resistance for the B&W 802D

RIGHT: Final 6001 electrostatic
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dCS

LIMITED •

GREAT

CHESTERFORD,

UK

For those lucky enough to afford the best, dCS Limited provides the
digital front-end to satisfy, arguably extracting more from the CD than
anyone before. Andrew Harrison visits the UK's preeminent digital
converter specialist to unravel its past and future

D

ata Conversion Systems has aremarkable
pedigree compared to most hi-fi
manufacturers, tracing ahistory through

class- leading professional audio
products, to military radar systems. Over
recent years dCS has specialised almost
exclusively in high-performance D/A
converters and SACD-capable front- ends
for discerning music lovers. Yet on its way
to reaching the pinnacle of British digital
audio engineering, it could also claim to have
started the trend for what is now almost de rigeur in
modern CD players - upsampling, the upconversion of

ABOVE: An

floor at exceedingly low levels, the

CD audio's 44.1kHz data to higher sample frequencies.
To trace the history of dCS Limited is to find an unusual

early dCS Elgar

technological principle could be translated
between quite disparate needs.

background of defence contracts, pro audio ascendency
and Far Eastern audiophile fervour.

1996 with
chromed control

FROM RADAR TO RINGDAC

knob and full
height display

prototype from

Data Conversion Systems Limited was founded in
Castle Hill, Cambridge in March 1987 as an electronics
consultancy company, providing cutting-edge digital
conversion and processing solutions to clients that
included UK defence contractors. Its work there on
high- resolution analogue-to- digital signal conversion
technology for radar systems - ultimately destined for
the Blue Vixen radar system used in the Sea Harrier
fighter aircraft - led to the development of what
became known as the Ring DAC. The Ring DAC
that lies at the heart of the Elgar is ahybrid
multibit/bitstream converter using a5- bit, 64x
oversampling topology, which sums the output
of many current sources in order to average
out low-level noise and non-linearities. Since
digital audio and radar share asimilar
requirement to ' see' into the noise

BELOW: MD of
dCS Limited
David Steven
[left], with
Sales Manager
Ray Bawa

The first audio product from dCS appeared in 1988.
It was the 900 ADC ( analogue-to- digital converter), the
world's first 24- bit converter. Around the same time the
company finished its dCS 250 ADC/DAC Measurement
System, having found that in order to measure the
performance of its new ADCs, it needed better test
equipment than was currently available.
The dCS 900 soon earned areputation in the pro
audio world as ahighly accurate converter, the choice
of classical recording studios when the closest fidelity
to the original source was needed. An AES paper from
1992 (
Digital Mastering of the Mercury Living Presence
Recordings for Compact Disc Release by Dennis Drake,

9

preprint
atransparent
3242) chronicles
masteringthe
process
auditioning
that was
process
sought
for
to archive faithfully these classic recordings of the
1960s. The result was the dCS 900 being selected
as the converter for the job.
In July 1993, the dCS 902 was released, a
studio ADC capable of digitally sampling at
frequencies beyond the then-standard
48kHz, up to 88.2kHz and 96kHz. The
following year dCS unveiled its first
digital-to-analogue converters, the
950 and 952 - the latter also capable
of 24/96 operation. And in 1995, dCS
made abreakthrough with the dCS
900D ADC, which for the first time made
extensive use of field programmable
gate arrays ( FPGA). A more flexible
system architecture, it allowed new
functions and digital formats to be added
by updating with new control software
on areplaceable EPROM chip. This would
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become amajor feature of subsequent dCS hardware,
such that the company could lay claim to making 'the
softest hardware in town'.
Through the early 1990s dCS became recognised in
the recording and mastering industries as aproducer
of the finest ADC and DAC units available, with clients
including Abbey Road, Pink Floyd engineer James
Guthrie, Bob Ludwig, Metropolis, Sanctuary, and Sony
Music Studios around the world. But by the mid- 1990s,
anew type of customer had surfaced, in the form
of audiophile music lovers based in the Far East. A
grapevine of passionate hi-fi enthusiasts were talking
of unusually ' analogue-sounding' digital converters
from asmall British pro- audio firm, at atime when the
audiophile community at large was still seeking relief
from the gritty sound of digital audio. And so the name
dCS Limited entered the consumer hi-fi sphere.
The core of dCS Limited at this time was founder
Mike Story and technical director Duncan McLeod,

'Hi-fi enthusiasts had
dispersed news of unusually
"analogue- sounding" digital
converters from Britain'

TOP: In the
service
department,
Yatin Yadav
works on adCS

and by 1994 they had enlisted the help of Derek Fuller
as chairman, to help restructure the company and

Delius DAC

capitalise on its manufacturing potential. With sales of
the dCS 952 rising among discerning music listeners,
the company pushed development of aversion of the
studio DAC specifically for this new market — and so the

LEFT: Martin
Colley sets up
an opened dCS

celebrated dCS Elgar was born.

Scarlatti for
autotest

ENIGMATIC ELGAR
While hard-core audiophiles may prize sonic
performance above all other considerations, dCS was
conscious that to gain awider hi-fi customer base, it
would need to address the rather utilitarian looks of
the rack- mount 952 DAC. The truncated pyramid that
became dCS' first consumer product was the work of
designer Allen Boothryd, one half of the BoothroydStuart team that founded Meridian. With its precision
folded metalwork and Welsh slate top plate, Elgar's box
would prove to be ataxing and expensive part of the
built-up product, with initial estimates for the casework
quadrupling by the time it went into production.
Nevertheless, the first Elgar prototype was ready in just
ten weeks, in time to be premiered at the US Stereophile
show of June 1996.
Current dCS Managing Director David Steven
explains: ' Elgar was designed to be the consumer
product, and by definition the consumer product range
was aone-piece series. We wanted to make the shape
quite striking, and we involved someone with ahistory
of striking industrial design. Ithink what we finished up
with is ashape that is instantly recognisable in the
high- end audio industry and it's gone on, deservedly I
think, to become alegend. But it was avery expensive
piece of metalwork to manufacture, and was never
suitable for being more than aone-piece range.'
For those who couldn't stretch to the £ 8000 price of
ABOVE: Colin Barker and David Pugh [ behind] on the
assembly line. Most products take up to aweek to
manufacture from akit of parts, including assembly, 48
hour soak, autotest and further bench tests

the Elgar, Arcam was later to offer asimple ' Ring DAC on
achip' in its Alpha 9CD player in 1998.
The next breakthrough for dCS was another
professional studio product that would be seized upon (-:›
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RIGHT: Aclassic
dCS Limited
three- box system
comprising, from
top, Elgar Plus
DAC, Verona
master clock,
and Verdi Encore
SACD/DSDupsampling disc
transport, at a
total cost of
£22,997

by the audiophile community, even though its benefit
was not initially appreciated, let alone understood.
UP AND OVER
As well as the usual requirement for signal conversion
between the analogue and digital domains, studio
engineers often need to cross- convert between
different digital formats; for example, to downsample
a20- bit, 48kHz mastertape to 16- bit, 44.1kHz for CD
authoring. The dCS 972, released in December 1996,
was afully-featured D- D converter, specified up to
24/96 operation, and also able to ' upsample' from a
lower sample frequency to 88.2kHz or 96kHz.
By 1997, the Elgar was proving popular in Hong
Kong, with local distributor Forthwise promoting the
product to the public and the audio press. True 96kHz
sample-frequency source material was still practically
unknown at the time, so adCS 972 DDC was added to

'I think we've been grilled more
on upsampling and what it does
than actually anything else'
ademonstration system to upconvert digital audio from
aCD player, as much to demonstrate that the Elgar was
capable of 96kHz operation by allowing its display to
proudly glow ' 24/96'.
Robert Wan at Forthwise was surprised to discover
that the results were demonstrably better than nonRIGHT: Technical
director Chris
Hales, sitting,
examines an
FFT trace from
adCS Scarlatti
DAC under test,
overlooked by
software head
Andy McHarg and

upsampled playback, despite the mathematical fact that
no more data had been added - the upsampling process
was merely repackaging the 16/44.1 data in alarger
'wrapper'. Nevertheless, he had to report back to dCS in
England what he was hearing.
The news initially fell upon disbelieving ears.
Eventually, the same configuration was tried, and the
results convinced the management at dCS that there
was something beneficial going on, even if it couldn't
be fully explained. This would become asource of some

the author. In the
background is an
array of dCS 250
measurement
systems, for
the automated
testing of any dCS
product

BELOW: dCS'
fifth audiophile
product was the
Verona master
clock, based on
its 995 studio
clock

embarrassment, that acompany then rich in PhD- level
consultants could not completely explain the audible
leap in quality after upsampling.
'I think we've been grilled more on upsampling, and
what does it do, than actually anything else,' David
Steven admitted. 'And there's nothing in the maths that
we can substantiate. Nobody here has ever claimed that
anything that we do puts more information on the disc
than was originally there. But it can be presented better.
And Ithink that's what we have majored in.
'There's awhole compelling argument around the
way that something that's been through asample- rate
converter eventually gets presented to the ear, that
would explain alot of the claims that people made. But
Ithink we've sold so many of these over the years that
there is no way on earth that that many people could
put their hands so deeply in their pocket for something
that didn't provide agenuine benefit.'
By 1997, the company had already moved to new
premises in Cowley Road Science Park, Cambridge,
but needed anew home better suited to its smallscale manufacturing role. It found anew base in Great
Chesterford, about ten miles south of Cambridge. With
ahigh reputation in pro circles, anew experienced
audiophile marketing manager in Robert Kelly, and the
expanding interest in 24- bit, high sample frequency
recording - in both consumer and professional markets
-dCS was ready for its next major breakthroughs.
PURCELL FOR SALE
Building on the success of the Elgar, dCS decided to
complement the consumer DAC with amatching D- D
converter. Based on the 972 but with asimplified
interface, the Purcell was launched in January 1999 to
the acclaim of anyone who heard it with the Elgar.
As current head of software Andy McHarg explained:
'The 972, as it was, was designed as astudio bit of kit;
DVD was just coming onto the market, so people had
material to record onto DVD in higher sampling rates
than 48kHz. Professional people loved 972s because
they could do just about anything. At the time,
certainly the Asian markets were keen on buying
professional kit to use in the home, which causes its G,
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;
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'/Ii4BO1987
dCS Limited
founded in
Cambridge

1988
dCS 900, world's
first 24- bit ADC

1993

own problems because it's not designed for home use
and if you don't know what you're doing...' Laughter
ensues, suggesting that the results are not especially
favourable for the non-tech user's continued listening!
'Anyway, these Hong Kong guys started running all
their CD players through it, into an Elgar, and saying this
is the best thing ever, in the history of the world. And
frankly we were quite sceptical at the time.'
Following hard on the heels of the Purcell upsampler
was another consumer DAC at aslightly more affordable
price, the Delius, using the same casework as the
Purcell. For the increasing number of audiophile
dCS ' converts', only adisc transport was needed to
complete the digital front-end.
ITALIAN INSPIRATION

ABOVE: Inside the dCS Scarlatti DAC, its outer case

dCS 902, world's

Breaking the tradition for components named after

first 24/96 ADC

English composers, the Verdi was dCS' double- box

removed while undergoing rigorous tests on the
company's dCS 250 measurement system

height solution to the demand for adisc transport. By

1994
dCS 952, world's
first 24/96 DAC

1996
dCS Elgar,
world's first
24/96 consumer
DAC

1997
World's first
24/192
recordings made
with 904 and
954

1998
DSD capability
added to 904
and 954, world's
first commercial
DSD converters

1999
dCS Purcell
upsampler and
Delius DAC

2001
dCS Verdi,
world's first
SACD transport

2005
dCS P8i one- box
player launched

the time of its release in October 2001, Sony's SACD

connections and internal settings which potentially you

format had appeared, and dCS, who had worked with
DSD audio from the format's birth in the late 1990s,

could get wrong. We were finding that certain users
were finding it very difficult to enjoy the music, because
they were too concerned with the technicalities of

ensured the the Verdi could play SACD discs as well as
regular CD - although adCS SACD player was resolutely
two-channel only. An encryption system had to be
devised to take aDSD bitstream out of the confines of
the player's box, to comply with the restrictive demands
of the SACD license. And so dCS became the world's first
manufacturer of adedicated SACD disc transport, using
aproprietary FireWire link between transport and DAC
to pass 1- bit DSD audio. Later, in 2003, dCS would add
DSD upsampling capability to the transport to make the
Verdi La Scala. This would enable listeners to upsample

setting it up to work. And okay, they might have been
able to use it but the rest of the family couldn't. And
so we felt driven to make something that was easy to
use. Press and play, that's it. But with the same, or as
close as we can get to the same sound quality as the full
system provided.'
David Steven cont inues, 'We didn't make the usual
compromises. We used the same mechanism we use
in the more expensive product, the same control

CD audio to 1-bit/2.82MHz DSD format, without the

board, the same DAC and analogue board we used
in Delius, for example. It was the best that we could

need for aseparate Purcell upsampler. Its present
incarnation is named the Verdi Encore, adding AES and

disproportionately large amount to manufacture.'

S/PDIF inputs for other digital sources.
Another product that arose out of far eastern
audiophile experimentation with pro audio components
was an outboard master clock, after dCS discovered
that its dCS 995 Master Clock was being pressed into

'Encryption had to oe
devised to take DSD out of
the confines of the box'

deliver for the money. As amatter of fact, it costs us a
Now, in 2007, dCS has unveiled it new series. The
Scarlatti system comprises aDSD upsampling disc
transport, astereo DAC and outboard master clock,
with atotal price of around £ 34,000. While the Verdi
used first aSony, and later aPhilips disc mechanism, the
Scarlatti has asturdy metal mechanism from Esoteric.
In defence of the high price of the system and the
use of highly engineered transports that ostensibly
do the same as acheaper mech, David Steven addect
'We're making something that isn't food on the table
or aroof over their head or akid's education - it's a
discretionary purchase for people who are fortunate

service to synchronise digital units. This pro audio clock
provides aprecision timing signal to each component.

enough to be able to afford it and want the very best
music system that money can buy. Arguably.'

By locking everything to one reference source, audibly

At amore affordable price than the Scarlatti, dCS is
also developing acheaper range to be called Pagannini.

better results were being reported, leading to the
development of the consumer-focused Verona version.
Even with the simplified interface of the consumer
units, compared to pro audio versions, dCS needed to

Keeping abreast of curent developments in consumer
audio, it will also feature aUSB audio input.
David Steven: ' No format last forever, none. I'm sure

make aone- box CD/SCAD player that was cheaper and
easy to use. In 2005, the dCS P8i was finally born.
Chris Hales, dCS' current technical director explains:

somebody once had ahuge collection of wax cylinders

'What we found, particularly with the big Verdi/Purcell/

have built up ahelluva collection in 22 years. Ithink

Elgar system, was that there were an awful lot of

if we've proved anything it's that while CD night not
be perfect, it's alot better than people give it credit
for. It's ajob to stay alive to other methods of delivery

2007
000000•

dCS Scarlatti
series

o000

.0

00•
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and Iknow my grandparents collected 78rpm records. I
know people say " Oh no CD, it will die!". A lot of people

and storage of music. But at heart we're aconverter
company, that's hopefully what we're good at.'()
LEFT: The new range from dCS,
comprising the Scarlatti transport
[top], DAC [ left] and master clock

Vinyl

MERIDIAN 606 Oto AConvertor

1800

798

9998

4798

MERIDIAN G9IDH DOD Pre D5P Processor

3895

3196

KRELL FPB600 Stereo Power

15000

5498

MERIDIAN 007 CO Player ( Ex Demo — Elk)

1695

1395

KRELL 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

28000

9998

MERIDIAN 598 DOD Player

2400

1398

KRELL FPB700CX Power

14998

9998

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri Vista CD Player

4000

1996

KRELL Master Reference Amplifiers

1
50000

53998

NAIM CDS/ UPS Power Supply

6078

2198

KRELL KSAISO Classic Power

4000

1848

NVA Emotive Statement CD Player

2495

1298

LEVINSON 380P Preamplifier

3995

1998

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder

1299

496

LEVINSON POS 226 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phono) 1395

798

750

448

LEVINSON 333.5 Power Amplifier

1000

298

LINN Kohn Pre

700

248

LINN LK100 Power

1495

595

LINN Malik Integrated

100

595

McINTOSH ( R16 Multiform controller ( Ex Demo)

600

195

McINTOSH MC 58 Elch power (Be Demo)

3500

1296

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

PRIMARE 020 CD Player
PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostoge Ex Demo

1799

1496

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref phono otage

7000

4496

799

495

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

2950

1798

MICHELL Gyro SE Techno Arm BPS

1650

995

150

495

EAR 834P mm/mo phono stage
GOLDRING 01.85 (Very nice condition)

ORACLE Alexandria
ORIGIN Lice ResululionlEntounier

2940

1496

QUAD 66 CD Player
ROKSAN Attest, CD Player
SONNETEER BRUNIE CO Player
TRAC P500 Transport
THETA Carman CD/DOD Transport
THETA Pro Prime II Dto AConvertor

1800

996

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

4300

2768

Reference Valve DUC

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

THETA David Tronsport

4650

1495

600

75

YAMAHA CDVI / 00 CD/Laserchso

KRELL FPB300cast Stereo Power

10000

2865

1750

746

1000

595

AUDION Sterling ETSE Monos

2000

1295

1000

595

BEARD P35 MIC1 IPower Amplifier

1250

495

QUAD 64 Preamplifier

999

398
395

ARUM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

150

78

CHORD SPMI203 3Channel Power

5500

2295

2998

1348

600

295

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Ployer 192'24

1650

1350

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5x125 watts) ex demo

AUDIO RESEARCH CDT]

3190

1298.

CYRUS SIntegrated

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3MKI 1

4800

3496

CYRUS 6vs Block ( Ex- Demo)

AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player

1200

498

CD Transport

CYRUS DUC XP Silver Quart ( Ex Demo)

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

AUDIO PHYSICS Tempo

2500

598

B & W CM2/ Rosewood inc stands

800

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark ook)

950

ECLIPSE .1D512 gloss black

inc stands

5000

3496

16000

5498

SPENDOR S9e ( ex demo)

2895

2296

445

STUDIO Electric Type I

6000

3998

498

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALSI I ( active)

N.A

298

TANNOY Revolution R7

300

198

1295

495

2000

1298

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ES163)

2000

995
750

TRIANGLE (elius Speakers Black, Cherry ( new)

1095

896

1200

295

TRIANGLE Magellan ( ex.demo)

10000

7496

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 110 Monos

7200

2898

JM Lobs Electra 0030 Centre

500

375

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beelhovon

2500

1498

AUDIO RESEARCH 070 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

REF HTS 2001 x3Egg Snookers

600

295

WEGG 3Stellar I ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MkIll ( Ex Demo)

6400

4396

REF 103 Cherry

300

225

WHARFDALE SFEII2 ( Classics)

AUDION Silver Knight Pre

1250

595

REF Model 90 Centre block

250

108

WILSON Sophia MkI ( gloss bla<k) Ex Demo

11992

7496

40000

21996

748

CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 — mm fitted

98

16000

5998

KEF 035

350

175

KEF 055

500

246

WILSON AUDIO Wham ( unused)

274000

POA

300

126

WILSON AUDIO Whow sub

8500

4798

WILSON BENESCH Discovery (ex demo)

6000

4496

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

NA

495

REF Reference 203

3000

1896

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 1Pre

1950

748

KLIPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

CONRAD JOHNSON PV12L

2000

995

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

7333

4996

WILSON XS Sub ( piano black) 2available

18498

9998

COPLAND 0.10306 imulti•channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

WILSON M041 Centre

22000

10998

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

1996

IINGALI Colosseum sub/sots

198

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

NA

278

MANLEY Reference YEE Monoblocks

6000

695

295

PATHOS Logos Int Hybrid

2750

2980

1397

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

78

2798

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm 12

NA

148

1998

LINN Kober, ( passive)

2500

496

2956

LINN Kobers (active)

3000

895

375

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

248

PATHOS In Power Monoblocks ( hybrid) Ex. demo

6980

5586

LINN Walls ( whlte)

300

148

695

295

PATHOS Inpol II ( Now)

6500

5496

LIVING VOICE Auditorium ( cherry)

2200

1248

1200

695

PATHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Electrostatics

4333

2496

995

298

QUAD 11 Mono ( Single) Power

Yod

178

MOREL Music FiiA 704

1000

39f

1495

298

PM Components 845 Monos

3000

995

MER 594 Wall Speakers

1200

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

UNISON RESEARCH $6 all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

McIntosh MC C5350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

McIntosh LS320 2way Loudspeokers ( Ex Demo)

3998

2997
7697

VIL Line Pre Amplifier

750

245

495

198

3000

998

McIntosh 13340 3way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

9599

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

498

MERIDIAN D5P5000C MkI

1950

998

NA

748

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24196) Bllo

11000

4998

650

285

MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) Elk

17000

9997

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 11 Int
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Ex-Dem

650

500

2200

1700

1000

795

YAMAHA DSPE390

250

50

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)

YAMAHA DSP800 — AC3-DTS

250

95

MORK'. BASS MASTER 602 Oak
NAIM Intro

ZINGALI OVERTURE 4

770

428

4250

2745

396

SPHINX Project 12 Monos
TANNOY SR840 Stereo Power x1 ( classics) (each)

398

REF 085 ( surrounds)

700

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

NA

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

699

REVOX B141 Power Amplifier

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1200

QUAD 77 let Prey)

REVOX B252 Preamplifier

SONUS FABER CREMONA MAPLE

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

QUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

1000

275

3690

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

AVI S2000 MA Stereo Power

1498

1200

2196

HARBETH NRG4 ( Maple)

NA

NA

QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

3995

ARISTON UNE Monitors

348

2536

1598

1300

78

ASAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)

APOGEE DUETTE Signature Ribbons

POU

4995

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Mono,

1896

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

795

2998

450

1250

145

375

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Sal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditor. stands Ex Demo

925

5300
22000

10498

850

1300

118

AV' 52000 MP Pre

896

NAIM NAC102 Pre

595

SIC SCA2 Pre Amplifier

1900

2746

NAIM NAC102 Pre Amplifier

N/A

195

5500

996

900

1498

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK1 Preamplifier

2298

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

400

898

2000

THORENS TD 165 MKI I

3995

2590

3300

898

ARCAM Delta 290P

AUDIO RESEARCH 037 ( Silver)

NAIM NAC 82

1995

Digital Sources

3998

MERIDIAN 568 re 11 AV Processor

PARASOUND HEX 1206 ACH Power Amplifier

798

9998

395

4296

800

AUDIO RESEARCH CL 150 Monoblocks

2497

6320

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioguest wired)

518

1295

NYTECH 0302
(
lot ( Classic)

198

1200

2999

NAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

550

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

595

ARUM Delta 110 Pre DUC ( Audioquest wooed)

448

AUDIO RESEARCH SPI6 inc phonotage

2955

Amplifiers

798

1200

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Monos

345

358

1496

1500

ARION Talos Integrated Amplifier

3497

N/A

2000

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sublpsuistds Ex Demo

1500

600

SMEIOA/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

595

ARION Electro Inlegrated Amplifier

4467

NAIM NAPI40 Power Amplifier

SONUS FABER Strodivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red
SONUS FABER solo centre

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE- AMPLIFIER

NAPS(

SONUS FABER Guarneri

Loudspeakers

298

NA

PINK TRIANGLE Anniversary
SME20/2A 5/H

Amplifiers

2950

1498

16175

11996

600

395

1600

445

750

450

Miscellaneous

10000

3598

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quarto ( Ex Demo)

1999

1195

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quart ( Ex Demo)

700

525

ProAC Response 2.5

3300

1496

AUIDIO NOTE AN-VT IM se

600

225

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

148

ProAC Response 3.5

4000

1596

LUXMAN IC(780 Cassette Deck

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

ProAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445

MAGNUM Dynalab MD 100 tuner

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1/3 Integrated Amplifier

1599

898

QUAD E5163 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

NAGRA Ivs AGE Large Spool Tape Machine

KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

1296

EXPOSURE 17 Pre ( inc MC Board)

1000

498

QUAD E51.63 ( upgraded)

3500

998

KRELL KAV 300 CD Player

4290

1998

MEIER DH101 Pre

495

128

QUAD ESL63 USA Monitors

5500

1796

NAKAMICHI LXE Tri Tracer ( Mol. NRS)

1750

598

24995

6496

KRELL KAV300i Inlegroted Amplifier

2750

1196

QUAD ESL988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

2296

NORDOST SPM 5m Parr

4500

0495

1850

395

KRELL HTS5.I Processor

6500

2398

QUAD ESL989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK ( AS NEW)

5500

3495

REVOX 877 high speed ( boxed)

NA

595

600

128

KRELL KCT Preamplifier

9998

3996

PROAC TABLETTE 11 MONITORS

600

328

TEAC 2340E 4track Reel to Reel

1500

396

McINTOSH MCD20 ICD Player

3400

2495

KRELL KRC-HRIKPF Phono Stage

7940

3796

REFERENCE 3A Veen°

3000

1596

TEAC RI DAT Reorder

1000

MERIDIAN 59805 DOD/CD Player.

2875

1398

KRELL RES 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

1195

RUARIC VITA 120 Subwoofer

625

345

MERIDIAN 601 CD Transport

1800 /98

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

CELLO REFERENCE DUC

Dio AConvertor

COPLAND CDA288 CO Player
CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

KRELL KPS25 Reference CD Preamplifier
LINN KARIN
HURONEO CD80 CD Player

2998

SONUS FABER Amati
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11850

6998

POil

Silver

NAKAMICHI CR3E

800

398

NA

298

1695

898

NA

3398

700

325

398

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
Bk Oc SiLiti AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

[FG29]

FOR SALE

KRELL KAV 2250

1. ACCESSORIES

Sink isolation platform
£90 (£ 350), Tel: Bill
01993 851508 [ FG29]

power (£ 4274), single
owner from new 4
years old, mint, boxed,
manuals £ 2500,
Krell KAV 280p pre
(£3229), single
owner, 4 years old,
excellent condition,
boxed, manuals,
remote, £ 1900, Tel:
07876 451279 [ GJ17]

SHUNYATA Hydra 8

NAD 3020/4020 A,

power conditioner,
240 volt version with
achoice of 20 or
15 amp IEC inlet, in
excellent condition
and boxed £ 1100,
Tel: 07738 188886
(London) [ FH 17]

GRAAF GM50

ISOTEK Substation

with two transformer
sections £ 500 ono,
Tel: 01625 430797
[FH17]
TOWNSHEND Seismic

£100, Tel: 01206
510392/07880
983630 [ GJ17]

2. AMPS
MUSICAL FIDELITY

A308CR _pre- power
X2 (£ 6600) £ 3200
ono, superb, Tel: 0115
9126424 [ FH17]

NAIM NAP 250 amp,

EAR 8L6, 50W rms,

superb £ 1799
(£2700), Classé
Audio CAP151, 225W
rms, excellent £ 899
(£2100), ARCL60,
£1399 (£ 3800), Quad
99 P/Ex? Tel: 01206
510392/07880
983630 [ FH17]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

pre £ 900 (£ 3500), Tel:
Bill 01993 851508

118

www.hifinews.co.uk

integrated valve
amplifier, remote
control, 50W.
P.C. black finish, 2
years old, glorious
midrange, awesome
bass, cost new £ 3950,
asking £ 2650, Tel:
01296 437314
(Aylesbury, Bucks) [ H8]

olive, immaculate
combi, boxed £ 800
Tel: 01462 817379
[H8]
NAIM NAC 202 £ 950,

Naim NAP 200 £ 950,
Naim Stageline ' S'
£150, all boxed
with manuals, Tel:
01604 644250
(Northampton) [ HK17]
A3 Dual mono pre-

AUGUST 2007

amp £ 500, A3 dual
mono power amp
£500, Tel: 07979
530681 [ H114]
MONARCHY SM70 pro

amp, 25 watt, class A,
mint, boxed, manual
(£900) £ 350 plus
carriage, Tel: 01903
247779 [ H114]
3. CABLES

DCT 300
x3 (£ 300) £ 150, DCT
speaker 3m x2 (£ 300)
£80, Kimber KCAG
(£300) £ 150, MIT
JPS mains Wattgate
Monster, Tel: 0115
9126424 [ FH17]
TOWNSHEND

JPS Labs power AC+

power cord £ 15
(£379), JPS Labs
Analog AC power
cord £ 100 (£ 279),
2 of each, Tel: Chris
on 01275 870621
(evenings) [ FH17]
MIT MH750 speaker

cable 2x1Oft £ 350
(£1300) Van den Hul
Revelation speaker
cable 2x4m £ 350
(£1300) Tara Labs
RSC Air 2m RCA
interconnect £ 275
(£900), Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ FG29]
}UMBER bi-focal-

xl speaker cable
(£1728), £ 1000,
Kimber ks 1130

balanced interconnect
(£1343), £ 750,
Kimber ks 1021
interconnect (£ 755),
£400, Tel: 07876
451279 [ G117]
KIMBER /
2
1
metre pure

silver interconnect
(KS 1030) £ 250
ono, also 1metre
silver Reference
Powerkord £ 400 with
Wattgate 350i plus,
Linn LK140, 90 watt
£300, all items in mint
condition, purchased
Russ Andrews, Tel:
01132 785245
(Leeds) [ HK18]
4. DVDS/CDS
QUAD 66 CD, with

remote, as new £ 260,
Tel: 01963 351044
[F8]
MUSICAL FIDELITY

Tri Vista 21 DAC and
X- Ray V3 CD player,
both mint condition
and light use £ 1100
ono, will split, Tel:
01625 430797
[FH17I
MERIDIAN DVD 596

upgraded £ 1299
(£3100), Tel: 01206
510392/07880
983630 [ FH17]
THETA Data Basic

Il transport £ 400
(£3500) Theta DSP
Pro Gen Ill Dac
£350 (£ 3500), Tel:
Bill 01993 851508
[FG29]
dCS Elgar plus FireVVire

Purcell firewire, all
mint £ 6500 ono,
Tel: lan 020 7824
8311 or email:
ianbodill@btinternet.
com [ Fl]

CLASSIFIEDS

MERIDIAN 507

(£1195), remote,
manuals, mint £ 500,
Tel: 07876 451279
[G]17]
MARANTZ CD65 DX,

£80, Tel: 01206
510392 / 07880
983630 [ G117]
RESOLUTION AUDIO

Opus 21 CD player,
cost new £ 2950,
asking £ 1950 inc.
Living Voice 5- pin
interconnect £ 250)
or £ 2100 inc Nordost
Heimdal 5- pin
interconnect (£ 400),
Tel: 01296 437314
(Aylesbury, Bucks) [ H8]

Signature speakers, as
new, light oak, 550
LBS each! 6'3" tall,
cost £ 24k, £ 4000,
buyer to collect or
arrange transport,
Tel: 01243 584728
(Bognor) [ FH17]
QUAD ESL- 2905

speakers, new,
unopened cartons, full
warranty £ 5750, why
wait 3 months ( order
time), Tel: 01903
261931 [ FH17]
QUAD ESL- 63, £ 1699

(£3800), Tel: 01206
510392 / 07880
983630 [ FH17]

MARANTZ DV 7001

WILSON Watt Puppy

DVD/SACD multiregion player list
£600, accept £ 475,
Marantz DV6001 list
£350, accept £ 275,
Marantz DV900 £ 995,
all as brand new, Tel:
020 8951 3178 [ H114]

5.1 £ 3700 (£ 16,000),
Martin Logan Ascent
£1400 (£ 4000), Tel:
Bill 01993 851508
[FG29]

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3

CD, 24- bit CD player
£550 Tel: 07979
530681 [ H114]
7. SPEAKERS

TANNOY floorsta nders,

R3, cherry, excellent,
boxed, £ 150, Tel:
01963 351044 [ HJ]
DUNLAVY SC VI

KEF 105/3 Reference

speakers in rosewood,
four-way, six driver,
rich, open with
superb soundstaging,
excellent condition
with original boxes/
packaging £ 780
ono (£ 2400), Tel:
07973 220663
(Leicestershire) [ FH17]

manuals, £ 1500, Tel:
07876 451279 [ G117]

WILSON Audio

new Lowther PM2
drive units, enlarged
horn 56" high, 25"
wide, too large for
new home, £ 450 no
offers, buyer collects,
Dorking, Tel: 01306
886540 [ GH14]

Watt/Puppy System
6, £ 6800 ( rrp
£22,000), piano black
gloss, purchased
from and installed by
Absolute Sounds in
2001, grilles, paws,
spikes, spacers, tools
and 4- original wooden
crates available,
very good condition,
buyer collects ( about
160kg total weight),
contact Kevin on
07825501046
(Bristol) or
email: k.bookermilburn@bristol.ac.uk
[HK22]

PlVIC 1132, cherry with

QUAD ESL- 63 speakers

stands, as new £ 2900,
Tel: 01604 707951
[H8]

2001 for £ 2500, great
`live' sound, £ 900 ono,
Tel: 07919 583404
(London) [ H8]

with stands and
instructions booklet,
truly amazing sound,
quality, excellent
condition, look like
new, audition welcome,
first to hear will buy
£1200 Tel: 07747
697414 [ H8]

B&W Nautilus 802,

8. TUNERS

WHARFEDALE Dentons,

£40, KEF Cresta 3,
£150, C60 £ 100,
Kenwood LSA5L's
£30 ID/Ex? Tel: 01206
510392 / 07880
983630 [ GJ17]
WORDEN Model A with

CYRUS Icon, bought in

red cherry, as new
condition, all original
packing, manuals
etc £ 3650, genuine
enquiries only, please
call Mike on 07932
154901 [ HK17]

ROTEL RT950 BX, £ 80

(£300), Sony STEB920
QS £ 90, Tel: 01206
510392 / 07880
983630 [ G117]
A3 tuner £ 250, Tel:

WILSON BENESCH

Arc (£ 2570), single
owner, excellent
condition, boxed,

CASTLE Avon, cherry

07979 530681 [ H]14]

wood finish, some
light marks £ 400, Tel:
07979 530681 [ H114]

QUAD

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US

FM4 tuner,
manual, superb sound,
£150 plus carriage Tel:
01903 247779 [ H114]
9. TURNTABLES

DUAL 505 £ 75, Tel:

If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, plc- ç,-,
rr-, vni ;uirirncs ttipm tn:

01206 510392 /
07880 983630 [ G117]

Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

SYSTEMS

11. COMPLETE

LINN Kudos tuner,

Karik CD player, Linn
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Kairn Pro amp, LK
140 Treble, LK140
Active Bass, Linn
Keilidh Activ speakers,
may separate, offers
around £ 2100,
Tel: 01273 239
339 eves or email:
mawismaw2002
@yahoo.co.uk
[HJ14]

£650, pair of Castle
column floorstanding
speakers, mahogany,
as new, £ 250, all
boxes, Tel: 01945
463856
[H8]

12. MISCELLANEOUS
4k Qube
mains filter (£ 2250),
Isotek have a life
time warranty, mint,
boxed, manuals,
ISOTEK

CD110 CD
player, DAB tuner,
75 watt per channel,
perfect condition

PRIMARE

receipt, £ 1100,
Isotek Substation
mains filter (£ 1200),
lifetime warranty,
mint, manuals, receipt,
£600, Mana 6-tier rack
(£825), £ 350, Mana 2
tier rack (£ 440), £ 200,
Mana sound stage
(£200), £ 80, Mana
sound base (£ 175)
£75, Tel: 07876
451279
[G11 7]

Hinfl news

108, 888VE,
880P, Decca London
cartridges, Mission
774 tonearm,
Fidelity Research
tonearms cartridges
transformers, Marantz
CD80, CD94, CDA94,
Audioquest Diamond
II, Naim CDS ( Dead),
Lowther PM7A ( Dead)
Tel: 01642 644064
Email: solderjunky
2005@yahoo.co.uk [ X]
EMPIRE

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that

Fill in your advertisement copy here...

means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and

(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,
records, DVDs etc.):
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11- Complete Systems;
12- Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear In advert):
Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'issues
Number of
Please print the above

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

advertisement for
issues

Card number
3 digit card security code

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word (eg.
Meridian 201 = two words).

Name*
Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example

Address"

contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
Postcode:

appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of El ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. PC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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www.choice-hifi.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Access«lei
AHRC Grem Reaper
Jamo 1300 ' Pod Doclung•Sats
'Umber 350t
MIT 750 shotgun
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Record Storage box
Rengmat Full Vers.
Valves See Lot

Choice
hi-fi

11V Fromm»
Arcam 000
Krell VOS
Krell ITS
Lexicon DC2
Lexicon MC 12 HD
Lexicon MC12 v5
Lexicon MC12B
Lemon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision ADP
McIntosh C39
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06
Premare SP30
Proceed PAV.'PDSD
AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Audio Note an op silver cable
Black Rhodium Requiem
Ecosse Reference MS 2 15
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
JPS Labs SC2
Kimber Manacle
Kemper Orchid
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Merlin Dragon
MIT/Spectral MI1-770 ultrahnear Re12
Nordost Reference TYR Intercon
Sale. Cables balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Degilenk
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave lOtt Be Were
Transparent Auden MusecLenk Super
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra Interconnect
van den hul CS 122
Wereworld Starlight 5Mk 2DVI-HDM1
Wereworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HDM1

£00
£0
£125
£595
£57
£75
£140
£395
£2395
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
£3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£1300
£1995
£450
£3320
£400
£695
£150
£160
£285
£295
£325
£395
£750
£890
£549
£200
£2250
£125
£150
£395
£395
£12990
£900
£25
£150
£100

co Players and bkCs
Accuphase DP- 75V
Accushc Arts SAC Imk111
Accost. Pals Player 1
Arcam 5
Audio Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1.0 DDE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 M101
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 SAC
Counterpoint DA10 TAC
Counterpoint DAII CD player
Cyrus cd7g/psxr
FAD DSP 9000 Pro 41
Eastern Electric Mensmay
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund MetaLaser- II
Gryphon Adagio
Krell KPS 20 IL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Krell KPS20i/L
Krell KPS20,1
Maranta cd 67 se
Mad, Levenson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player/Transport
MSS Link SAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 OVOCO
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista CD
NAD C521 BEE
traire Audio CD 35
Nan Audio CD3
Onkyo MOB-1HDD+CD M513-1 HOD recorder
Philips CD 104
Roksan Opt dac and pwr supp
Shanleng CDT 300 30-Sorucs
Sony COP-557E5D
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data li Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen ha
Theta OSPre Basic H
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
'heard GENESIS
Wadea 20130 Degemaster
Yamaha COX 1000
Yamaha COR 497
YBA 3Alpha
OSA CD1 Della PS()
YBA yba cd3X

£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£3550
£6500
£1095
£1250
£850
£750
£995
£575
£495
£1650
£2600
£4250
f8995
£4995
£3650
£2995
£90
£3250
£150
£450
£1450
£2700
£1995
£140
£550
£350
£500
£95
£450
£2595
£200
£695
£895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£110
£995
£2495
£995

it
es
SYstems
Dali Classic - Nmka, LKI 40, Wakonda, Ikemi
Linn
Meridian Audio System
Nan Audio CO3/102/1805E1
Vega Complete System
Yamaha

£2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750

Custom Installation Probes
Linn Knekt Lune Dnve
OVO Mayen
Arcam FPAJ 0027
Lexicon RT-20
Menchan Audio 596 BAD Player
Mendlan Audio 598 CD/SAD/000A
Pioneer DVD656A
Townshend Audio Pioneer DV- 747A

£175
£740
£3000
£805
£1650
£150
£1000

IN Fl Other
£75
Aand R Cambridge T21 Tuner
£850
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
Bose Otuet Comfort 11Noise Cancentrig Headphones £125
£45
Denon TU 260L
£250
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£75
Ratel RT925 tuner
Interpreted Amplâters
Aand RCambridge
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Gryphon Diablo
Krell KAV 3001

£75
£2995
£995
£3699
£995

Krell KAV 400xi
Lizard Wizard Audio PMC
Magnum Dynalab MD308
Roksan rocksan kandy kal

£2250
£600
£1000
£450

Loothassicers
Mon PhalanePoseidon
£ 10000
Apogee Caliper
£800
Arcam One
£ 300
ATC SCMIOOASL
£4900
Audio koustecs Fundamental 62
£0
Aude kfoustes Sapphire Ti -C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TaC Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN ESP SPEAKER
£ 1700
Audio Physic Belon
£ 1495
Audio Physic Medea II
£ 13000
Audio Physic Minos Subvenoler £ 1995
Audio Physic Spark (latest)
£ 1150
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
£ 1695
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 1999
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£ 795
Audovector M3sIgnature active £2100
133W 8030
£ 1500
£ 1500
BS.W HMT1
Beauhom 522 Revelation
£ 1800
Bose ACOUST1MASS® 3
£ 150
Castle Howard S2
£750
Dal, Euphorua MS4
£3495
Definefive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaude SI A
01095
Eggleston Won. Fontaine
£ 2850
Elac Jet CL3I0 Jet
£ 550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE I. 2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
IMF MINI Ref Pro Monitor
£ 795
Jamo D830
£650
JAS Orna
£995
JBL TLX103.121,111 £ 180
JMLab Deva Utopia
£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
AIL. Micro Utopia BE
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE • Stands £3600
JMLab Micro (Jima Be + Stands £2750
JMLab Nova Utopia be
£ 10500
JR Jordan JR 150 • Stands
£450
KEF 035.2
£ 200
KEF 050;ref 90;3013:70S
£600
KEF 095c
£75
KEF Reference 103/4
f425
KEF Reerence 4
£ 1250
Leema Acoushcs SPLX12 sub- woofer £650
Linn Kabers (Passive)
0795
Linn Kolidh
£325
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
£ 1300
Magneplanar MG 25e
£8500
Magneplanar M53.6/13
£3600
Martin _ogan Ascent i
£2495
Mendon Audio dsp33 digital centre
£850
Mendean Audio m33 analogue speakers £ 700
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Messlon M33i
£ 135
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 ( 013201
£850
Nam Audio SBL Walnut
0800
Perigee FE 1Loudspeaker £ 2995
Mega P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers 13B5
f6995
Quad LS 57
£995
Quad ESL 57
0495
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Wad ESL 988
£2295
ROL 0 200E
£ 350
BEL Strata
£ 295
Revel Ultima Studio
£ 5749
Richard Allan Demenseon Five 3
£ 300
Roark Ruark Talisman 02
0395
Sonos Faber Extterna 8 Stands
£3995
Sonus Faber Minuetto • Ads. Stone Wood Stands £595
Soyindlab Al
£8990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
TOI RR 3
0300
Thiel CS2.2
£ 550
Velodene FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoushcs BERG
£475
\henna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MAX< 2
£28990
Wilson Alabo System 51
£ 5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£ 3750
Wilson kn. Well
£ 3295
Muth Channel Amps
McIntosh MC71.
Peached A51
Pioneer VSA-E07
Pnmare A 30.2
Primare A 30.3
Syeentme MRS
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Li
i
Defuntwe Technology BP 3000 + LCR
Bonetes 205 Active Monitors
JMLab 2x5Iti BOL • 3xSIB XL • CUB2
McIntosh HT1, HT2. FIT3
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson
Parser Americas
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Accushc Arts Power 1
Adcom GFA555
Abia ST 13.01
Nora ST 1501
Audia Flight Flight One100
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research 070
Audio Synthesis Desire Memos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audrolab 8000 P/C
Audelab 80000 mklIl
BA 5.06 600se
BAT VI(200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblochs
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
Burme3ter 828 Mk II Monos
C.A.T.2 Signature
Can/ 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Chord Electronics Mezzo 50
Chord Electronics Prima / Mezzo 50
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio 068 power Amp
Cyrus 1111

£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£700
£750
£350
£3900
£150
£3250
£195
£800
£2195
£225
£2650
£3495
£2150
£350
£995
£1095
£4795
£12995
£1595
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
04650
£2500
£11500
£1200
£1245
£3195
£1800
£1400
£275

Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP 60
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII 8)
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 184
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr
Halcro DM 38
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Harmon Kardon Signature Serbs
Harmon Kardon Signature Series
Jett Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Krell FPB 750 mile monoblocks
Krell FPB 750mcx Monobl.ks
Krell FPB 700CX
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levenson ML433
Mark Levenson ML434 Monobl.ks
Mark Levenson ML436
Mark Levinson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 3000 ,
McIntosh MC352
Musecal Fidelity NuVesta 300 power
Nuire Auden 180
Passlabs 0600
Roksan Caspian M Serins 1Mono ( Palr)
Rotel rb1090
Rotel RB981
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Torn Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genies Monobloc
OTC liS I'
1131
. 1 fJocks
Power Condeboners
•
Mini Sub

£400

Pre Amplifiers
Accustec Arts Pm 1
Ancore GFP 555
Noia PST 1101i
kola PST 11.01i
Ancore Delta 110
Audea Flight Flight IPre
Nee Note M3 Ultemate
Aucho Note M3+ Phono
Audso Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research L522
Audio Research LS9
AV1 laboratory senes preamplifier
B.A.T. VK30
Oki VI(31
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
CA.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
CA.TUlternate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics Prima
Conrad Johnson Motif MCIO
Conrad Johnson POS Pre Amp
DNM 3d hi.
DNM serles 2/3
Exposure XXI ( 21'
GRAN 3.5 Pre
Gryphon Lenestage Preamp
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Krell OCT CAST II
Marsh P2000
McCormak RLD 1
Melody Pure black 101
Michell Argo HR . Hera
Mechell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Noire Audio 102
Nairn Audio Nac 62
Rotel RC- 06
Tact RCS 20
Tact RCS 2.0DD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pm 8 Power Supply
Vincent SA 93 plus
013A 2Alpha
OSA Pass. Pre
natation
Madrigal MP 9CRT

£1495
£200
£1450
£995
£350
£2995
£2795
£3750
£395
£1895
£895
£850
£1495
£1500
£6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£3000
£1995
£650
£595
£3750
£325
£695
£1095
£1350
£5500
£4995
£375
£1150
£2299
£500
£550
£295
£595
£250
£210
£1150
£1995
£595
£2250
£1000
£900
£795
£3495

£ 19990

Stands
Attacama Equinox
Black Diamond Racing Shelf G Cones
Vertex Kmabula
Subtataters
Veledene ULD 15

£1250
£2200
£790
0695
£475
£7365
£1095
£9995
£395
£200
0200
£4995
£15500
£11550
£7995
£1295
£1750
£4750
£4995
£7975
£895
£1150
03200
£2295
£3250
£2495
£595
£5995
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1300
£6995

£175
£400
£220

£1200

Turatables/Anns/Cartrlditas
Pbanostagas
£80
AHRC Gum Reaper
£2395
Clear Audio Accurate
£500
EAR mc 3transforner
£390
EAR The Head
£200
Garrard TPA 10 Pick UV Arm
£395
Graham Glee Era Gold V
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
£3250
Knetsu Rosewood Sig Plat.
£2495
Lens LP12/ARO/Armegedon
£595
Lyra ARGO
£850
Michell Gyro SE
£1550
Mechell Orbe
00
Noire Audio Phono boards
£425
Nottengham Analogue Interspace/RB300/Reson
£750
Oman Live Encounter
£35
Ortofon 510 MM
£1000
Ortofon Jubilee
£650
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£2900
Oxford Crystal Reference • Graham 2
£3500
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemo/Jubilee
£2899
SME Model 10A
£4995
SME Model 20/26
£10999
SME Model 38126
£1450
SME Series VArm
£1800
WI Scoutmaster
£6500
VPI TNT 4 a Rokport Arm
111/Planea/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMNXRS
Panasonic 42 PW11/9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 mye Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
£0
£8013

CLASSIFIEDS

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

atc
arCaM
castle

sound cinergy
Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Mordount Short, NAD, Okki

NuForce
Marant z
Goldring
Grado

m+k
mIchell

Nokki Project, REL, Rokson, Thernescene, Tridend
37 High Street, Aldridge

Usher in Devon

•

creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon

special's. m home emetemmer”

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham '

01922 457926

Primare

sme

Oranges & Lemons

sign

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 di Dancers

Sound Hi Fi

fax

(01 473)

W

W

': eng@signals.uk.com

W .

uk.co

Dartmouth Devon TQ6 9HN
01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.corn

Lockwood AudiW

HiFi,
Home Cinema

VINTAGE GEAR

amplifier sound is the key

AND RECORDS

& Multi-room

FOR SALE AND WANTED

Specialists

Spares and repairs
See the TANYUY Cones
Hotline at

020 7924 2040

www.lockwooclauclio.co.ulc

ssnss.oandlhifleo.uk
61 Webbs Road. Battersea, SWII 6RX
email: oranges.lemonea virgin.net

Call For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
\

+44(3) 2C 8579 7755

.111r,

o Fax +4.(0

20 8579 7156

DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long tern] reliability
for more
info min ti() n
01480-457989

VjI51.
)

mail: sales@lockwoodauclio.co.uk

It is not necessary to hare
Absolute Analogue® great
hi-fi equipment In
Address: PO Box 30429. London, 5W6 76V
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)2084598113
Email: Absolute_Analogueu emailmsn.com
Website:nnn.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

order to listen to music...
...but it helps.

Nt

J
J

.•
Get it right!

imam

IAN HARRISON. HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLIO3R
DENON DLIO3
DENON DL160
DENON DL 110
DENON DL304
GRADO RS1
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU I
STAX HEADPHONES

EPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

ALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA
VVIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIR1UAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISAT10,1,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE& AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES, NO EX- DEN OR EX•DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES,
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA* • Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.
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they used to say,
it's grim up north...
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama,
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance,
Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric,
Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio,
Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos,
Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling,
Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research,
Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

Pai

HICAM

NEW NOW
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SETTANTA AMP NEW £995
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNI 192124 (DNEW
f995
AUDIO AKOGUE ROSSINI (DV01 VALVE TECHNOLOGY £850
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP NEW £ 1599
All LAB SERIES CD PLAYER NEW £ 1499
All DAB TUNER NEW
£899
All DUOS LOUDSPEAKERS £ 1299
AVI NEUTRON 4BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS NEW £549
All TRIOS ROORSTANDING SPEAKERS NEW £3250
AY BRIOS fLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS VERY Gel NEW £4950
All ADM THE LATEST ACTIVE SPEAKERS SYSTEM £ 1000
SUMO BLUE POINT SPECIAL EVO III MC CARTRIDGE £239
UNISON RESEARCH HILO (1)-1) TRIODE (DPLAYER
(D-P (DPLAYER £895 £115
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO 200 INTERGRATED
AMP 501200 £3250 £100
UNISON RESEARCH S211 ALL TUBE (LASS AAMP £ 1485 £1215
UNISON RESEARCHS6 ALL TUBE MC AMP £ 1850 £1515
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY 2PRE AMP £ 1915 £1615
£149
SUM1110 BLUE POINT 2MC CARTRIDGE
£195
LORA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE
IIEMP KE POWER SOURCE 8WAY 3.8 Kw £915 £825
OPERA NEW MINI COMPACT LOUDSPEAKER £650 £525
FINALS100 13 INCH CUBE 100 WATT SUB £550 £415
UNISON RESEARCH NCO RAM/FM TUNER £895 £50
£495
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO VT TUNER
BUCK RHODIUM POLAR OPERA OCT I
MOO
MTR INTERCONNECT
£548
TRICHORD RESEARCH DINO+ PSU PHONO
£69
TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO IINLINE PSU
£3690
AUCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP R(AIKLR
£5800
ACCUSTIC ART AMP 2BALANCED INPUTS 200V/PC
£1125
MICHELL GIRODECK SE IRB300 ARM
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW £910
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER CABLE 6fi LONG £ I40
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DAVID 2MLR 1
MIR
INTERCONNECT (ABLE
£610
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS BLOCK 8WAY NEW £ 30
KWIC ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP NEW £3600
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP MIWREMOTE NEW £ 350
TRANSFIGURATON ARIA MC CARTRIDGE NEW £690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPERO MC CARTRIDGE NEW £ 1995
£450
SHUN HOOK SUPER DIAMOND RESONATORS SET Of 3
£000
AM( ART DA( MK 46680 1536Flz DA CONVERTOR
£2159
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE

BUY ANY NEV PRODUCT AND
RECEIVE 10% VOUCHER
Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off 4508

EMI le
Tel/Fax:
Mobile:
Email: . . .
Websde:

For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICANI.CO.UK
HICANI.CO.UK

Below is just asmall selection of
some of the exciting prooucts we offer:
The Denon DL110 ts ahigh
output moving
cartridge
ft otters great performance for
the very reason.lble price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any 1,4%1 phono
input
The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil
cadridge is a true classic, not
rust because its been in
production since 1983 but
because il still offers a
peril:um:once to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: f200.
Denon DL-304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched r.v As midband
quality which is espeàaily amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account
The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use nto MM phono
input; and the taller intu MC inputs or
a step-up transformer £395.

Audio Note 103 Pis is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 teatured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound' £425.
Oricifon Kontrapunkt -BACH' range
of moving cod cartridges start with the
'A at £450 and evolve through .. he H'
at £800. the Er at £ 750 and eimatery
to the ' C' at £ 900.

Elio
' ....

Music Maker 3 The MUSE Maker is a
moving won canridge that rightly has
become a legend in its .pwn lifetime. Its
etortlessly musical presentation makes
most other carndges sound as rf they're
trying much to hard: £625.

The Lyra Argo is ahigh
pedcrroance nude design that
uses aBoron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We teel il otters
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.
The Audio Note lo range of
cartnages starts with the lot
pictured lefh, a beautifully
hand craned cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pta esilver wire.
tts sound is transparent yet dynamic.. with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neuuality £ 1.850
The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnet; and uses silver wired
electromagnetic cods instead, which are powered from an
external power supply It's perform.snce ha, tc be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents Inc state of the art
or cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £8.950 including
piver supply

gzUtzt

Heatherdale
*audio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OEJ
Pte-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bili-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year

£695

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers
Quad 2905 speakers

£ 150

filtehrsEw FACTCRYSF_ALED)

Thiel 2.4 ( ex demo) speakers

£5750

£ 2750

R.
E.
ABIPS
Audionote MS Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

£ 9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New.... £ 695
Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage ... £ 995
Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £2495
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP 900 Power Amp .. £ 595
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

AMPLMERS
Audio Note Keegan mono Amps (£28,000)

£ 11.995

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

£ 5,495

Classe CA201 power amp

£ 1595

Exposure XV integrated amp

£ 295

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Meir Levinson ML432 power amp

£4495

Mark Lerinson 11 & 12 pre/power amplifier

f-I295

Naitamichl Amp cre with Cassels ded(twa aad CD prayer tree . £795
Pair Trilogy 958 power amps with Trilogy 902 Pre-amp £ 1995
Pathos " Twin Towers" int* amplifier ( superb) .... £ 1695
• PLAYERS .6 77tANSPORTS
Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dac

£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS
5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£275

Brand new matched quad set Western Electric 30013
valves ( boxed)

£ 1195

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)
NakamIchl 682 cassette deck

£ 650
£395

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£ 65

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/mwnw

£ 65

Transparent " The Wave" 5.5 mtr. Speaker cable ... £ 195
Transparent Music Link Plus lmtr. Interconnect

£125

Van den Hut "
The Cleartrack" 5.5 metre speaker cable . £ 55
Winds 01 stylist gauge

New 495

re 7.', Kt to..cs-er ii st ,r1,1t*L-.1.'t

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quaidy step up
transformer
Nis for this reason that we stock arange of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4 950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range trom £ 1.500 to £ 2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
38 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tea: 01296 422224
www. note worth ya ud io.co.uk

, tt AMIIM

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arre.

£ P0A

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
•
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

=
....... 11

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE

QUAD

•
ROU • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH

nidelitY

Brunnenstrosse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany

oHigh Street. Hampton SS ¡ et, KingNion upon [ hams.

Spares and Repairs

LE 1
Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.

'surrey

www.quadateliende

•

KLW Cook

Audio servicing specialists, upgrades available.

. • . S

19/20

•

• •

•All valve circuitry
•RIM equilization
•Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
•Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

Phase Linear & SAE specialists.
Custom equipment designed & built in house.
Sale of pre- owned equipment.

Tel: 01264 323573
www.AUDIOCLASSICS.com
Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs
McIntosh & other Hi-End & Vintage Gear
le

3501 Old Vestal Road, Vestal,
NY, USA

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129
IVIADISOuND

What Hi Fi
"Smooth, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

British, Japanese & American hi-fi catered for.

TO

SMART SOUND
"Boy does that
Hi Fi News
single valve serve "
Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,
sweet detailed and above all,
OVERALL RATING
supremely musical"
I
Hi Fi+
Hi-FiNews
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

Sealed'

www.smartsounddirect.com

607-766-3501

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
•••••••0•4

A

PAJK•VM

1A

> ATC

seas

> AUDAX
> ETON

C Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Ef.«.

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

Fostex

L,
)LeIM
ACOUSTIC PANELS
AiWA.

> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY

CHOKING

tPG

NO RDOST

ETON

> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SILVER FLUTE

best
tell i
you
n your
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC. 'I
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

...... 1

P0 BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
emall inlo@madrsound core
Web Page http•Iwww madisound corn

r

CCIMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our widish at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
fatwyre@fatwyre.com )

scan-speaK
\I
1111113
Ail

l
e
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> MOREL > PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

I',

0

Way too Loud

www.rothwellaudioproclucts.co-uk
See the excellent reviews in HI -Ft Choice. Hi -Fi World
HI-FI Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

0

Too Loud

Rothwell: 01204 366133

KT1 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
emailQUAD-GmbH@t-online.de

•

Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of 'access. gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cobt Is Only £ 39
pair delivered To order. call

indecently good hi-fi

Contact us for our free catalogue.

www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

0

•
MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL

SPECIALIST
ESL 57

Does This Seem Familiar?

siockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

THE
CAME

comPFinv

1
25 hum Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

feel

etioc-

\.

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J 3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2. • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and

Interest 'ree credit on selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

BADA

lighting. Home trials are available

-À4 /
4 111
THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

CEDIA

for many products

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Legan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SVV20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528/033 IE shop@obtsenhifi.cons
Free parking • Five minutes front A3 • Open Tue - Sat u

S.30

Moon - Supernova

Somas Faber - Domus
Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • GutwEre
Lyn ,
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Sonneteer

.

(

3e

Sono, Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Veloslyne • Wstertall
Please contact us for a list csf es-dent & display product

ge•'.'••ssult

-411110111.1.11)
Cheril -Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning new products.
Please contact us to
arrange • armcnstra Son.

Sugden - A21 SE Amp & CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
M.311m
5"1PL Metal, 1"Seas treble
6.5' Kevlar, Seas oldie
5311m
éSIPL nee neastœble
S3
:thultila 65"IPL metal.Ribbon treb
S411
S511

for full details.
CAB SIZE mm
x191x 261
903 x230 x350
9113 x230 x350
g03 x230 x350

PLUS KIT
£21500
£220130
£234.44
£33128

P&P
£950
£ 10.00
f10130
£10.00

8"Kevlar,1"Seas treble
930x276x400
f258D3
fl 1
00
0
-1PL, 3"Dorne midalreb
1080 x320 x4C0 £419.00 £ 12130

Send cheque (or postal order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Tons Park, Ilfracombe, Devon. EX34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Altemativly visit
our aekie at onoaplacoastim.co.uk or,..tnd a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing
Trarmnissii in Lines, Hi-Eand AV kits, ireluding Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver PTEE rattles, and Quality Accessories.

Can Hi Fi Sound Real ( Part 5)?
In amusic signal the propagotirm of awave packet, ci composite of waves of several frequencies, is not always cons'ant and varies with the acoustic media. Amusic wave packet is made up
of numerous frequencies and many fundamental frequency components hove their own components
which differ from the hedarrentel, i.e. develop beats which travel with adifferent velocity from
the normal velocity of 340m/sec. Hence Dynavector's development of SuperStereo. Simply add
on aDynavector SuperSle•eo processor ard 2smolr sub- speakers to tconsform your system.
For further info Please see: nttp://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectoreonetelcom

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

Alner-Hamblin 51•400 Passive Preamplifier
Jeff Rowland Model 8T & BPS- 8 Power Amp
dCS Elgar DAC
dCS Purcell Upsarnpler
Denon TU260L II FM Tuner
Krell Showcase Prearnp/Precessor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon MC4 Prsarnp/Processor
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp
Lexicon RT-I0 DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM-I2 Loudspeakers
Dynaudio Audience 8 Loud.peakers
Optorna MD721011* Projector
Prirnue DVD26 OVO/CO Player
Revel B-I5 1000w Subwoofer
Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel C50 Centre Speaker
Revel 530 Dipole Speakers
51M2 Domino 20 DLP Projector
SIM2 Domino 30 DLP Projector
Sony 317 ESO CO Player
TEAC VRDS-7 CD player

£500
£ 395
£18900
£ 4995
£9900
£ 2,795
£4,500
£ 1,495
£150
£95
£4,500
£, 995
£6900
£. 995
£3,500
£ 2,500
£3.500
£ 2.500
£2,000
£ I,295
£1.000
£ 695
£1.500
£ 595
£1500
£995
£1000
£• 95
£2.750
£ I,995
£6900
£ 2,995
£2500
£ I,495
£1,800
£1,295
C4000
£ 995
£6000
£ 1295
£500
£ 2513
£500
£ 250

I

Please

Price Now

Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310

ema:I: projectorsareus@btinternet.com

website: www.projectorsareus.com

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents. for Croft. Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service

lelle

Web
Site: www.cartridgeman.com
Email
:thecartridgemanehtinterneLcom

20 8688 6565
AUGUST 2007
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GEN001

exquisite audio products
t. +44 (0)1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

,..

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

e. select.audio@tiscall.co.uk

arniony

Acoustic
Signature

feastrex
art:wpm, into Our- lime

Gershman Black Swan

Emillé

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm

E. Reimyo CAT- 777

IFeastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

C. Reimyo PAT-777
C. Basis Vector Tonearm

AirTight ATM300
K. Feastrex D6

E. Acoustic Sig. Analogue One
E AirTight ATM- 3
G. Basis PSTT Cables

L Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC
N. Emillé 300BSE

300BSE

AudioLincs

T. 01476 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazelmere

T. 01494 865398

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery

© 2006

T. 01392 662920

selectauano

Come and

Listen
to the gorgeous Linn Aktiv Artikulat Loudspeaker
system. Each Loudspeaker benefits from dedicated
power amplifiers integrated within the loudspeaker
cabinet which not only achieves superior sound,
but also means fewer components and cabling.
The gorgeous sculpted Artikulat loudspeakers
come in a range of satin or high gloss real wood

finishes. To experience the sheer musical bliss
contact Peter Tyson or Newcastlehifi

for

your

own

personal

LINN

demonstration.

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
We are so excited about our exclusive Linn offers, we just had to let you know
Just Arrived
Linn Artikulat 3500 Ex Dom

Linn Artikulat 320a Ex Dem

Fully integrated Akti, 6way floorstanding-

Fully Integrated Aktry 4way Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

750 watts of internal Amphficabon

1750 war,. of 'Renal Amplificatron

Magnebcally shrelded

Magnetically shield.]

Servo dnven Bass system

Servo dri ,en Bass system

Avarlable In HIgloss Cherry or Black

Available in Hi

RRP f16700 our price £9000

HIP, Cherry or Black

Hear the fantastic new
Akurate CD Player with the
complete Akurate System

RRP £ 28200 our price£15000

Linn Artikulat 350 Brand New

Linn Artikulat 320 Brand New

6way flccrstanding Loudspeaker

Fully integrated Aktry 4way Loudspeaker

1000 watts of internal Amplificatron

500 watts of internal Amplificabon

Magneteally smeded

Magnetically shielded

Servo &wen Bass system

Servo driven Bass system

Available in Rosenut or Cherry

Available in Cherry

RRP E14700 our price £8000

RRP £ 13390 our price £ 7000

Linn Clara Movies with Komponent AV

Linn Classik

Speakers

5.1 Charm -torn. Cherna Package

athey

Includes Ihe Linn ClassiKNowe

cornpact

with Komponent 104 Speaker,
2channel 11,- Synten ,

Integrated 2t75watt fumbler

HNh perKe,ance CD/DVD engme
AM/FM Tuner

5.1 channel Dolby Neal. Pro Logo II & ITS
RDS tunerveth M70 sta., presets

dél

High musical performance

Full Koment 00 Streaker pack

Includes Komponent 109 Speakers

Includes Me Kan µwent 120 Subhcofer
Opbonal : teer Stands

Connally wiling

£1
,
000

£2249.00

at £ 4990.00, we are now offering the full pack for

01
7.n:

Komponent 120 Sub

Normall

£849.00

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

selling at £ 1665.00 sve are now offering the full pa, ha

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

new( (
hilt'

www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monc ay- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

Telephone 01228 546756

nul
.

Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

1

Specialist ¡te
£CALL NOW

Atacama

TEAC

Pro-ject

2 SHELF HIFI BASE
MODULE

II

tgreat prices with

Equinox

TURNTABLE MTH

Reference

ORTOFON 510 MKII

300DABMK3 System

CARTRIDGE AND

REF300DABMK3

CORK MAT
RPM5

INFORMATION

This_

INFORMATION

Combining high performance with practicality and good looks,
the Equinox Series offers aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack design. Check online for the full range of Atacama AV and
HiFi products.

INFORM,-

This Award- Winning Turntable will grim any CD
Player arun for its money. Includes an Ortofon
510 carndge and ahost of impressive features.

BUY
NOW PAY

2008

system combines the A-H300MK3 Remote
Amplifier, the TH3OODAB MK3 300 DAB Digital Tuner and the
PD- H300 MK3 32-Track Musc Memory CD Player to create a
Sensational arm, ',erg.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

OUR PRICE: £259.j

DELIVERY
PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7.1 CHANNEL DIGITAL tionnE

The PREY) employs aClass A coupled. discrete

•CINEMA AMPLIFIER

fully balanced circuit topology utilisai for the best

UK Tuned 7.1- Channel Amplifier featuring 700W

possible signal-to-noise rate and audio fitk3lity.

(100111/x

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

Sound Reprockichon, Dolby Fru Logic Ile and DIStm

Amplifier prryiuces music and movie sound as

Compatibiety,

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded.

14 Surround Programs.

I Pow

Pure Ditect for Higher Frielity

d-F1'Th-Fdd CINEMA DSP and

PRE30/A30.2

DSP-AX759SE

Primare

Yamaha

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon 6

ELS1 5.1

PRO 50 MK2

£CALL FOR

..

£CALL FOR PRICE

L.

£CALL FOR PRICE

epos
INFORMATION
Aunning M- Cube consists of an active
2.,(11N .. kbwoofer with 2x20Ornm (8") bass dnver.
magnetically shielid centre and satellite speakers
and 5Wall brackets

The Award winning IKON 6 utilises the already
famed and celebrated Hybrid Tweeter Module and
features 2 x6.5" paper/wood 'ibre cone IKON
drivers. This speaker combines abeautifully crafted
exterior with such an impresske sound quality that
it will bnng asmile to your face.

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

IN

package integrates two pars of ELS3
spu,ihuii,. one ELS 3C centre channel and the
powerful new ELS subwoofer in order to create this
fantastic new system These full range of high end,
high quality Epos speakers are avalable either
individually or as part of this 5.1 package.

The PRO 50 MkIl is an awesome addition to
complement the roost discerning cinema arid music
system featunng twin crossovers, 120watts of power,
new designed 10" driver and Speaker and Line Level
inputs with Gain Control Range 80 and 60dB.

aI
I
I
13 1CluIlle'Ebr

CrecA

This trust he rime in she form Ola lettrxs fee or remaF aMI%

o MONITOR AUDIO

CHECK ONIJNE FOR PRICE

ikaUdi0

00000 apectaltsts•

I-

là;D:1111mbl:là;'
1 audio pro

,
facxe,hxrar, the prophrti of I- et [511;4, tItt peid xi full, In line wrth the üstence seFing roguallore 24xx; ,anrei yoor ( 3
4rjorurlfsrisriseriwlilsigro
/
mil does not constitute correeshon Alt goods ex-reefed for return under this roguleftein must be in their orierml hox and rmciiiusing arr. returned through your own nourrir We ex's,

111«

free delivery

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.

Cutting-edge
HiFi Specialist
with thousands
of high-end
products available

Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

AAA.=

VANVV.HiFiBitZ CO
£ CALL FOR PRICE

HiFiBitZ

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

CHECK ONLINE

C11=1111 101*1

11111.111e
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO RECEIVER

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

Integrated Amplifier wrth 75 watts per channel into

The

audio performance

delivering over 100W per channel and featuring a

8ohms. 200VA custom-made tOroidal 00mer

C320BEE amplifier with an RDS

frectuencY response of 0.1 Hz

transformer. power supply capacitors and separate

inciudes aMulti- source Zone facility an::

of discrete analogue

MOS-FET. os new mains transformer which produces

.
,

reeeleammerearee

The Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating
.
5th its use

-

75 kHz.

pre-amp output with class A buffer stage

up to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and itS 3Hz —

NAD C720BEE combines the awe

100W. 150V.', 180W. IHF Dynamic power
4and 2ohms. respe -•

80KHZ Frequency Response.

Destiny Series

8000P

2010s

C720BEE

Creek

Audiolab

Exposure

NAD

Infocus

( Monitor Audio

The HDTV- ready IN76 features 1280 x720
resolution. 1000 lumens and 3000:1 contrast
ratio. uses Pixelworks'. DNX'., and 1xHDMI.
1xM1-DA/DV1(HDCP), 1x3- RCA component
port and more making the IN76 fully compatible
with DVD players. gaming consoles, cable boxes
arxl satellite

untutt
ONUNE
HOME CINEMA
PROJECTOR
IN76

Sonos

Make your favorite audio deanes part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with
the Sonos ,.ZP8Os or ZP100. Together Ath the
Sonos'. Controller, this popular set up will gee
you music in any room you choose directly from
your PC.

£CALL
FOR PRICE
MULTI AWARD
WINNING SPEA
PACKA
This Bronze Reference system features ablend of
high performance dnver technology, exceptional
buiki quality and gorgeous finishes.

In Focus T E AC
• terns &la

oongnœs of

the seie are

MAKE YOUR
MUSIC WIRELESS

BRONZE REFERENCE

ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

Onkyo

These components are also available individually
in avariety of finishes

RI

available at ves v•c.2 c.D e,,erres aso The terms of see ebe net affect

The award winning CS-515UK CD receiver
system features 50 Watts (RMS) power output,
DAB Rade, MP3-CD / CD- R/ RW playback,
Bass Boost and the audio quality is promoted
with the iriclusion of aWolfson® 192 kHz/24bit DAC.

CHECK
ONUNE

I11551Dri
rz.jresefelory

nghts. Pellie03

options are

Finance options available

Q UA D
evadable

on of items pecto san t4COe.a frs.

through V12 Finance

Nov, Pay September 2v_

Don't gamble on whether your
hi-fi equipment is properly insured
At Platinum Insurance Solutions we understand there's areason why your valuables
are called valuable, whether it's apiece of art or hi-fi equipment. That's why we
recommend you consider Hiscox, the UK's leading specialist insurer (with over 100
years' experience) of higher- value homes and their contents.
Because money cannot always replace your most treasured items, Hiscox will
never quibble over agenuine claim. In fact, nearly half the claims they pay would
not be covered by astandard insurance policy.
If this sounds valuable, we will gladly arrange an assessment along with afree,
no- obligation quote.
To find out more call today on 01306 874400

PLATINUM
Insurance Solutions Ltd

ft•
HISCOX

Hiscox Insurance Company Ltd and Platinum Insurance Solutions are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Coble
Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Npitingham Analogue
Rega Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

z
-COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product
listings. Read how nothing with a " retail
price anywhere close can match the
accomplishments and capabilities" of the
phenomenal Acoustic Solid One
(EnjoyTheMusic.com).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more
info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you no one
does budget gear better than us: for instance, the
stunning Eclipse TD30711 PA system, apair of speakers
and an amp for under £400, "
brilliantly able to capture
the spirit of aperformance and oozing with detail" (
HiFi
World).

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astounding Leema Acoustics Antila CD player,
which " positively shimmers with low-level detail
and musical beauty" (
HiFi Choice).

Anrila

•
um, eannutounor [omen*

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most
products ( details on our website), including the
"neutral, transparent, fast, precise and
pinpointing" ( TNTAudio.com) NuForce IA7 ,
integrated amplifier.

°I!

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the fabulous Clearaudio
Champion Limited, aspecially priced
turntable package with Unify tonearm,
Beta- S cartridge, and dustcover.

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

Alizawr
a. '
F
www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

Analysis Plus - Bel Canto - Unison Research -

e

-The Funk Firm - Zingali - Graff

auchobniffile

e

Graaf

Pathos

The latest Preludio - in a
beautiful wood finish. Has
the unique light and airy
Unison sound - open and
clear. A class leader.

The GM50 - A valve amp
that sets the standard for
others to follow. The finish
is really special. Definitely
one to audition.

The Logos - a rich, warm,
powerful performer oozing
style and quality. Beautifully
designed and built.
A work of art.

\

Unison Research

pHOS -

English Valve Co. -

Transcriptors

High-eid Products - High- end Sound - High- end Service

For full range of products please check our web site - www.audioboffs.co.uk
338 Shenley Road • Borehamwood • Herts • WD6 1TP
Tel: + 44 (0)20 8177 4095 • Mob: + 44 (0)7726 522223 • email: info@audioboffs.co.uk

NIP
Anatek Acoustics

bel canto

English Valve Company

MB50 Monoblocks

eOne REF1000

PROTEUS

Attention to detail means atruly

With REF1000s in your system it will

Proteus is acompletely new integrated

remarkable sound and reliability factor

sound like you are connected directly

valve amplif er built to exacting

-the MB50 can outperform amplifiers

to the music source, the loudspeaker

standards Each amplifier is totally and

several times more expensive - which

and amplifier effectively disappear in

built using the best quality components

makes the MB50 arare commodity in

the large and compelling sonic picture.

anc materia s Call or e-mail for more

this day and age of mass production.

Call or e-mail for more details.

details.

On demonstration and in stock.

On demonstration and in stock

Call or e-mail for more details.
On demonstration and in stock.

valve amplifiers
14111 needs valves

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

Brands include: Advanced Acoustics, Ar atek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design,
LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stereovo ,Weiss Digital Audio and many more...

T: 01424 445107
NI: 07842 126218
E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk
H labs cables. sophon Loudspeakers.

Been chasing your tail, around the block afew times,
up blind alleys, thought you'd reached reached adead end?
There is light...

r
-

BEL CANTO

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Player

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre -amp

The first www.6moons.com Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. Phenomenal voue, huge solid
state power output and valve-like delicacy.

This player virtualiy eliminates any gap between
digital and analogue replay by revealing those
emotional characteristics in music that are often
obllerated by the insensitive hand of technology.

One review after another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep both the copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

CONSONANCE 120L

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

KR AUDIO

My own Acoustic Signature Mambo sounds fantastic,
even when sited on acoffee table! Eighlyfour pounds
of precision German engineering, with ten years
warranty on its bearing, and so easy to set up.

Only amature approach to music reproduction
will fully appreciate the effortlessly natural
abilities of this KR Audio VA340 integrated
amplifier. It's the one you're likely to keep!

A2006 ' Product of the Year' in Iii Fi Plus
magazine and, at lust £695, clearly this
lovely CD player is abest )uy. Filterless
DAC and now available in black or silver.

NEW

AIRTIGHT

EMT Jubilee JSD 5

FURUTECH DeMag

Head to head against some highly praised
solid-state behemoths, the AirTight ATM- 1
has consistently proved to be more musical
with much greater room filling presence.

Celebrating its 60th anniversay, EMT ( creators of
Brinkmann cartridges and long time suppliers to
the BBC ) have launched these delicious sounding,
high output ( 1mV ) moving coil gems. £ 1695

Demagnetise vinyl? Yes, you still haven't
heard your LP's at their best. Even turntable
set-up guru Michael Frerner was impressed!
Treats LP's, CD's,
and interconnects.

NEW

o

HORNING Aristoteles

GEMME Vivace

Anew loudspeaker from Tommy Hoerning
that provides 96dB sensitivity and an easy
load for low power amplifiers. Enthusiasts
with smaller listening rooms can now
en¡oy awesome 'room filling' naturalless,
astrength of the Horning Agathon, about
which e-zine '6moons.com' summarised
their extensive introductory review will the
commendation ;"learn ¡ ust what has become
possible in music reproduction per se."
Aristoteles £3,995 Agathon from (6,300

Single drivers speakers ha se an integrity and
rythmic cohesion that appeals strongly to
listeners who prioritise their emotional
connection with music rattier than academic
analysis of the loudspeaker itself. These
beautifully constructed loudspeakers from
Canada offer useful sensitivity and an easy
load, suitable for both valve and solid state
amplifiers to deliver aspacious soundstage
with delicious fluidity. Available ii asuperb
choice of venners and lacquer from £2995.

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!

maudio

See our website for part-exchanged & ex-dem Bargains
www.audiolincs.com

078 2192 5851

GRANTHAM ( A1) SOUTH LINCS

0'! 476 591090

...because the flame is worth the cal

T

he way to make your
cartridge really perform !

"A

"

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special products I've reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2005 award

"Th_he
e _st tonearm I've heard"

HI FI WORLD

At last - an affordable
digital stylus force gauge
Your cartridge can only perform as well as your tonearm will allow. If
you have one of the great tonearms of yesteryear we would suggest it's
time to move on. Radical performance improvements are now available,
so why not treat yourself to aserious upgrade. After all asignificant
tonearm upgrade offers many times the improvements of those given
by cartridge upgrades, and last alot longer. Our multi-award winning
arms are offered with ano risk, money back guarantee should you be
anything other than delighted.

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500

Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OM from - £124

Correct tracking force is important to obtain maximum performance and
avoid record wear. Too heavy and the sound becomes relatively sluggish
-too light and tracking is adversely affected leading to increased record
wear. Normally super accurate digital gauges are regarded as exotica.
However "the arm load meter" at £57 will conveniently read your
tracking force with great accuracy. No more fiddling with mechanical
stylus balances that stick and can give false readings. Instead you have
repeatable precision readings which enable better comparisons to be
made between different tracking forces and VTAs.

(
74(4/a/aql 2005 World Awards

O
RIGIN

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

WHAT HI Fi'
*****

LIVE Closest to the original sound

Full information on web site

www.originlive.com

I
— Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible improvements with upgrading
hardware, until they replace their ordinary cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for yourself sonic improvements that the MIT
Interfaces make in your system. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables arc so important to the overall performance of your
system.
Once you have experienced the benefits of MIT network

Music Interface Technologies

technologies, everything else is "just cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail BClarity

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991, enquiries(aaudiobility.co.uk

•

•

CCF71_

C7417.LCI;CF—

Stereo 40 MKII

'The Stereo 40 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below 1011z..."
"Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp price"... Hi Fi Choice

Hi Fi News said...
•

"ample, deep, bass, underpinning

011QCT

alucid and effortless midrange

p

LEEMA ACOUS TICS

and treble "' impeccable finish

1111.0111.111111.111..mafflunim

and bomb-proof solidity some of
the most natural sounding music

Look, Listen, Experience...

that Ihave heard"

NEW

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room

•Home Cinema

•Custom Installation • System Set-up

naim

• Turntable Workshop

New UK design. 2x 40w improved
driver stage. Upgraded valves
Bigger transformers, ( now 23kg)

ARCAM

œi

FCr"

e

Stex-ecs -4C1

epos

Switchable Triode mode 2x 20w.

LOEWE.

Silver audio cable. ALPs volume pot.
Tape loop. Standby facility included.
Choke regulated power supply.
KT88 version available

Still Only £899.95

4
i7
kudos

Stei-eco 3C1C1

...and others
our showroom at:
Calveley Court. Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg LICID
Visit

Fabulous 300B Sound
2x 35w rms will Urbe most speakers
UK Designed. Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop

BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

From £1,699 Inc Russian Valves
od-mdisr-

17

.5PEAKEIRS

complete

z,Aft-iW ORLD'S M OST M USICAL SPEAKERS . •

Stereo 300

(Upgrades available)

Linde pi-te-aterut3

beautifully controlled sound...Imaging very detalleeilslortion an all
time low o 0.0009°... excellent relloblIlly LA4/148255 TBolton Hi fl News luIN 2006
Valve rectincation.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High alow level outputs
Will match any power amp

The newest additions to the Vonschweikert stable
the VR series 4and 5loudspeakers represent the
state of the art in moving coil multi driver speaker
systems in their respective price ranges, and well
beyond.
Come and discover why demonstrators at
CES 2006 in Las Vegas used Vonschweikert
loudspeakers more than any other manufacturer.
including Wilson and Kharma...

From £ 69'9.95 complete

"VR4st mk11 £ 7445 - VR5se £ 15,945 - pictures show VR5se

Ask about our new KT88100w mono mocks from £1,699.95

both designs utilise the same cabinet

i=»,S 1 All '11Talsee Pliorics Stage

Demonstration by appointment.

listen to ine music noi me surfoce noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95 complete

[ MC £ 599.951

New Passive Preamp.
Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA Platforms
audioplay
011111n111.

t: +44 (
0)20 73596962
m: +44(0)7966 101971

audioplay@btinternetoom

4Inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £229.95
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point' wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & allos
plate construction. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reHabillty. Unbeatable
advice gback up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*

fix/ Out more weftsile at wwwiconaute.com
Or ask for an illustrated leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
ZeITPL £7•17.1_81-1.-0—
'Conditions

apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester

Visa and MasterCard accepted

LE2 STA
CE marked

Central Audio
DEMONSTRATOR AND

CURRENT INVENTORy,,
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
3250.... 2195
AUDIO RESEARCH REF n
10000
.... 3995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
2200
795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22
4000 . . 1395
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
2500.... 1595
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
6500 .... 3495
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
2500 . .. 1695
AUDION PREMIER PHONO STAGE 4MTHS OLD
750
445
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 3008 4MTHS OLD
2680 . .. 1595
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 85
1200
595
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
3000.... 1395
ACCUPHASE PS1200
8000 .... 2995
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH AID INPUT BOARD
8500 .
3995
ACCUPHASE DP90
6500 .... 2495
ACCUPHASE E212
2200.... 1295
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
4800 .... 2495
AYRE K5XE PRE
1995
1195
AYRE V5XE POWER
2995 .... 1995
AYRE AX7E
1995.... 1295
BAT VKD5SE
6500.... 2495
BAT P5+6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
3050.
1995
B&W 802
6000.
3995
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30
8000 . . 2495
BEL CANTO EVO4
3500.... 1795
BOULDER 810 PRE
5500 .... 3995
BOULDER 850 MONOS
7500 .... 5495
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
45000... 19995
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
5000 . .. 1495
BURMESTER 956 MK2
8000 .... 3495
CHORD CPM3300
6500 .... 3495
CYRUS DACXP
2000 .. 1195
CYRUS PSXR
400
250
CYRUS MONO X X2
2400.
1495
DAR7ZEEL NHEI 108
11800.... 7995
DCS VERDI LASCALA
10000 .... 3995
EAR V20
3500.... 1495
EMM LABS OCC2/CDSD
13000 . . .. 5995
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
8500 .... 4995
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
4000 .... 2695
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM
3100.... 1995
FOCAL 927 BE
2800.... 1595
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180
45
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
2500.... 1595
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 + BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
7500 . ... 2995
KRELL KPS 28C CD
9000 .... 3495
KRELL CD-DSP
3500
795
KRELL KRC
6000
795
KRELL KAS 2 MONO'S
22000 .... 4995
KRELL FPB400CX
12000
995
KRELL SACD STANDARD 5.2
4000 ... . 2495
KRELL 280P
3000.... 1995
LINN KLIMAXTVVIN
6000 .... 1995
LINN C5100
2200.... 1295
LINN UNIDISK 1.1 !WEEK OLD
6850 .... 3995
LINN C4200 1WEEK OLD
3680 .... 2295
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
1200
795
MICHELL ORBE ORIGIN ILLUSTRIOUS ORTOFON MC JUBILEE
5200 .... 2995
MICHELL GYRO RB300 GOLDRING 1012
1500
895
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
2600 .... 1295
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACO
4000 .
2495
NAIM FRAIM BASE + 3 LEVELS CHERRY + SILVER
1780 .... 1095
NAIM CDX2 S/N197XXX
2995 .
1795
NAIM CDS2 S/N177XXX
4500.
1595
NAIM SCAP 2S/N198XXX
3090
1795
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
750
445
NAIM 150X S/N 219XXX
850
495
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
700
345
NAIM 122X S/N219XXX
750
450
NAIM FLATCAP 2 S/N 168XXX
565
295
NAIM NAIT 5
850
445
NAIM FLATCAP TX S/N219XXX
565
395
NAIM 250 SN796XX
1800
695
NOITS ANALOGUE HYPERSPACE + PSU 4MTHS OLD
2700 . .. 1595
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
450
250
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
5000 .... 2995
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
5000 .
2995
PEN AUDIO REBEL2 SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
1200
595
PROAC 1SC WALNUT + TARGET R4 STANDS
1600
795
PROAC D28 NEW UNUSED
3250 .... 2295
QUAD 63
3800
895
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
600
195
REGA P5 + EXACT
900
550
REGA FONO MM
165
95
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GP
1800
795
SPECTRAL DMC 15
4750 .... 2995
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
4750
2995
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
1500
895
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
1375
795
SILTECH LS88 3MTR SPADES NEW IN BOX
1230
795
SILTECH SO28 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
400
295
SILTECH SO28 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
400
295
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
1430
995
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/IEC
550
395
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
315
195
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
595
295
TOM EVANS GROOVE
1900
995
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
1200
595
THETA VOYAGER LD/DVD/CD TRANSPORT
6000
995
THIEL 2.3
4000 . . 1195
WILSON SYSTEM 5
18000 .... 4995
WILSON BENESCH DISCOVERY
5500 .... 3495
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
4000 .. .. 1795

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

0121 747 4246

ITEMS

47 labs Ousupty 5/H
47 Labs Flatfish MKII TTTTT TTrt S/H
^ream Déva C092 Silver dCS Ring Player SI!,
dCS Elgar Plus DAC BN1S
dCS PO, SACD/CD Player f00000 y BINS
dCS Verde E
Linn Kwik CD Player S/H
Linn Numwili DAC Sin
CDES KI Sig MKII SIN
Nagra DAC it- demo
NW's% Audio CD3 SIN
NW,» Audio CD3 Serviced S/H
Orelle CD100EVO S/H
Rotel LCD 865 BX CD play. SIN
Shanling CD- 7110 Valve CD Player S/14
Sudden CD2ISE CD Plawr SIN
Thew G aaaaaa ion V 11.1
H
Thew Pro 114314 11 DAC with Oscons/Bal aaaaa S/H

Was

Now

1425
3010
799
9500
6500
9500
1800
1500
N/8
7250
N/A
N/A
1500
KIJA
600
1499
6290
2990

099
1995
449
6449
1999
6449
199
199
329
3999
299
175
975
99
199
1099
1299
695

225
N/A
650
650
650
270
N/A
N/A
2500
950
1700
9250

179
1399
399
399
399
179
450
199
1699
649
1199
6999

Analogu•

Heed Audio Orbit TT PSU New a a
Kuzma Stabi/Stogl S T
I. New&
Mc Cormack Micro Driv• Ph•no Stage SIN
Phonomew BPS
aaaaa y supply for phono BINS
Phonorwin Phono
MM/MC BINS
Reza P2 / 81as T
I. SIN
Rohs., X
MK I/Linn ' wok LVII SOH
Tmid• MM/MC Phono
Vdh Grassh aaaaa GLAIII MC C•rtridge a-dento
Vdh MCOn• Special BNIS
Vdh The Frog spacial LO version SNIS
VPI HR- X a
le x-dainto

Preamplifiers

AMPLIFICATION

Tel:

Audio Analog,. Dallis. Remote Prwmplifiw X-dmno
Audio a
hSPIE with Phone Stage is- demo
Audio a
hSPIEL SIN
Conrad Johnson GTE PreamplIfitir SINS
Conrad Johnson Premétir IIILS ei•deno
Conrad Johnson PV141. x•Witio
Audio CAT SL I Sig
Slack SIN
o
8200 Preamplifier S/61
Electrocompaniet ECIR Preamplifiw S/14
Graaf GM13.51511 Dal
awive Preamplifier S/H
Musical Fid•lity X P100 Prwmpléfier 5/h
Nagra PLL with rmnote ri -demo
Naar. PI, battery aaaaa stage ii•dento
Roksan LI Preamp ( requires PSU) S/14
U.S Preampliflier ( requires PSU) 5/61
Spectral DMC 30. R•ferencte Prwmplifiw ii-dento

625
2249
1799

399
1749
1249

4100
4000
2300
6000
1100
1799
3993
899
5450
7250
2299
2699
7600

3749
1999
1699
2299
799
599
1999
499
2199
4999
995
1299
4499

9000
2499
6400
1995
2500
1800
2498
2095
2000
10450
NIA
1200
1495
N/A

7499
1699
1999
795
1895
999
2199
1499
899
7999
199
675
519
1199

10391
4700
3189
350
2700
1995
995
850
N/A
998
599
299

6499
3750
2300
249
1599
999
699
449
225
599
379
169

n/a
590
N/A
675
420
1265
550
1135

99
199
99
199
249
999
449
899

1100
1480
450
710
3950
NIA
1400
379
459
199
650

879
85/9
229
399
2995
59
799
249
229
99
549

199
1200
N/A
850
1600
195
N/A
1750
189
N/A

169
599
99
599
795
199
149
899

AmplIfi•rs
Audoo
M220 Valve mono Amplifiers it- demo
Audio
VSS5 Seeeee Power Amplifier SIN
Audio
h VTIOOPIKIII Val.. Power Amplifier SIN
Audio eeeeeee h VT60 Stww Poww Amplifiw SIN
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Ampliflisr S/H
D
(hat 320 S/H
Krell KAV400sti Slack •- drinio
McCormack DNAI25 Pawls, Amplifiers INIS
Moon IS In eeeeeee d 5/H
Nay, MPA RCM1 X - Wino
N•lin 32.5/140 Pr• Power S/H
Orelle SAI00 Eve Sin
Roliwn 51.5 eeeeee power amplifier Wiser S/H
Verna. P400 Digital Amplifiw SIN

Loudsp•ak•rs

SPEAKERS

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Website:

USED

Digital

CABLES & TABLES

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

JM lab Alto Utopia b• 5.gn eeeee SIN
JM Lab Micro Utopia be Classic st-dento
Martin Logan Aeon 1Oak •- damo
Monitor Audio Radius 360 Suborooler Chwry SIN
ProAc 1325 M•pla liaaraa.nd.ra S/61
Pen Audio Charm Asti. Subwooler e- dam.
Pen Audio Rebel 2 si-deinis
Reg. ELA 2000 5/H
R•g• Ela MK I Black S/14
Son« Faber C eeeee to VValnus Sin
Spender SI Chiarry S/H
Tsunmni TS300 eeeee Subwooler S/61

Cables and

A eeeee orlon

Audi
1 Sin Twa• RCA•RCA SIN
C•rdas Cross 2M RCA- RCA S/H
Cogan H•Il Intern...so END 0.75n. RCA SIN
EAT KT1118 inatch•d Q
in Painted lloo S/H
Madrigal 1112C2 In. RCA/RCA 7Sohn. Digital Cable new, bawd
Nordost Baldar Sm pair 61 wired Spwkar wble m.dento
Nord., Frey In, RCA I
Wow
N eeeee t Tyr In, Balanced I
ion si•d•mo
N eeeee t Tyr In, RCA I
- demo
N eeeee t Valhalla in. Salanwd AES/ESU Digital es•deno
Shun Meek Ipr Spatial Controller is•dionto
Shun Meek Ultra Diamond e
wit of S ademo
Siltech 1.511111 Classic 203,, Silwr • Gold
cable IN'S
Sonic Link 140. Gold mains cable SIN
I MI- 350 20ft I
' RCA st-deence
Tranwarwt Music Link Balanwd Im SIN
Music Link Plut 1121t RCA- RCA S/61
Vdh CD102 MkIll 2m SIN
Electric 300b Values IPair NEW '

Tun•rs a

Tap• decks,

power

supplies

Armin. Delta 80 LW/MW/FM preset Tun•r 5/H
Cymbol CDAB e
Sill
Denon DRM20 2 head eeeeeeee deck SIN
D
Beat IMO AM/FM Tuner et demo
1eeeee Su eeeeee on special version SIN
Magnum Dynalab FTR wino./ e
for Etud• Sin
Nakantichi 4802 S head eeeeeeee deck SIN
PA Audlo P5300 with multiwas• 5/61
Ratel RTISSOL AM/01 e
S/61
Sony MDS JD920 QS Mini Dist r.aord.r SIN
Midland Audio X- change are looking for
Krell , Mark Levinson , Nairn Audlo,

Audio Research,
SME, Wadia.

www.m id landaudiox-change.co.uk

t.01562 731100

f 01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale

Sale of part exchanged and ox-dam items
TNT/JMW VPI record player
Kuzma Airline tonearrn with KSL Kondo internal and external wire
Canary 903 4box pre-amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
Unison Reseach Smart 3008 class A power amp - 1year old
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very heavy
SME Series IV tonearrn - 2.5 years old - very good condition
SME 309 tonearm - one hours use
Kuzma Stogi S' unipivot tonearm - lovely
Lyra Helicon cartridge - mono - very light use
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace turntable with LV
Martin Logan SL3 speakers

mystic mat -SME

cut

Ortofon Kontrapunkt cartridge - 150 hours use
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem, part-ex, seconds, from very
young to very old
Canary 601 line pre ( 110v] - very smart, very good
Canary 303 monos - Living Voice upgrade - saucy
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple
Mactone XMII 6550 p.p. integrated - retro joy - virtually new

£2500
£2500
£3000
£750
£500

£4500
£4500
£7500
£ 1250
£ 700

£350
£600
£1500
£1500

£650
£ 1200
£2200
£2500

£450
please

0
Œ

THE NEW PRECESSION LIN
ACID BAHERY OPT]
CHARGED BYTHE OLDEST P
1' IN THE UNIVERSE, NATURAL S

usA LEAD

AS
E
RCE

call

£2000 £3000
£3500 £7500
£3500 £ 7000
£3000 £6000
£1700 £4000
£1700

Audio Aero Capitole CO24/192
Canary 608 integrated amp with LV upgrade - vgc - serviced - nice!
Mactone XX 330 line pre-amp - retro. quirky - new

£2500 £8000

Mactone MA 300B stereo power amp - more quirky - waffle maker stylie
Sonus Faber Electa - Walnut - no stands
Border Patrol 300B SE - Maple - 6months old
Border Patrol 30013 SE - Mahogany - 2years old
Border Patrol 30013 SE - Mahogany - 3years old
Tascam 122 MkIll tape deck - very nice if you need one
Sugden A21a - 3to choose - from
Tube Technology Prophet two box pre-amp - 10 hours use - bargain
SME M2-9 tonearms - NEW
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control
Homing Agathon Silver - vgc - oak finish
Audio Note (UK) AN-E loudspeaker

£2500 £6500
£900 £ 1700
£1900
£1700
£1500
£500
£500
£1000

£4850
£4850
£4850
£950
£2250

£350 £650
£700 £ 1600
£1000 £4000

Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands

TcEeI: 0115 973 3222
Internet: wbvw.definitiveaudio.co.uk

New

£1900 £4500
£4000 £7500
£3250 £6500

£500
£850 £2000

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

PRECESSION EKOLOG.K
TRINITY COTTAGE VVORFIELD, BRIDGNORTH,VVV155NT
TEL +44 (0) 1746 716881 CELL.* 44 07792 420266
EAUDIOGNOSISee MI N ENTAUDIO CO UK

"The best tonearm
I've h
eard"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies
for ALL belt drive
turntables

HI Fl WORLD

(431 ,
31110 2005 world awards

w

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted
component of 2004 award
cc A
Il new benchmark for musical communication"

vtier.e.

STEREO TIMES

"The single most important upgrade you can ever
make to any record deck concerns the motor drive...nothing
can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In aword, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE

*****

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but ..upgrade kits by Origin Live can
bring avast improvement to it's performance" HI FI NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit
Multi award winning Origin Live arms have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - they better
the best by asignificant margin. Whatever your current arm,
you can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not
arrange for ademonstration now.

LIVE

Demonstrably better

MODELS
Enterprise
Conqueror
Illustrious
Encounter
Silver
OL I

The Cinderella of - overlooked and dismissed but cLpable of bringing
about greater transformation than a £2000 cartridge. No one would blame you
for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially
one that improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as
much or your money back. Our latest generation of DC motor kits offer massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck,
Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC
motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site
or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:07860 511111

SALE!! Everything in red recuced this month
SONY TAE- 1PRE &TAN-1POWER AMPS SALE!'
£4995
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP SALE"
£2999
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID (STAR GALAXY GRANITE) SALE!!
£1395
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA BALANCED 2METRES (£997) BRAND NEW £399
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA (£8300? NEW) SALE"
£2995
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2METRE PAIR SALE"
£125
MIT TERMINATOR- 63.5 METRE PAIR SALE!!
£ 149
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR ( SILVER SPADES) SALE!!
£150
QED XT350 4.5 METRE PAIR AIRLOC TERMINATED SALE"
£140
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET PAIR BI- WIRE AS NEW BOXED SALE!! £650
PS AUDIO X- STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE BOXED (HUGE!) SALE"
NIRVANA AUDIO SL SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX OEM SALE"
£395
TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM (COLLECTORS ITEM) SALE"
£650
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY (£500) SALE!!
£295
SONY TAB- 940R FEW HOURS USE ONLY SALE"
£ 195
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £2750) BRAND NEW £2250
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER WIRED £ 1600) BRAND NEW £ 1295
AUDIO INNOVATIONS FIRST AUDIO POWER AMP SALE"
£695
DCS P81 SACO/CO PLAYER (£7500) BRAND NEW SALE!!
£4750
PLINIUS SB-300 ( RETAIL £4650) EX.DEM/DISPLAY SALE!!
£2995
PLINIUS SA201 ( RETAIL £ 3600) EX DIS SALE!!
£2295
PLINIUS 9100 ( RETAIL £ 1700) BRAND NEW SALE"
£ 1195
ARUM CANTUS VOLLA BRAND NEW! SALE"
£ 1995
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (RETAIL £2500) SALE"
£1550
AURUM CANTUS MOON GODDESS II (RETAIL 32500) SALE!! £1695
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 35E EX DISPLAY SALE"
£795
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE BRAND NEW BOXED SALE'
£950
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE EX DISPLAY SALE!!
£595
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE BRAND NEW SWF
£750
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200) SAI F!!
£895
AMPHION KRYPTONS ( 08500) BRAND NEW SALE!!
£4995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW SALE"
£4995
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II SALE!
£2550
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD (£ 1500+) BRAND NEW SALE"
£895
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE NEW/BOXED (£ 1500-2000) SALEM ..£895
CHORD 1500E 2DACS + EXTRA 96/192 (£6800 NEW) SALE"
£2595
PRIMARE V-25 CD/DVD PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW) SALE!!
£399
CONRAD JOHNSON PF 1PRE & PHONO STAGE SALE!!
£795
BEL CANTO PRE 1PREAMP & EVO 200.2 POWER AMP SALE"
£2295
SONY TAE9000-ES PRE & TAN9-ES POWER AMPS SALE!! £1150
MARANTZ MA700 200 WATT MONOS THX 4OFF NEW SALE"
£995
TOCA SECA SE (COLIN WONFOR £3600 NEW) SALE!!
£795
B&W NAUTILUS 802 MINT/BOXED SALE"
£3500
CELESTION A-3 MINT/BOXED SALE"
Et 250
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500) BRAND NEW SALE!! ...
• 1(15

KLIPSCH LEGENDARY CORNER HORNS SALE
RING
SNELL TYPE CIV AMERICAN OAK EXCLT SALE!
£795
HARPAR QUARTET° (£4000) EX.DEM SALE"
£2250
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA II ( 10K NEW) SALE!!
£2995
EGGLESTONWORKS ANGRA II (5190001 SALE!!
£ 7495
ALR JORDAN NOTE 5 ( 02/2 5K NEW) SALE"
£ 1150
CURA CA30 BIRDS EYE MAPLE (£2700+ 9 NEW) SALE"
£995
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT TRI WIRE (£2800?) SALE!!
£595
AUDIONOTE AXE - DROSEWOOD SALE"
£695
£695
TLC CLASSIC- 1FLOORSTANDERS SALE"
T+A TMR-100 TRANSMISSION LINE SALE"
£495
MISSING LINK CRY° REF 1M B/ PLUGS SALE"
£195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE BALANCED XLR SALE"
£225

VINYL

SME 30/2A + TESSARAC PSU MINT/BOXED
IBA
QUASAR LE SKELETAL BRASS/ACRYLIC TURNTABLE SUPERB EXCLT £ 1275
MUSICAL FIDELITY KILOWATT PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA & BALANCED NEW
£395
NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£395
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX EX.DEM
£299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £299

TRANSPORTS/DACS/CD

MERIDIAN 588 CD/502 PRE/505 MONO'S MINT/BOXED £2450
PERPETUAL TECH. P1-A/P3-A/P3B MODWRIGHT SIG-2BRAND NEW
RING
ACCUPHASE DP-90 EXCLT
£2495
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT SALE!!
£ 1295
THETA DATA II TRANSPORT (SILVER) MINT/BOXED £795
THETA DATA TRANSPORT VGC
£495
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD/TRANSPORT RAS
£395
CEC TL51 TRANSPORT BOXED
£695
CEC DX-71X DAC & VOL. CON. RCA/SAL BOXED
£795
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT GC
£325
MSB LINK DAC 24/96khz MODULE MINT/BOXED £375
ZSYSTEMS Z-3src UPSAMPLER (£1450 NEV) MINT/BOXED £450
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE VIII HDCD DAC N.O.S.
£350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V1.2 HDCD DAC N.O.S
£275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V1.1 HDCD DAC. N.O.S
£250
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER PRE & POWER AMPS MINT/BOXED £ 1850
PIONEER PD-95 ULTRA RARE FLAGSHIP CO SALE"
£1150
MARANTZ C063 KI-SIG MKII & 66 KI-SIG AMP MINT/BOXED
£595
DENON DPF-J3030 200 CD MULTIPLAYER BOXED
£195
DENON DVD 2800 (GOLD) MINT/BOXED
£395
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO D-500SE VGC
£95
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P-3 PSU BOXED
£295

SOLID STATE
MERIDIAN 588 CD/502 PRE/505 MONO'S MINT/BOXED £2450
ROKSAN CASPIAN M-SERIES CD/PRE AMP/MONO'S (£4500+) MINTA3OXED £2750
ORELLE EVO100 CD PLAYER/PRE AMP/POWER AMP (
3500) MINT/BOXED 11795
XTC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS (£3200) MINT/BOXED
£1795
KRELL FPB-200 POWER AMP EXCLT
£2750
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6 (EXPENSIVE!!) MINT
£3995
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED
£995
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP & 63 KI SIG MKII CO PLAYER BOXED £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE & POWER AMPS MINT/BOXED £1695
NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCTS H- CAT PRE AMP (2850) EX.DEM £1475
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 RECEIVER (SUPERB) MINT/BOXED £1995
McCORMACK RLD-1 REMOTE PRE & DNA- 125 POWER AMPS MINT/BOXED _12250
LUXMAN M-105 DUAL MONO CLASS APOWER AMP MINT/BOXED £1995

LOUDSPEAKERS
HORNING AGATHON SILVER SIGNATURE EXCLT
£1995
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8k+ NEW) EXCLT/BOXED £3750
MIRAGE M1si BI POLAR LOUDSPEAKERS EXCELLENT £2750
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE- 109 EXCLT
£195
FAB AUDIO MODEL-ONE (RETAIL £7500) EXDEM
£4750
FAB AUDIO BRAT (£700) EX.DISPLAY
£395
AURUM CANTUS VOLLA (RETAIL £2500) EX .DISPLAY £ 1750
PROAC STUDIO 150 CHERRYWOOD EXCLT
£795

VALVE AMPS
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 300B MONOBLOCS EXCLT/BOXED
£2250
GAMMA MONOBLOCS EXCLT
TBA
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 (RARE BLACK) MINT/BOXED £995
TRILOGY 918 PRE AMP EXCLT
£995
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP MINT/BOXED
£ 1195
CONRAD JOHNSON PF5C/W PHONO STAGE (£2000?) GC
£595

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC
PS AUDIO P-600 POWER PLANT
£ 1000
SILTECH OCTOPUS 8-WAY MAINS BLOCK (SHUKO)
£375
MISSING LINK MAINS BLOCK
£75
MISSING LINK CRY() REF POWER CORD
£95
ISOTEK POWER CORD
£75

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
MIT MN-750 BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£695
DPA BLACK SLINK 2X4METRE PAIRS LOCKING WBTS EACH PAIR £395
SONORAN PLATEAU HI END USA CABLE 4.2 METRE PAIR
£750
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR PACKAGED X2EACH PAIR
£295

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 51111

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

High End Cable

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

www.highendcable.co.uk

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free PM' worldwide on all interconnects

1012 GX

£116 £93

GO(

£77

SA 125

£140

1022 DX

£153 £122

GO( £97

SR225

£175

1042

£171 £137

GEX £120

SR325i

£260

RS1

£635

RS 2

£450

Abbey Road Cable
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
E
CON.'
HON land
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereosou
Townshend
van den Hut
Wyrewitard

DR50

£30

IsoTek - Power Conditioning
Cable Tower

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring
1006

Eroica WH
Elite
2000 Series

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£33

£28

GEX £24

SR 60

£75

£88

£70

GEX £65

SR 80

£90

£153 £122

GEX

N/A

£273 £217

GEX

N/A

(
new) full range in stook

Prestige Series

Reference Series
New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

£25

£16

08100

£40

AT110 E

£30

£18

08150

£70

Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories

HD415

£29

STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arve - IsoTek CD
Oehlbach Phono PreAmp
1
;
sra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko MON ine ('oit

AT 0C9 MUI

Denon
DL 103
DL 103R

£330 £295
£105

£190

£95

Sennheiser Headphones

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

DL 304

£170

EX

£210 £190

Grado
Prestige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold

£110

£77

Lyra

HD435

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
ARTcessories USB Phono Plus Pre- Amp

£ 85

Goldring PAT Phono Amplifier

£ 13
£ 24

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

Argo

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235
Blackbird

£ 16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure

£ 585

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

Dorlan

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£38
£ 15

£
200

EX

Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors
£27

£500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring now for old exchange price for any make/typo of cartridge
EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

1

= 711

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YOB 5S0
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ABBEY ROAD CABLE
t4

0

Second hand
Sub woofer cables
Media cables
iPod cables
XIII cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HDMI cables
DV! cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
S video

alit den Hal

I
scoTe

PRO•SERII

Please visit www.highend-hifi.co.uk
Bel Canto — loem a— 'Foam Send — STAX — Tantm - Project

Reference cables include free Rum In.

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a,
TANNOY, PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
1?-emier Audio
We are now demonstrating in the
Manchester - Cleveland -

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside - Yorkshire - Lancashire - Birmingham
Nottingham - Durham - Leeds - Sheffield
A small selection below of our current line up
Ora ne

Avid Tie

bits

depeakers
St:VC

IAN E,DWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

vbraLsis Ptus

Aure
4n:eta Prix Audio

Re_search

LA.KiS0
H- Gat

Do

get

cree
le.et.cawto

stereovox

COK.SOin41 wee

Pathos
Av.dí.0 suptthesLs
A good range of used &

P...eLvi.tucC
PS Audi.°

Trowsport

28
'
The
5
Skipton
Old Road.
9-farrogate, N York,
DAC

4entsis 1-excispealeers

ex deis alvaye available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

TeL 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

www.pretnier-audio.net

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ...what are you up for?

bawl

Analogue

Amplifiers

Aedo,, HOW ex colepon
..£119
Artston RDI 1S ety Infant),Back Wdow,
Clearaudio Titanium. less than 10 11041/3 use, save£2500!.._£1499
Clearaudio Symphono plus as new boxed - this nsuperb! _...£479
Ciearaudio SoknoeSately Carbon direct MVO (£1650)._...£799
Ctearaudn Start Smart Emobon, inc smartphono 8covez_._£619
Clearaudio Snwlphono, as new
Clearaude Champen Lee tSalnly Carbon arm, extend 1949
Creek °PHIS ren Woe as new
. 1119
Heybrook 172 ew Linn Base LW_
JBE SlateSenes 318isston774 rare as.
_£299
LEV MMO Phono stage
.
. 1119
Una LP12 OL OC .
Linn LP12
warm
._029
Lin Ittok IF. VERY VERY RARE ITEM, REDUCED .1799
Linn LEV, LVX arm good order
£379
Linn UHT, Valhalla Ado, in rosenut
plinth vniceindeed .....
Michel Orbe SE, NC Dauer, ex dem
-£1599
Michell Transcnptors Reference Hydraulic/Flue arm, /1104.L.1579
Michell Gyro SE AC motor Rega ann. ex boxed ------------------3,919
Michell Gyro SE DC motor. ex boxed
MISSI011'74 onenalarrn
_1139
MRM SOW., C
AVlane p(s, REDUCED..
'defy XLPSV3 as new »el
...£179
NA1M anew S
£159
Nd 1M Arn as new boxed
...£979
Onoe Lek Ultra deck with elf bawd p(s Stf cul NOW .....£0ffers
Palk Tnange Epr/Ra25a the s
1heseen.. £349
Project Phonobax SE
.£69
Rega P59,9700, as new, tankfuly in black_ £449
Rega Planar 3. RB300,
..
£169
Rokstn Raeus 5K
I
nee etv Nina aim, ex den £449
Roksan Hens 5----------------------------------1499
ROW,' xen'es 20, XPS7, Artemrt - Absolute sta.. £1699
R(4.111 Xerxes. Trdlurt XPS3511SUexcaket _
SME V. excellent
.£999
SME Vexcellent boxed
.
£1049
SME 10 tumnble ex bawd (no arm)
£1779
SME 3009, excellen boxed
SME 3009, excellent
£149
Systendek IIX9,0
179
systerndat II (biscuit Mt ADC ann, vac
Tedtnics SLI2lanta light domestic use only excellent baved£229
Tenn:. SL 70, good vorinng order ..£179
ir
SL110. good 'writing order wilh SME
are 10124, motor unrt only....£379
-re 10125SME3009. .£299
ans ED160b/Mayware vgc,
•
icue Merogroote, ex dem
.1279
. ,65Cleaning Machine. call for debt .. _1349
ranee neavyveight arm. melted

Weald Audio

-

_1499

Digital
an C072, 'oc remote
_£129
Arcam OV89, bargain -------------------------------------------------------- 71329
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex den,
AVI 2000 Reference CO player ---------------------------------------- 7099
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem
Bow Technologies all. beautiful, vgc 90x84- -----------------£1899
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed
£699
Chord DAC64 as new in black, buy both get free rack . 17499
Chord flu Transport as new in black, dry both gene rack £2999
Consonance Droplet ex dem bargain - WOW! --------------£14.49
Cyrus Oualtra, ew tuner . UNDER HALF PRICE! .. £449
Cyrus CD7, ex cAv remote
.. E349
Cyrus dAD 3024 excellent boxed ------------------------------------ 1219
DCS Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high me
f2499
DCS Purcell Upsample bargain upgrade
Electvocornpaniet ECH1I-UP superb monster unit et bOxedf1599
TEAC/Esoteric 070. vac stuneng 03G----------------------------12299
Esoteric UX1 - Oro ultimate player? COMPLETE BARG41888£5999
Exposure 3010, as new boxed
_£549
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, superb boxed £799
Lector CDP0.5T, ex valve output stage. £499
Meridian 200 Transport excellent boxed. £279
Meridian 203 Dac. excellent boxed...£159
Micromega Stage 1, excellent £179
Musical Fidelity kWOM25 two box, ex
£2749
Nu Doeb C3)4000 va1e oulput vie Upseneng bawd bawd -£499
NV! Transparent Statement, ex crated £1449
Primate C030.2. ex boxed cAv remote. £729
>ad 99CDP, as new boxed..£749
Roksan Atessa. ex/ Dac and paver supply £599
Shanling CDT80 as new
..£479
Shanling CDT300UK Omega Drive, as new
f2799
Sugden Bijou CD Master, vgc boxed
- 1549
Sugden CD21SE, ex dem
£999
Sugden Masterclass CD
£1149
TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote..£479
TEAC TIDI combo. excellent, remote....E549

Radio and recorders
AO 52000 Tuner vgc boxed
£199
Cambridge Audio DAB Azur 640T as new boxed in bleat)»
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New
£149
Musical Fidelity FM Tuner
£49
Musical Fidelity E500 cAv remote
£119
MAIM NAT 05, ex
£599
Pure 701ES, new
£129
Mega Radio
£99
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
£199
Videologic 601 DAB in BLACK
£79

AC Magnum MFI25 Monoblocie excelent nenos wc.__£299
Arram 432 ex sharer 'snot_
Aram Alpha 18 exegete boxed gist serviced. .........................71349
Atom AVR200 ex boxed.
AucioArelogue Maestro Reference 150e monster Intejrated .£1179
Autre knave:ions Series 200 wow
—£279
Amble 80009000X7, as nee,processor/7 channel amp__£7149
Audio ResarchLS7Prearip —£679
Auk Reuse D130 Poikee et_
_
10949
Audo Rauch D70 Amer; ex
Aldo Research SPI2 Paz ex
.
..£499
kilo Vale Eclpse Plana greed __£1199
Am* Vate Bade 200 Monoblocks- itcredlie (£10knew).14449
AW S2000Pie swerh Rile prang - _1249
Cam Mee Monoblodis tern she( 504,Class A atones _...£699
Cain Ion 12 Monobloce mint nblack
1479
Chort1
SPM12009 bezel as new nbat( ._ .11449
Consonance Signature 10, vJoy* 243 ege integrated .........._£949
Consonance Ref 89 crtv remote uses 6550s to great elect £1149
Denon 441014 monoblocle her
.£399
Ewosure 3010 as nzw bawd £200 mm photoostage ...._£599
171M480M4100MA100 PiePower lawy con& NOW .£199
reel 1641005 mist bawdjust sentect nused hone!!! £1749
Linn 10out power, alum
...
_£679
Linn Kern Pro. & boxed
Maw& FW7200 er band
1179
Mendian556, superb power amp. reduced ..£579
Muskal
8200men,
1199
Mused/ Adel& A1000, monster nagraten kWh p's £649
Musical fiddly A5 Integrate« just serviced, boxed. £679
Metal RdeRy )3'103 dXAS100 peptaver ex boxed £749
ei41Mnitca0 ainent
style
£339
fl4iMNac/f merit style pnemp_
£389
NAIMNAP180
bawd esellent
ra!›,
IVAIM Al4P140 Olivg boxed.
NuForce Reference 9SE Monobloe cadet, in saler .£ 19,‘X ,
ParasoundJC1 Monde.* re mint bake NWTASTIC _£2799
Pathos Chssic One Af2, « den°
Quad 606Powe
._£299
Ouad 44 Preamp. 405 e
1
4052 Paver amps NOW from .........199
Quad 33303. WC for Yaar ralh' sevesd
5
.
71 ,1
>ad 99 Powerann as new boxed
Cluae1909 Paver. excellent boxed
1215, !
RadloirlS7A25 Rennaissanceand SC25 Reamer; excellent£1199
Rotas, Gaspe Mseries integrated _.£479
RG10141062 exceknt boxed
Sat Fronlieskiltem Pie IL 8Poaer 1, Retard:goo* nil 1779
Slob S200 Paver, 200w Cars A valrethed.
1599
SugdenelSE, ex dem
TACT/tyngdorfAude SDA2175, great presa as new £679
Tresham DR3 8PSI, mini 2bar pre pink, ale bond .........1119
Trio L-06Mmonoblocks, vnice ndeed
_1449
Tube Technology Prophet and matching p's uoc bee ..............C599
Tube Technology Signature Integrated, extend.. £599
Unison Research S6, as new bead
.£999

Speakers
Aces& Energy AE2, abbe.
Auclowctor A43 Set adrœcrossown nexv£4k+, amazing...L-1499
AV1 Pro hie Ptak:rtes. lees Ulan 6months old ________£899
Castk Richmond 3, excellent boxed_ _-E739
_£239
Epos M12. we
Linn Kart 2, excelent
boxed . .....£279
Linn Tilas,, excellent boxed. ___£349
Linn Sara ecellent boxed with Sara stands __£279
Liking Voice Auditorium 2, & bawd
._17199
Malin Logan Aerius i, boxed bargain! _£999
Monitor Audio Radius 270 Mika
Mentor Ape°. mint boxed 6520 it Piano
Money 'tee noo boxed RSW12 Sutwyoter £429
Monsoon Axle f
PEI 000 axe:lent itibonldipoles NOW
NAIM Credo Ill cherry we bawd
£499
Nben NX6 Standmournwel revived, great valli 9841M...........1349
Neat kousbcs Pee 3SE ely Ultinatum bass &hers NOW_£449
*IT Le ântaste Woe Worstander __£349
Open 012110, superb KW standmount
PMCIB2 chew
Prazc &spare 1SC Orextrughh 820m Arne (Weenie .1899
Proac Response 1SC, ecellent boxed
£699
RereiM20, scniffy withstands _£499
Revolver R33 ex dem, hat mimed bargen
_£229
Rogers LS35i, need se say more..
£599
Ruark Talisman 2tgc meet.
_£299
Ruark Sabre voc. nice mid sized standmant £179
Sows Faber C,oncertocAir SF Stands _£599
Sonus Faber Grand Paw ....._.....£1149
Tanabe° Studio Monitor Large!
_£379
Triangre This 2(r, atv Ti 303 .
Usher Audio 5525 and SW103 Sub - 51 system £Call
WAD KLS9 lot prcesionaPVC cabs ....—............._1149
Yamaha NSWOCIKIll wortang «doe liroasmeteS ._—.1399

Purveyors of
esoteric Et quality
hi-fi components
SAFE SECURE OVERNIGHT SHIPPING
WE WANT YOUR HI-FI, NOTHING REFUSED!!!
(WELL ALMOST NOTHING!)
JM LAB MICRO UTOPIA

£2695

HORNING AGATHON SILVER SIGNATURE

£1595

KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP

(£9500)

KRELL KMA MONOBLOCKS

£3595
£1995

CONRAD -JOHNSON 2500 POWER AMP

(£3800)

£1595

(£6000)

£1895

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSIRE DECADE MONOBLOCKS (£6000)

£2495

BALANCED AUDIO TECH VK55 Ex Dem

£1695

BOULDER 500AEPOWER AMP

(£2800)

AUDIO INOVATIONS 1000 MONOBLOCKS

£1195

AUDIO INOVATIONS SERIES 500 INTEGRATED

£495

ALCHEMIST FORSETTI MK2 INTEGRATED

£495

COPLAND CTA 501 POWER/VOL
MUSIC FIRST COPPER 1HOURS USE
MUSIV FIRST SILVER UNUSED

(£2200)

£795

(£ 1650)

£1250

(£2800)

£2250

AUDION REFERENCE VALVE PRE

(£2500)

£795

COUNTERPOINT SA5000

(£4000)

£400 SERVICE AND REBUILD THIS WEEK MINT
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANS/DAC MINT

£1595
(£2800)

TUBE TECHNOLOGY FULCRUM-TRANS/DAC (£2800)
ACCU PHASE DP75V

(£8000)

£1195
£995
£3495

MARANTZ 7001 VACUUM STATE MODDED SACD PLAYER,
THE BEST YOULL HEAR UNDER £5000 NEW WARRANTY

£1095

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE

£1395

(£3000)

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P3A MODWRIGHT SIG 2
BEST DAC YOU FIND UNDER £5000 NEW

£995

DCS VERDI TRANSPORT- FACTORY SERVICE
NEW LASER FULL WARRANTY AS NEW

(£9500) £2995

DCS VERDI ENCORE EX-DEM 3 Hrs USE

(£9000) £4595

(WARRANTY)
DCS ELGAR PLUS (£9000) AS ABOVE

(£9000) £4595

(WARRANTY)
DCS P8I SACD PLAYER Ex Dem
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5

(£7000)

£3795

(£4000)

£1595

(£3500)

£1595

JM LAB MICRO UTOPIA

KINGSOUND 300 E/STATS (QUAD K1LLERS,£4000)
2 HOURS USE
MACINTOSH LS360

£2695
(£7000) £ 1895

KILLER FOR HOME CINEMA!!
(DYNAUDIO) CONTOUR 1.3 MK2 CHERRY

(£1400) £595

MERLIN VSM WITH BAMM (£5800) AMAZING!
READ REVIEWS ON THE NET!!

£2495

APOGEE SCINTILLAS BOXED LIKE NEW
TOTALLY ORIGINAL BEST YOULL FIND

£2995

AURUM CANTOS 2SE MAPLE OR ROSEWOOD
SEALED BOX

(£995)

PIEGA P4XL MK2

(£2500)

£1195

PS AUDIOPOWER PLANT 600

(£2200)

£895

READ THE REVIEWS!! (WARANTY)

(£3800)

£2995

BEL CANTO 1000 REF MONOBLOCKS

(£4000)

£1995

WILSON AUDIO 3/2 WATT PUPPY CRATED

(£14000)

£2995

£695

BASIS 2200 TURNTABLE 1HOURS USE

Accessories/Systems
Cain Fog v2 Cd player and 4808 Integrated amp, ex den _.£1249
Chord Signalure Ito meconnect .£279
1
1Kardon AVR635 - was P999
Li(111Classik Kwnhonboard twee wow bawd £579
Linn Ciassik orient as new boxed
£379
Muscal Fidel* XPSU v3 excellent _ £159
Pelee CD110, one box system ex derno £979
Tara Labs Ref 8Spkr cable
£Vall
TEAC R3 FINDAB neat portable radio PI Wale limited quandy £69

... «ISMS 1019310 Tuesday te Saturday 10 til S, « e
nourse2ndliandhltico.uk
IWO« IWO quern« obsess required ter cash...-. Cal es Were you trade In
Commission

Sales too

Tel: 07966 267 404
e-mail: coom@btinternet.com

Rewriting the
rulebook...
Leaders

eta
Acoustic Signature
Reimyo

Movers

Emilie
Luxman
Puresound

Siakers

Eben
Kingsound

Extras

Murata
Vertex AQ

www.soundsurgery
.co.uk
01392 662920

111
tnesoundsurgery
hifi components and accessor les

Pick up a bargain on our Used / Exdemo

All over the world reviewers and customers
alike are giving JPS-labs cables the thumbs up...
For ten years Audio Salon has advised and
used exclusively JPS cables in their systems.
Unlike badge-engineered audio cables, which
reviewers despise, JPS are one of asmall
number of cables engineered from scratch. JPS
uniquely designed anew alloy specifically as a
metal to conduct the delicate audio signal.
Available for Home Audition, it is sold direct
from the UK Distributor so it actually costs alot
less than the competition.
Give us acall today...

ebpage!

0845 4000 40,
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

www.manger-audio.co.uk

More cable.
More music.

At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

Kimber's Select KS- 1036
analogue interconnect is now
available exclusively in the
UK 'rom Russ Andrews

precision
in sound

Accessories.

• Manger Speakers

50% more Black Pearl silver
conductors than KS- 1030,
Kimber Select cable
geometry and WBT's new
0102 Ag NextGen connectors

• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables

combine to provide aclassleading interconnect.

To find out more about
improving your system
with unique, proven
Russ Andrews upgrades,
cortact us now at

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?

Kimber Selea KS- 1036

www.russandrews.com/hfn

ASR's Revolutionary

103 zeroboa

Erni:ter Il Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.

or phone us on 0845 3451550
swing

Exclusive UK Retailer for
lle7

KiNBER KABLE

Solutions for better music & movies

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court,
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1539 797300 Email: info@russandrews.com

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acow
Monitor ;
Mordaun
NAD

Harry Pear%on

II

lhe Absolute Sound

info@manger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

Winning North of England Retailers..

All Chord Electronics available

with up to 3yrs 0% finan

•

Nordost •
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksar.

Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hui
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk
- Since 1967

tweakmy irarn
cartridges
dynavector
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables

Kelease tile Magic

worth

After 5 years in

production,

best phono stages around.

the

Dino is still one of the

Highly versatile with

switches on the baseplate to facilitate

growing up

cartridge and

accessible

a wide range of

gain settings.

chord company
nordost
headphones
grado

for

DiNo

stax
hardware
atc
arcarn

the full Naim

Moving Coil

500 series

MoyiNq MAEINE1
SwircliAblt GAIN

now on

epos

SU/lid-TAW

demonstration

focal jm labs
kudos

Supt

DiSCRETE Output STACIE

at :

lexicon

L
OAdiNÇ

t
ulmouts

411

nairn audic
neat acoustics

UpciaAdeAbk Powte Supply

Rd

REViEWS ON

ou RwubsiTE:

nottingharn

WWW.TRiCIIORdRESEARCI-LCOM

origin live
roksan
sme
something solid
trichord

signals
hi-fi

ipswich ( 01473)
fax ( 01473)

Never- Connected

for grown-ups

655172

655171

email.enqgosignals

uk.cem

signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
IP10 OlDY
w
w
w.sig
n a I s.uk.c
o m

Nola Viper Reference
At the 2007 CES Show in Las Vegas,
the speaker that appeared in more
rooms than any other must have been
various models from the Nola Viper
range, looking particularly beautiful ! n
their new piano finishes ( see photo).
As you go up the range more of the
drivers employ alnico magnets, which
are very expensive, hence the price
.ncrease from around £ 3.5K to £ 13K.
The fact that other manufactures use
Nola to demonstrate their equipment.
speaks volumes about their quality.
These are unique speakers, so
please do view their website
(www.nolaspeakers.com), for more
details and reviews from the Show,
and then give us a call for a demo!
Perfect Mains :Am just evaluating the ASR 100UK Sinewave
Regenerator, which Ihave heard on another system, with
interesting resulis for such areasonably priced unit (£282).

V'audio

HIFI Consultants

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
0117 968 6005
,1:1. icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

'Never Connected' - uric ue noise
reduction technology available
:or this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRichoRd RESEARCI-I

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
vvvvw.trichordresearch.com

there is only one
turntableworld!
Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

probably the lar gest analo gue
dem selection in the UK
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 7TE.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: newsehifisound.co.uk
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udio : ook sale special! 711AGE&
KING
It's sale time at the largest specialised audio bookshop in the
UK! Up to 50% off aselection of our range of audio- flavoured
books. Loudspeakers, room acoustics, historical and technical
books, electronic circuits, digital techniques - the whole gamut
of the audio and hi-fi world is covered here. Some of these titles
are available in particularly small quantities so please, to avoid
disappointment, don't delay!
AUDIO BOOK

RRP

SALE

High Performance Loudspeakers:
Martin Colloms

£55.00

£40.00

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook
7th Edition: Vance Dickason

£35.00

Loudspeakers: Newell & Holland

£38.00

Loudspeaker Recipes:
-I .
Ribbon Loudspeakers: Verhagen

QUANTITY

AUDIO BOOK

RRP

GEC Amplifier Design: GEC UK

£20.00

Power Amp Projects:
Audio Amateur

£20.00

Audio Power Amp Design
Handbook: Self

£28.00

The Williamson Amplifier:
CD ROM

£18.00

The Williamson Amplifier:
Duncan Historical Imprint

£16.00

Valve & Transistor Audio
Amplifiers: Hood

£21.00

Practical Amplifier Diagrams:
Robin & Lipman

£18.00

£18.00

Mullard Tube Circuits:
Mullard UK

£13.00

£25.00

SALE

£12.00
£12.00

£17.00

Tube Amplifiers: ( German
Imprint) Kaysek

£20.00

Electrostatic L/S Design &
Construction: Wa•ner

£18.00

£28.00

Electrostatic L/S Design
Cookbook: Saunders

Vacuum tube Amplifiers:
Valley & Waltman

£28.00

Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£28.00

Loudspeaker Projects:
Audio Amateur

£18.00

Building Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£20.00

Horn Loudspeaker Design:
Dinsdale

£28.00

The Saga of the Marconi Valve

£25.00

Bullock On Boxes: Bullock

£10.00

£20.00

Loudspeaker & Headphone
Handbook: Borwick

Beginners Guide to Tube Audio
Design: Rosenblit

£65.00

Principles of Electron Tubes:
Reich

£35.00

Glass Audio projects: Audio
Amateur

£8.00

Pooge Chronicles: Audio Amateur

£18.00 £ 10.00

Mullard Valve Service Manual
1951: Duncan Historical Imprint

£22.00

£15.00

Radio Valve & Transistor Data
1954: Duncan Historical Im rint

£22.00

£15.00

Tube Lore: Sibley

£18.00

£9.00

£55.00

£50.00

Speaker Building 201:
Audio Amateur

£25.00

Testing Loudspeakers: D'Appolito

£28.00

Loudspeakers: Briggs

£8.00

Loudspeakers For Musicians

£18.00

£12.00

Loudspeakers: Environment &
System Setup

£35.00

£20.00

Practical Amplifier Circuits:
Audio Amateur

£9.00

High performance Audio
Amplifiers: Duncan

Audio Engineers Reference Book:
Talbot Smith

£40.00

Electronic Classics: Collecting &
Re.airin.: Emmerson

£21.00

Radiotron Designers Handbook:
CD ROM

£25.00

Acoustical Engineering: Olsen

£55.00

Acoustics: Berenek

£45.00

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

QUANTITY

£14.00

£15.00

H9
Performanc ,
.clspeakei
MolleCams

Tel ephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E ( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN
Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)
Card Number

HriEPILJ
Expiry (date)
Signature

CV Security Number

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN Accessories Club 8, CD
Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028 OR
Telephone: 01234 741152 OR email: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and
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Art Audio build valve amplifiers
of timeless beauty and sonic
prowess. Own one and you are a
step closer to the original recording
in all of its majesty. Variety of
configurations are available.
Contact us for more details.

Alternative

moninuiv

Taunton, Somerset

Id: 01984 624242

Art Audio - Tempo

Defer@aliernativeaudio
Web: www.olIernafIveaudio.co.Lk

Like all Vandersteen speakers, Quatros
are completely lime- and phase-accurate.
'hey set new standards for speakers at
this price point with wide bandwidth
and linearity; exceptional resolution and
imaging; and outstanding naturalness
and musicality. Contact us for more
details.

Home Evaluation service available.
See oir web site for used terns lksi.
Art Audio, Border Patrol, Clearaud;o
Diapason, EAR / Yeshino, Experience
filtration, Lector. LfD Audio, Lyra,
Music first Audio, Nott•ngham
Analogue, Opera, Çuadraspire
Shun Mook, SME, Transfiguration.
Unison Research, Vandersteen
Audio.
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It produced some of the most innovative designs of its
time yet never became ahousehold name. John Howes
kicks off anew series celebrating the lesser- known
brands of yesteryear with the story of Sound Sales

1938, 1939 TRI -CHANNEL

r, 937,
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ound Sales was founded in 1931 by
Roy Wellington, who wanted to
manufacture quality equipment
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markets. It was based in Upper Holloway,
London, and later moved to Farnham in
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Surrey. The company not only produced
amplifiers, tuners and loudspeakers, but

SOUND SALES Ltd.

also manufactured its own microphones,
transformers, chokes and capacitors.
Sound Sales products gained an
enviable reputation in the industry and
supplied the BBC, GPO, War Office and
the Air Ministry. Its amplifiers and PA horns
were used at the coronation celebrations

—

LEFT AND TOP: Atri channel Mk IV amplifier,
an A- Zsenior 20W amplifier and an A- Z
amplifiers were produced, using adifferent
valve line-up. This culminated in the Mark

10W amp pictured on top of atri channel
speaker; a 12in ' dual suspension auditorium'

V in 1962. Its later amps were distinctive,

drive unit as used in the tri channel cabinets

having alift- up chrome grill that covered

for King George VI in 1937.
In pursuit of the highest possible
reproduction, the company developed an
active three- channel amplifier in 1937.
This complete tri channel mono system

the valves. This not only protected the
owner from burning their fingers, but was
also visually very appealing.

Quad ESL- 57 speaker at £ 52 or aLeak
Stereo 20 at £ 30.9s.
The photos show atri channel Mk IV
amplifier, an A-Z senior 20W amplifier

consisted of apush-pull PX4 triode bass

RARE TO FIND

amplifier, push-pull KT66 mid amplifier and
asingle- ended PX4 triode treble amplifier.

Sound bales pioducts are rare to find

and an A- Z 10W amplifier sitting on a
tri channel speaker. This speaket was

these aays due to the fact they were not
mass voduced. Ihave restored several

of innovative design, having two 12in
units in aspecial labyrinth coveting the

models of its valve amplifiers, the most

bass, asingle 12in unit covering the mid
frequencies and an electrostatic tweeter.
Each cabinet measured 1000 x790 x

Several versions of the tri channel
•••••
111011':

• • • .1 1
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111
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interesting being apair of tri channel monoblocks made in 1959.
These are massive valve amplifiers,
measuring 460 x260 x240mm and

rlriAee Lit

130
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X-9 efeibteltr

weighing 25kg each!
Three separate amplifiers and
power supplies are mounted on one
chassis: a 25W bass, 10W mid and
4W treble channel.
The stereo tri channel system

understanding partner!
The 12in ' dual suspension auditorium'
drive units used in the tri channel cabinets
were of special design. They had avelvet
surround and a 14-fingered flexible
suspension spider. Ibelieve the only other

consisted of two large speakers, two
tri channel amplifiers and amatching

speaker to use asimilar design was the

stereo preamplifier. The tri channel

edge surround.
Roy Wellington died on August 20th
1962, leaving alegacy cl innovative, high

system was sold as acomplete package
and cost £ 300 in 1959. Compare this
tt/with aQuad Il amplifier at £ 22.10s,

SOUND Sale'
Vie ".-elb

890mm and weighed 92kg. To own apair
you would need alarge room and avery

Goodmans AXIOM 80, which had afree

quality products. (5
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•Musical Fidelity Supercharger exclusive
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•Group Test: phono amps
•Krell 600 Series amplifiers
•Audio Flight Two CD and amp
•Beauhorn B2 Rhapsody
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Inside Story: Classic Radford
amplifiers revisited
PLUS:
Audio Exposed:
How Much Power? Pt 3

Like many companies Ayre have always had the goal
to reproduce music with the same pure and natural
sound as the original performance. Our previous
designs using zero-feedback, fully-balanced circuits
and low- noise, linear power supplies have achieved
this sonic goal to an extraordinary level. However,
to go beyond this level required the adoption of a
new paradigm of sound reproduction.
In the old paradigm, the stereo is viewed as awindow
that allows us to see the original performance as it was
recorded. Of course there are always imperfections in
this ( metaphorical) window. It may be dirty, scratched,
tinted, warped, or otherwise distorted. Therefore the
view through the window of the stereo system is never
as good as the original recording. The difficulty with this
model is that it leads us to the incorrect conclusion that a
low quality recording will sound worse with ahigh
performance system than alow performance system. The
assumption (attractive, yet incorrect) is that the clearer
window of the high performance system will more
obviously reveal the shortcomings of the recording.

However, the old paradigm can not explain the sonic
performance of the Ayre MX- R. These amplifiers
unquestionably offer as much detail, resolution and
transparency as any other competing design. Yet at the
same time even previously " unlistenable" recordings
become musically engaging. We are therefore forced to
shift to anew sonic paradigm.
Under this new view arecording may be regarded as
"poor", not because of any inherent flaws, but instead
because its particular electrical signal can trigger
misbehaviour in some part of the stereo playback system
that leads to lowered sound quality. It then becomes
obvious how to achieve the goal of designing an audio
component that is musically engaging with all
recordings. Simply ensure the circuit's immunity to
misbehaviours triggered by any combination of input
signals. The result is an unprecedented degree of both
sonic transparency and musical enjoyment.

KRELL? IINGELS
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krelis' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krel! FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
EKZ [11
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1 .the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.
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absolute sounds ltd

EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

